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How to Contact Oracle Technical Publications
Oracle Corporation welcomes your comments and suggestions on the quality and usefulness of this 
publication. We also welcome your comments regarding our documentation delivery format. Your 
input is an important part of the information used for revision.

■ Did you find any errors?
■ Is the information clearly presented?
■ Do you need more information? If so, where?
■ Are the examples correct? Do you need more examples?
■ What features did you like most about this manual?
■ Do you have suggestions for improvement? Please indicate the topic, chapter, and page 

number (if available) in your e-mail.

Send your comments to ntdoc@us.oracle.com

Other Ways to Contact Oracle Corporation
Depending on your need for information, one or more of these sources may be valuable to you: 

Location Contact

Oracle Corporation Home Page http://www.oracle.com

Oracle World Wide Support (on the World Wide Web) http://www.oracle.com/support/ 

Oracle World Wide Support in the United States of 
America (by telephone)

■ (1) (650) 506-1500 (for customers with support 
contracts)

■ (1) (650) 506-5577 (to obtain a support contract)

Oracle World Wide Support International Your local support center in your country
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Preface

This user guide provides operating system-specific information on using Oracle 
Network Products for Windows platforms. This preface provides information 
about:

■ Intended Audience

■ Prerequisites

■ Structure

■ Related Documents

■ Conventions Used in this Guide
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Intended Audience
This user guide is for both end-users and network administrators who install, 
configure, and use Oracle network products. Use this user guide in conjunction 
with a machine running:

■ Windows NT 3.51 or 4.0

■ Windows 95

■ Windows 3.1

■ Windows for Workgroups 3.11

Prerequisites
This guide assumes you:

■ are familiar with your machine’s operating system

■ have tested the network hardware

■ Oracle7 relational database concepts

Structure
This guide contains the following chapters and appendices.

Chapter 1 Introducing Oracle Network Products
Describes the connectivity architecture of Oracle Network Products.

Chapter 2 Supported Oracle Network Products
Describes Oracle Network Products.

Note: Windows 3.1 and Windows for Workgroups 3.11 are 
referred to as Windows 3.1x when features work for both operating 
systems.
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Chapter 3 Installation Overview
Describes the results of installation.

Chapter 4 Configuration
Describes how to configure Oracle Network Products.

Chapter 5 Database Connection Tasks
Describes how to make database connections.

Chapter 6 Using the Advanced Networking Option
Describes how to use the Advanced Networking Option.

Appendix A Installed Directory Structure and Files
Shows the directory structure and data link libarary (DLL) files for installed 
products.

Appendix B Verifying Parameters and Vendor Adapters for Windows 3.1x
Explains how to verify correct Oracle Protocol Adapter setup for Windows 3.1x.

Appendix C Modifying Oracle Parameters for Windows 3.1x
Describes how to add Oracle parameters for Windows 3.1x.

Appendix D Modifying Oracle Configurations for Windows NT and Windows 95
Describes how to add Oracle configuration parameters for Windows NT.

Appendix E Configuration Files
Describes the contents of the configuration files.

Appendix F Services and Port Numbers Used
Lists the SQL*Net Window NT services and their port numbers.

Appendix G Troubleshooting
Describes resolving common error messages and diagnosing Oracle Network 
Products’ problems.
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Related Documents
For more information, see the following user guides:

■ Oracle Advanced Networking Option Administrator’s Guide

■ Oracle7 Client Getting Started Release 7.3.4 for Windows NT

■ Oracle Names Administrator’s Guide

■ Oracle Network Manager Administrator’s Guide

■ Oracle Network Products Troubleshooting Guide

■ Oracle7 Server Administrator's Guide

■ Oracle7 Server Getting Started Release 7.3.4 for Windows NT

■ Oracle7 Server Getting Started for NetWare

■ Oracle7 Workgroup Server Getting Started Release 7.3.4 for Windows NT

■ Oracle7 Workgroup Server Getting Started for NetWare
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Conventions Used in this Guide
Note these typographical conventions when reading this guide:

Convention Example Meaning

All uppercase plain ORANT\DATABASE\INITOPS1.ORA Indicates command names, SQL 
reserved words, and keywords as in 
ALTER DATABASE. All uppercase plain 
is also used for directory names and file 
names.

Italic Italic used to indicate a variable:

C:\ORACLE_HOME\filename\

Italic used for emphasis:

The WHERE clause may be used to join 
rows in different tables.

Indicates a value that you must provide. 
For example, if a command asks you to 
type filename, you must type the actual 
name of the file.

Italic is also used for emphasis in the 
text and to indicate the titles of other 
guides.

Horizontal ellipsis ... CHKVAL fieldname value 1 value 
2... valueN

Indicates that parts of the statement or 
command not directly related to the 
example have been omitted.

Vertical bar | ..DEFINE [  macro1 | macro2 ] Represents an ‘or’ option between 
several options. You must enter only one 
of the options. Do not enter the vertical 
bar. The set of alternative choices is 
enclosed by curly braces if one of the 
items is required, or by square brackets 
if the item is an optional alternative.

Curly braces {} ..DEFINE {  macro1 | macro2 } Encloses required items. You must 
choose one of the alternatives.

Square brackets [ ] CVTCRT termname [outfile] Encloses optional items. You can choose 
one or none of the alternatives. 

Square brackets also indicate a function 
key, for example [Enter].

C:\> C:\ORANT\DATABASE Represents the Windows NT command 
prompt of the current hard disk drive. 
Your prompt may differ and may, at 
times, reflect the subdirectory in which 
you are working. Referred to as the MS-
DOS command prompt in this manual.
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Oracle home Go to the ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE 
directory.

SVRMGR> 
@%ORACLE_HOME%\RDBMS73\ADMIN\CATALOG.SQL

Oracle home is the top level directory 
and the drive letter where your Oracle 
software is installed. By default, the 
Oracle home directory for Windows NT 
products is ORANT and for Windows 95 
products is ORAWIN95. In this guide, 
the convention ORACLE_HOME is used 
to indicate your Oracle Home directory, 
which may be ORANT, ORAWIN95, or 
whatever you may have called your 
Oracle home.

In Server Manager commands you may 
see %ORACLE_HOME%. Server 
Manager is able to locate your Oracle 
Home directory using the  
%ORACLE_HOME% variable. This 
convention can be used in Server 
Manager and SQL*Plus.

Backslash (\) before 
a directory name

 \DATABASE Indicates that the directory is a 
subdirectory.

Symbols period  .

comma  ,

hyphen  -

semicolon  ;

colon  :

equal sign  =

backslash  \

single quote  ‘

double quote  “

parentheses ()

Symbols other than brackets and vertical 
bars must be entered in commands 
exactly as shown.

Convention Example Meaning
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1
Introducing Oracle Network Products

This chapter covers the following topics: 

■ Oracle Connectivity Overview

■ Architectural Overview

■ Client/Server Interaction
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Oracle Connectivity Overview
Oracle Network Products’ main function is to establish sessions and transfer data 
between a client and a server or between two servers. Most of the activity occurs at 
the beginning when setting up the session. Once the session is established, Oracle 
Network Products’ main job is to act as a data courier for the client and server.

The connection operation is initiated during any standard database login between 
the client application and the server, with information such as the client machine 
name and username being passed to the remote machine.

Oracle Network Products coordinate a session with the help of a listener. Every 
time a client (or server acting as a client) requests a session with a server, the actual 
requests comes into a listener. The listener decides where the server is and enables 
the client to connect to the server. The listener is a separate process whose whole 
responsibility is to listen for incoming client connection requests and manage the 
traffic to the server. 

Architectural Overview
Forming the foundation of Oracle Network Products is SQL*Net. SQL*Net uses the 
Transparent Network Substrate (TNS) and industry–standard network protocols 
(such as TCP/IP) to connect a client to a server and establish an Oracle session. 
Figure 1–1 shows the basic connectivity architecture.

Figure 1–1 SQL*Net Connectivity Architecture

SQL*Net

Oracle Protocol Adapter

Network Protocol Stack

Client Application

SQL*Net

Oracle Protocol Adapter

Network Protocol Stack

Oracle7 RDBMS 

Client Side Server Side

Network
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Following is an overview of the Oracle network connectivity components:

SQL*Net
SQL*Net is a software layer required to communicate between Oracle clients and 
server. The role of SQL*Net is to establish and maintain a connection between the 
client application and the server and exchange messages between them. It provides 
both client-server and server-server communications across any network. It enables 
client tools to access, modify, share, and store data on Oracle7 databases over a 
network. The communication between client applications and server takes place 
across one or more networks, and is referred to as client/server communication. 

Transparent Network Substrate
The TNS is an underlying layer of SQL*Net that receives requests, and settles all 
generic connectivity functions such as opening/closing a session or sending/
receiving requests or responses. TNS then passes control to an Oracle Protocol 
Adapter to make the protocol-specific call.

Oracle Protocol Adapters 
The Oracle Protocol Adapters are responsible for mapping TNS functionality to 
industry–standard protocols used in the client/server connection. Each adapter is 
responsible for mapping the equivalent functions between TNS and a specific 
protocol.

An Oracle Protocol Adapter translates (or adapts):

■ function calls of specific network protocols (such as TCP/IP) into equivalent 
function calls of TNS.

■ TNS generic function calls into specific function calls for the underlying 
network protocol. 

Table 2–1, “Oracle Network Products Availability” in Chapter 2, “Supported Oracle 
Network Products” lists the Oracle Protocol Adapters supported.

Additional Information: See the third-party network 
documentation that came with your protocol software for a 
detailed technical discussion of these protocols.
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Network–Specific Protocol Stack
The network protocol stack, not provided by Oracle, supplies a reliable means of 
communication.

All Oracle software in the client/server connection process requires an existing 
network protocol stack to make the machine–level connection between the two 
machines. The network protocol is responsible only for getting the data from the 
client machine to the server machine, at which point the data is passed to the 
server–side Oracle Protocol Adapter.

Client/Server Interaction
This section describes a basic client/server connection.

Client Connection Request
The user requests a database connection from the server by supplying input (SQL 
command) through a client side application such as SQL*Plus. The application 
sends the request to SQL*Net to be transported across the network to the server. 
After the connection request is accepted by the listener on the server, the client 
application requests database information from the server.

Server Response to Client Connection Request
The server runs the Oracle7 database software and a SQL*Net network listener 
program. The SQL*Net network listener, through an Oracle Protocol Adapter, 
accepts connections from client applications on the network. 

SQL*Net on the server delivers the client data transfer request to the Oracle7 
database. The database performs the function requested by the user on the client 
machine. Finally, SQL*Net transfers the results of the database functions to the 
client machine.
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2
Supported Oracle Network Products

This chapter covers the following areas:

■ Oracle Network Products

■ Oracle Network Products Compatibility

■ 16-Bit Support on Windows NT and Windows 95

■ Oracle Protocol Adapters

■ SQL*Net Configuration Tools

■ Oracle Names

■ NDS Native Naming Adapter

■ SQL*Net Authentication Adapters

■ Advanced Networking Option
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Oracle Network Products
Table 2–1 lists each supported Oracle Network Product, its release number, and the 
Windows platform on which it can be installed. Each Oracle Network Product is 
described in detail later in this chapter.  

Table 2–1 Oracle Network Products Availability 

Oracle Network Product Release
NT 
Server NT Client 95 Client

Windows 
Client

SQL*Net 2.3.31 yes yes yes yes2

SQL*Net 2.3.4 yes yes yes no

Oracle Protocol Adapters:

TCP/IP Protocol Adapter 2.3.4 yes yes yes yes

SPX Protocol Adapter 2.3.4 yes yes yes yes

DECnet Protocol Adapter3 2.3.4 yes (NT 
3.51 only)

yes (NT 
3.51 only)

no yes

Named Pipes Protocol Adapter 2.3.4 yes yes yes yes

NetBIOS Protocol Adapter 2.3.4 no no no yes

LU6.2 Protocol Adapter 2.3.4 yes yes no yes

Bequeath Protocol Adapter (automatically 
installed with SQL*Net for local connections)

2.3.4 yes yes yes4 no

SQL*Net Configuration Tools:

SQL*Net Easy Configuration5 n/a yes yes yes yes

Oracle Network Manager6 3.1.0 yes yes yes yes

Client Status Monitor and SQLNET.ORA Editor 2.3.4 no no no yes

Oracle Names Server 2.0.4 yes no no no

NDS Native Naming Adapter 2.3.4 no yes yes yes

SQL*Net Authentication Adapters:

NDS Authentication Adapter 2.3.4 no yes yes yes7

Windows NT Authentication Adapter 2.3.4 yes8 yes yes yes9
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1 SQL*Net on Windows contains release 2.3.3 functionality.
2 SQL*Net for Windows 3.1x is compatible with Windows applications running in enhanced mode only. Attempting to run 

SQL*Net for Windows in Windows standard mode generates the following error:

ORA-03121 No interface driver connection - function not performed
3 The Oracle DECnet Protocol Adapter is available for Windows NT 3.51, not Windows NT 4.0.
4 Bequeath only works on Windows 95 for connections to a Personal Oracle7 database.
5 SQL*Net Easy Configuration and the 16-bit Client Status Monitor and SQLNET.ORA Editor are automatically installed with 

SQL*Net. For information on the Client Status Monitor and SQLNET.ORA Editor, see the Oracle Network Products 
Troubleshooting Guide.

6 Oracle Network Manager is a 16-bit application. It is not available for installation from the Windows 95 or Windows NT 
subdirectories of your CD-ROM disc. To install and run Oracle Network Manager on either Windows 95 or Windows NT, 
go to the \WINDOWS subdirectory of your CD-ROM disc, and run ORAINST or SETUP. Then, select Custom Installation 
to install Oracle Network Manager.

7 If using the NDS Authentication Adapter without enough memory on Windows 3.1x, you may receive the following message 
when trying to access the database with CONNECT /@alias: 

ORA-12634 TNS:Memory allocation failed

If you receive this error, try using 535K or below one megabyte DOS memory. Free up more DOS memory by either not 
loading as many DOS drivers or by running MEMMAKER. 

8 If using Windows NT 3.51, Service Pack 5 must be installed for operating system authentication to work.
9 Windows NT Authentication Adapter is available for Windows for Workgroups 3.11 only, not Windows 3.1. 
10 Advanced Networking Option is packaged separately from SQL*Net. ANO must be the identical release (up to the third 

digit) to SQL*Net on the same machine. For example, if you have SQL*Net release 2.3.4 installed on a machine, the ANO 
release must be 2.3.4 as well. For client-to-server connections, ANO requires at least SQL*Net 2.3.2.1.5 for Windows NT and 
Windows 95 and at least SQL*Net 2.3.2.1.4 for Windows 3.1x. ANO is not compatible with earlier versions of SQL*Net. 
Different machines do not require the same releases of ANO and SQL*Net. 

11 DCE Integration is no longer supported by DEC Digital. Only Gradient PC-DCE/32 Runtime Services is supported.

Advanced Networking Option10: 2.3.4

Network Security and Single Sign-On 2.3.4 yes yes yes yes

CyberSAFE Authentication Adapter 2.3.4 yes yes yes yes

SecurID Authentication Adapter 2.3.4 yes yes yes yes

Kerberos Authentication Adapter 2.3.4 yes yes yes yes

Biometric (Identix) Authentication Adapter 2.3.4 yes yes yes no

DCE Integration11 2.3.4 yes yes yes no

Table 2–1 Oracle Network Products Availability  (Cont.)

Oracle Network Product Release
NT 
Server NT Client 95 Client

Windows 
Client
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Oracle Network Products Compatibility
Table 2–2 shows the Oracle Network Products releases that are compatible with 
that Oracle7 database and Oracle8 database releases. 

SQL*Net and Net8 Coexistence and Migration
It is possible to have a heterogeneous network of SQL*Net and Net8 (the SQL*Net 
product for Oracle8) clients. Oracle7 release 7.3.4 clients can directly connect to an 
Oracle8 database on the local system without specifying a service name. 

1 SQL*Net includes Oracle Protocol Adapters.
2 The functionality of Secure Network Services and SQL*Net/DCE are now included in the Oracle 

Advanced Networking Option.

Note: A client and server or two servers running different 
versions of SQL*Net connect successfully. The SQL*Net 
functionality, however, defaults to the lower version.

Table 2–2 Compatible Releases 

Database Release 7.1.4 7.1.5 7.1.6 7.2.2 7.2.3 7.3.2 7.3.3 7.3.4 8.0.3

SQL*Net1 2.1.4 2.1.5 2.1.6 2.2.2 2.2.3 2.3.2 2.3.3 2.3.4 n/a

Names Server 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 2.0 2.0.2 2.0.3 2.0.4 8.0.3

Advanced 
Networking 
Option

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 2.3.2 2.3.3 2.3.4 8.0.3

Secure Network 
Services2

1.0.1 1.0.2 1.0.3 1.1 2.0 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Net8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 8.0.3

Additional Information: See:

• Oracle Networking Products Getting Started for Windows 
Platforms, Release 8.0.3

• Oracle7 Server Getting Started Release 7.3.4 for Windows NT

• Oracle7 Workgroup Server Getting Started Release 7.3.4 for 
Windows NT
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Supported Vendors
Table 2–3 below lists the third-party software required for specific networking 
products:

Note: Windows NT implies 3.51 and 4.0 unless otherwise stated.

Table 2–3 Supported Protocol Adapter Vendors

Networking Product Windows Platform Supported Vendor

TCP/IP Protocol Adapter Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

Third-party vendors that support JSB Virtual Socket 
Library version 3.0.11

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

Microsoft TCP/IP

SPX Protocol Adapter Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

Novell NetWare version 3.11 or later, included in 
Novell NetWare Workstation Kit for DOS and 
Windows version 2.0

Novell NetWare Client version 4.1 or higher

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

Microsoft NW Link1

Novell NetWare Client 32

Novell IntranetWare Client version 4.1 for 
Windows NT

Novell IntranetWare Client version 2.2 for 
Windows NT

Note: For Microsoft NW Link, Client Service for 
NetWare must be installed.

DECnet Protocol Adapter Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

Digital DEC PATHWORKS for DOS/Windows 
version 5.1 or 6.0

Windows NT Digital DEC PATHWORKS2 version 4.1B 
supporting Windows NT 3.51

Named Pipes Protocol Adapter Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

Microsoft LAN Manager version 2.2 or Windows 
for Workgroups version 3.11

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

Microsoft NETBEUI

NetBIOS Protocol Adapter Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

IBM LAN Support Program version 1.3, or 
Microsoft NetBEUI provided by Microsoft 
Windows for Workgroups version 3.11
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LU6.2 Protocol Adapter Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

IBM Networking Services for Windows version 1.0

Windows NT Microsoft SNA Server version 3.0

NDS Native Naming Adapter Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

Novell NetWare Client version 4.1

Note: An Oracle7 release 7.2.2 or above for Netware 
release 4.1 is required.

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

Novell NetWare Client 32 version 4.1

Note: An Oracle7 release 7.2.2 or above for Netware 
release 4.1 is required.

NDS Authentication Adapter Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

Novell NetWare Client version 4.1

Note: An Oracle7 release 7.2.2 or above for Netware 
release 4.1 is required.

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

Novell NetWare Client 32 version 4.

Note: An Oracle7 release 7.2.2 or above for Netware 
release 4.1 is required.

Windows NT Authentication 
Adapter

Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11, 
Windows NT, and 
Windows 95

Microsoft

ANO DCE Integration Protocol 
Adapter

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

Gradient PC-DCE/32 Runtime Services Kit version 
2.0

ANO CyberSAFE Authentication 
Adapter

Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

CyberSafe Challenger Version 5.2.7

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

CyberSafe Application Security Toolkit version 
1.0.4a

ANO SecurID Authentication 
Adapter

Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

No vendor software requirements on an Oracle7 
client, but a SecurID card is needed

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

No vendor software requirements on an Oracle7 
client or server, but a SecurID card is needed

Table 2–3 Supported Protocol Adapter Vendors (Cont.)

Networking Product Windows Platform Supported Vendor
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16-Bit Support on Windows NT and Windows 95
The following Oracle Protocol Adapters support 16-bit SQL*Net on Windows NT 
and Windows 95: 

1 If you run more than three concurrent SPX client applications from Windows 95 that connect and disconnect repeatedly, some 
of the applications may hang or there may be a trap in the protocol layer.

2 You must obtain the node name and address from your network administrator and fill in the information while configuring 
PATHWORKS for Windows NT.

ANO Kerberos Authentication 
Adapter

Windows 3.1 and 
Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11

No vendor software requirements on an Oracle7 
client.

Windows NT and 
Windows 95

No vendor software requirements on an Oracle7 
client or server

ANO Biometric (Identix) 
Authentication Adapter

Window NT and 
Windows 95

Identix hardware and driver on an Oracle7 client.

Additional Information:  See Appendix B, “Verifying Parameters 
and Vendor Adapters for Windows 3.1x” for additional vendor 
information for Windows Oracle Protocol Adapters.

Table 2–4 16-Bit Protocol Adapters on Windows NT and Windows 95

Protocol Adapter Platform Supported Vendor

TCP/IP Protocol Adapter Windows NT

Windows 95

Microsoft TCP/IP

SPX Protocol Adapter Windows NT

Window 95

Novell NetWare Client 32

Novell IntranetWare Client version 4.1 for 
Windows NT

Novell IntranetWare Client version 2.2 for 
Windows NT

Named Pipes Protocol Adapter Windows NT

Windows 95

Microsoft NETBEUI

Bequeath Protocol Adapter Windows NT

Windows 95

Microsoft

Table 2–3 Supported Protocol Adapter Vendors (Cont.)

Networking Product Windows Platform Supported Vendor
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Oracle Protocol Adapters
This section describes the following Oracle Protocol Adapters:

■ TCP/IP Protocol Adapter

■ SPX Protocol Adapter

■ DECnet Protocol Adapter

■ Named Pipes Protocol Adapter

■ NetBIOS Protocol Adapter

■ LU6.2 Protocol Adapter

■ Bequeath Protocol Adapter

All the adapters except Bequeath, which is a feature of SQL*Net, are installable 
products.

TCP/IP Protocol Adapter
The TCP/IP Protocol Adapter enables client/server conversation over a network 
using TCP/IP and SQL*Net. This combination of Oracle products enables an 
Oracle application on a client to communicate with remote Oracle databases 
through TCP/IP (if the Oracle database is running on a host system that supports 
network communication using TCP/IP).

TCP/IP is a combination of two network protocols that facilitate transferring data 
across a network:

Protocol Description

Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP)

TCP is a connection-oriented protocol for establishing 
reliable, sequenced data transfer. TCP ensures that 
data reaches its destination.

Internet Protocol (IP) IP assembles and addresses data packets for 
transmission to their network destinations.

Additional Information: See your operating system 
documentation.
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SPX Protocol Adapter
The SPX Protocol Adapter enables client/server conversation over a network using 
SPX/IPX and SQL*Net. This combination of Oracle products enables an Oracle 
application on a client to communicate with remote Oracle databases through SPX/
IPX (if the Oracle database is running on a host system that supports network 
communication using SPX/IPX).

SPX/IPX is a combination of two network protocols that carry data packets 
between clients and their servers:

SPX and IPX are specifically designed for personal computer (PC) local area 
network (LAN) environments. They are communications protocols suitable for 
memory-constrained PC workstations. SPX/IPX supports all major PC operating 
systems.

Protocol Description

Sequenced Packet 
Exchange (SPX)

SPX is a connection-oriented protocol for establishing 
a reliable, peer-to-peer connection between the source 
and destination of a network request. SPX guarantees 
delivery, sequencing of packets, and correction of 
errors encountered. 

Internetwork Packet 
Exchange (IPX)

IPX is a connectionless protocol. Connectionless 
protocols do not establish connections between the 
source and destination of network requests. Data 
packets are addressed and sent, but the sender has no 
guarantee that data is successfully delivered or 
correctly sequenced. 

Additional Information: See the Novell manual that came with 
your SPX/IPX software.
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DECnet Protocol Adapter
The DECnet Protocol Adapter enables client/server conversation over a network 
using DECnet and SQL*Net. DECnet is a networking and proprietary 
communication protocol of Digital Equipment Corporation.

DECnet is a collection of software and hardware communications products that lets 
various computer system users communicate in a network. Its peer-to-peer 
network environment lets any computer or node running DECnet communicate 
with all other nodes in the network without depending on a central controlling 
node. Each node is equally responsive to user requests, letting network users access 
applications. DECnet extends operating system use by creating an environment 
where client and server software is shared and accessed by other DECnet network 
users.

Many third party vendors on other operating systems and hardware platforms 
implement the DECnet protocol. DECnet capabilities include:

■ file transfer

■ remote login

■ process-to-process communications

■ datalink configuration support over Ethernet, X.25, Asynchronous, and 
DDCMP

Named Pipes Protocol Adapter
The Named Pipes Protocol Adapter enables client/server conversation over a 
network using Named Pipes and SQL*Net. This combination of Oracle products 
enables an Oracle application on a client to communicate with remote Oracle 
databases through Named Pipes (if the Oracle database is running on a host system 
that supports network communication using Named Pipes).

The Named Pipes Protocol Adapter is a high-level interface providing interprocess 
communications between clients and servers (distributed applications). One 
process (the server side of the application) creates the pipe, and the other process 
(the client side) opens it by name. What one side writes, the other can read, and 
vice versa. Named Pipes is specifically designed for PC-LAN environments. 
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NetBIOS Protocol Adapter
The Network Basic Input/Output System (NetBIOS) is an API that defines process-
to-process communications on a PC LAN.

The Oracle NetBIOS Protocol Adapter for Windows lets an Oracle application on a 
Windows client machine communicate with remote Oracle7 databases using 
NetBIOS.

Communication is over an IBM LAN Support Program or Microsoft Network Basic 
Extended User Interface (NetBEUI).

NetBEUI is part of the transport layer protocol, not the NetBIOS programming 
interface. 

NetBEUI is fast, with a low overhead (number of extra bytes) per frame of data 
transmitted. The protocol, however, cannot be routed. Thus, NetBEUI is most 
appropriate in single subnet (continuous) networks.

NetBEUI provides compatibility with existing LAN Manager, LAN Server, and MS-
Net installations. NetBEUI is provided with Windows NT to maintain connectivity 
to existing LAN Manager and MS-Net based networks.

LU6.2 Protocol Adapter
The Logical Unit Type 6.2 (LU6.2) Protocol Adapter is part of the IBM Advanced 
Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) architecture. APPC is the IBM peer-
to-peer (program-to-program) protocol for a System Network Architecture (SNA) 
network. SNA is an IBM reference model similar to the Open Systems Interconnect 
(OSI) model of the International Standards Organization (ISO).

Program-to-program communication protocols provide services for programs on 
one computer to initiate processes on another computer, thus establishing a dialog. 
Peer-to-peer communication is independent of the following:

■ computer operating system

■ programming language

■ hardware interface environment

APPC architecture lets the client and host communicate over an SNA network 
without forcing the client to emulate a terminal (as in terminal-to-host protocols). 
APPC architecture allows peer-to-peer communication; the client can initiate 
communication with the server.
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An SNA network with the LU6.2 and Physical Unit Type 2.1 (PU2.1) protocols 
provides APPC. The LU6.2 protocol defines a session between two application 
programs; LU6.2 is a product-independent LU-type.

The LU6.2 Protocol Adapter lets an Oracle application on a PC communicate with 
an Oracle7 database. This communication is over an SNA network with the Oracle7 
database on a host system that supports APPC.

In addition to these server platforms, LU6.2 is available on operating systems that 
are client-only platforms.

Bequeath Protocol Adapter
The Bequeath Protocol Adapter enables the client to retrieve information from the 
database without using the listener. The Bequeath Adapter internally spawns a 
server process for each client application. In a sense, it does the same operation that 
a remote listener does for your connection, yet locally.

The Bequeath Protocol Adapter:

■ does not use a listener (therefore, no listener configuration is required)

■ is used for local connections where an Oracle client application (such as 
SQL*Plus) communicates with an Oracle server running on the same machine

■ is supported on Windows NT for both 16- and 32-bit applications. It works on 
Windows 95 for connections to a Personal Oracle7 database for both 16- and 32-
bit applications.

■ is installed by default with SQL*Net Server and SQL*Net Add-On (for Personal 
Oracle7)
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SQL*Net Configuration Tools
Several configuration tools enable you to configure SQL*Net version 2 client and 
server database connections. The tool you use depends upon the size/complexity 
of the network:

Tool Description
Where to Find Additional 
Information...

SQL*Net Easy Configuration Used for simple database connections. “Using SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration” in Chapter 4, 
“Configuration”

Oracle Network Manager Used for complex networks, and 
advanced SQL*Net features such as 
Oracle Names and the Advanced 
Networking Option.

■ “Using Oracle Network 
Manager” in Chapter 4, 
“Configuration”

■ Oracle Network Manager 
Administrator’s Guide

Client Status Monitor Provides client connection 
troubleshooting information about a client 
workstation and access to the 
SQLNET.ORA editor.

■ Oracle Network Products 
Troubleshooting Guide

■ Understanding SQL*Net

SQLNET.ORA Editor Enables you to edit parameters in your 
SQLNET.ORA file, including trace 
parameters.

■ Oracle Network Products 
Troubleshooting Guide

■ Understanding SQL*Net
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Oracle Names
Oracle Names is software that allows storage of network addresses in a single 
location and makes the addresses available to SQL*Net clients throughout the 
network. In addition, Oracle Names with Dynamic Discovery Option (DDO) 
minimizes configuration for Oracle Names and SQL*Net, which enables servers to 
register themselves with well–known Name Servers. When DDO is used, minimal 
configuration files are required. 

Features of DDO are: 

■ well-known Names Servers

A well-known Names Server is a host whose address is hard coded into the 
Oracle Names server and its clients. By hard coding the address of the well-
known Names Server, clients do not need to be told, by way of configuration 
files, where to find it. 

■ dynamic service registration

When a service (for example, database) starts up, it automatically registers 
itself with the first well-known Names Server it locates. Once a service is 
registered with the Names Server, its address is available to SQL*Net clients 
throughout the network.

■ minimized configuration

Default settings are hard coded for the Names Servers, SQL*Net, and Oracle 
Names, minimizing configuration. 

If your network uses a flat naming structure and has a limited number of servers, 
this option may be appropriate. If you choose not to use DDO, configure Oracle 
Names Servers by using Oracle Network Manager.

Additional Information: See:

• “Configuring a Network With Oracle Names” in Chapter 4, 
“Configuration”

• Oracle Names Administrator’s Guide
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NDS Native Naming Adapter
The NetWare Directory Services (NDS) Native Naming Adapter is available for 
naming services when SQL*Net is installed. It does not require a separate 
installation.

Advanced Networking Option (ANO) provides its own naming service adapter. 
See “Advanced Networking Option” in this chapter for more information.

The NDS Native Naming Adapter enables you to integrate Oracle service names 
(or database aliases) and addresses into your existing non-Oracle name services. 
This feature allows users from multiple points to use a single login to access a 
multi-server and multi-database network, and view the entire network under a 
single directory tree.

The NDS Native Naming Adapter uses the NDS naming environment to store 
service names and addresses of Oracle7 for NetWare databases. This environment 
allows users to connect to Oracle7 databases whose server name is defined as an 
NDS object name. 

To use the NDS Native Naming Adapter, you must configure your Windows client 
machine to a Novell NetWare 4.x workstation.

Additional Information: See:

•  “Connecting with the NDS Native Naming Adapter” in 
Chapter 5, “Database Connection Tasks” 

• Oracle Advanced Networking Option Adminstrator’s Guide

• Oracle7 Server Getting Started for NetWare

• Oracle7 Workgroup Server Getting Started for NetWare
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SQL*Net Authentication Adapters
The following authentication adapters are available for security when SQL*Net is 
installed:

■ NDS Authentication Adapter

■ Windows NT Authentication Adapter

These adapters are features of SQL*Net; they do not require a separate installation.

ANO provides other authentication adapters. See “Advanced Networking Option” 
in this chapter for ANO authentication adapters.

NDS Authentication Adapter
The NDS Authentication Adapter for clients lets a single login access a multi-server 
and multi-database network and view the entire network under a single NDS 
directory tree. 

Windows NT Authentication Adapter
The Windows NT Authentication Adapter allows operating system authentication 
to be performed between a client and an Oracle7 database on Windows NT. 

Additional Information: See “NDS Authentication Adapter” in 
Chapter 5, “Database Connection Tasks”.

Additional Information: See “Windows NT Authentication 
Adapter” in Chapter 5, “Database Connection Tasks”.
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Advanced Networking Option
ANO is an optional product that provides enhanced functionality to SQL*Net. Its 
set of features provides enhanced security and authentication to your network, and 
enables integration with a Distributed Computing Environment (DCE).

ANO is comprised of the following components:

■ Network Security and Single Sign-On

■ DCE Integration

Network Security and Single Sign-On
Network Security is an Oracle network data encryption and checksumming service 
to ensure secure transmission of data over networks. Network Security uses 
encryption and authentication engines from RSA Data Security, Incorporated.

The following concepts are explained below:

■ Encryption

■ Public Key Cryptography

■ Digital Signatures

■ Digital Certificates

■ Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL)

■ Supported Algorithms

Network Security

Encryption  Encryption provides a way to ensure confidentiality of information. 
Encryption is the transformation of data so that it is unreadable by anyone without 
a (secret) decryption key. Encryption provides a means to ensure confidentiality of 
information by keeping its content hidden from anyone for whom it is not 
intended, even those who can see the encrypted data. For example, one can encrypt 
sensitive information stored on a laptop so that if the laptop is stolen, the data 
cannot be recovered by the thief.

Additional Information: See:

• Chapter 6, “Using the Advanced Networking Option”

• Oracle Advanced Networking Option Administrator’s Guide
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In symmetric-key encryption, the sender of a message uses a secret key to           
encrypt the message, and the receiver uses the same secret key to decrypt the           
message. If Alice and Bob want to communicate, they must each know what          
the secret key is (and the key must be exchanged in a way that the secrecy of          
the key is preserved). If Bob and Steve want to communicate, they must also          
have a separate key (so that, for example, Alice cannot read their messages).

The main drawback of symmetric-key encryption is that, in a system with many 
users wanting to communicate, the management and distribution of keys becomes 
overwhelming.

Public Key Cryptography  Public key cryptography solves the key management 
problem of symmetric-key cryptography. In the public key scheme, each person 
receives a pair of keys:

■ a public key

■ a private key

Each public key is published, while the private key is confidential. Messages 
encrypted with a public key can only be decrypted with the corresponding private 
key. Messages encrypted with a private key can only be decrypted with the 
corresponding public key. Keys may not be deduced from each other. The sender 
and receiver of an encrypted message do not share confidential information, since 
all communications involve only public keys. Private keys are neither transmitted 
nor shared.

For example, Alice sends a message to Bob so that only Bob can read it. She 
encrypts the message with Bob’s public key, which is public knowledge. Bob 
decrypts the message with his private key to read it. Only Bob owns the private key 
that is able to decrypt the message, and only Bob can read the message.

Digital Signatures  Public key cryptography can be used for authentication (digital 
signatures) as well as for privacy (encryption). A digital signature is a non-
forgeable way of authenticating the sender of a message. Only the sender of a 
message could actually have sent the message. The sender cannot later claim that 
someone impersonated her or him.

For example, Alice orders equipment, and the purchasing department (where Bob 
works) requires a digital signature on the purchase order. To sign the purchase 
order, Alice performs a computation (hash) of the message, encrypts the hash with 
her private key, and attaches the encrypted hash (digital signature) to the order 
before sending it. To verify the signature, Bob decrypts the hash with Alice’s public 
key, performs the same computation on the order, and compares the results with 
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Alice’s decrypted hash. If the results are the same, then only Alice could have sent 
the message.

Digital Certificates  To establish confidence in the identity associated with a public 
key, public keys are incorporated into digital certificates. A digital certificate is a 
binding of a public key to a user by a trusted third party known as a Certificate 
Authority (CA). The public key and user identity, together with other information 
such as the certificate expiration date, are digitally signed by the CA. CAs serve as 
electronic notaries, attesting to the identity of users and the validity of their public 
keys.

Certificates may be issued in several ways. For instance, Alice may generate her 
own key pair and send the public key to an appropriate CA with some proof of her 
identification. The CA verifies the identification and takes other steps to ensure that 
Alice is really Alice. Next, the CA sends Alice a certificate attesting to the binding 
between Alice and her public key, along with a hierarchy of certificates verifying 
the CA’s public key. Alice can present this certificate chain whenever necessary to 
demonstrate the legitimacy of her public key.

Alternatively, the key pair may be generated by an administrator in a way that the 
person generating the keys does not know Alice’s private key. Alice’s private key 
may be given to her on a diskette or embedded within a token. Alice’s public key is 
bound to a certificate by the CA, a copy given to Alice and a copy stored in a public 
database for ready access.

Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL)  Public keys are sometimes revoked before their 
expiration date. Such instances include compromised keys or employment 
termination. A CRL lists such revoked public keys. CAs maintain CRLs and 
provide information about revoked keys originally certified by the CA. CRLs list 
only current keys, since expired keys are not valid. A revoked key past the 
expiration date is removed from the list. Although CRLs are maintained in a 
distributed manner, networked sites may provide a centralized location for the 
latest CRLs.

Note: See the RSA Data Security website at http://www.rsa.com for 
more information about public key cryptography and digital 
signatures.
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Supported Algorithms  The following algorithms are supported for encryption and 
checksumming:

■ Encryption

– RC4_40 (Domestic, Export and Upgrade) 

– RC4_56 (Domestic only) 

– RC4_128 (Domestic only)

– DES_56 (Domestic and Upgrade) 

– DES_40 (Domestic, Export and Upgrade) 

■ Checksumming

– MD5     (Domestic, Export and Upgrade) 

Single Sign-On
Single sign-on allows users to access multiple accounts and applications with a 
single password, eliminating the need for multiple passwords for users and 
simplifying management of user accounts and passwords for system 
administrators.

Authentication Adapters Provide Enhanced Security
Centralized, secure authentication services allow you to have high confidence in 
the identity of users, clients, and servers in distributed environments. Network 
authentication services can also provide the benefit of single sign–on for users. 

The following adapters are supported for this reason:

■ Kerberos

■ CyberSAFE

■ SecurID

■ Biometric (Identix)
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DCE Integration
DCE Integration enables users to transparently use Oracle tools and applications to 
access Oracle7 databases in a DCE environment. The DCE Integration product is 
comprised of two major components: 

■ DCE Communication/Security Adapter

■ DCE CDS Naming Adapter

DCE Communication/Security Adapter
The DCE Communication/Security Adapter provides:

■ authenticated Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

RPC is the transport mechanism that enables multi-vendor interoperability for 
DCE Integration. RPC also uses additional DCE services, including directory 
and security services, to provide location transparency and secure distributed 
computing.

■ integrated security

DCE Integration works with the DCE Security Service to provide security 
within DCE cells. It enables a user logged onto DCE to securely access any 
Oracle application without specifying a user name or password. This function 
is referred to as external authentication to the database. In addition, clients and 
servers not running DCE authentication services can interoperate with systems 
that have DCE security by specifying an Oracle password.

■ data privacy and integrity

DCE Integration uses multiple levels of security to ensure data authenticity, 
privacy, and integrity. For example, users have a range of choices, from no 
protection to full encryption for each connection, with a guarantee that no data 
has been modified in transit. For parts of your network that do not use DCE, 
you can use ANO-Network Security and Single Sign-On.

Note: DCE Integration for Windows is only available for version 
2.1.4.1.6 of SQL*Net and is only compatible with one client version 
of SQL*Net 2.1.4.1.6. It also does not support the CDS naming 
adapter.
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DCE CDS Naming Adapter
DCE Integration registers Oracle7 connect descriptors in the DCE CDS Naming 
Adapter, allowing them to be transparently accessed across the entire DCE 
environment. Users can connect to Oracle database servers in a DCE environment 
using familiar Oracle service names.

The DCE CDS Naming Adapter offers a distributed, replicated repository service 
for name, address, and attributes of objects across the network. Because servers 
register their name and address information in the DCE CDS Naming Adapter, 
Oracle clients can make location-independent connections to Oracle7 databases. 
Services can be relocated without any changes to the client configuration. An 
Oracle utility is provided to load the Oracle service names (with corresponding 
connect descriptors) into the DCE CDS Naming Adapter. After the names are 
loaded, Oracle connect descriptors can be viewed from a central location with 
standard DCE tools.
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3
Installation Overview

This chapter describes how to configure your network, including:

■ Installation Results

■ Verifying Installation

■ Installing ANO
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Installation Results
If a typical installation is performed with the selection of Oracle7 Server/Oracle7 
Workgroup Server or Oracle7 Client, the following SQL*Net products are be 
installed:

Oracle7 Server/Oracle7 Workgroup Server installs two Windows NT services:

■ OracleTNSListener, which is started and set up as Automatic Startup

■ OracleNamesService, which is not started and set up as Manual Startup

On Windows NT and Windows 95, installation of some Oracle Protocol Adapters 
(TCP/IP, SPX and Named Pipes) is done based on automatic detection of protocol 
stacks. The other Oracle Protocol Adapters (DECnet and LU6.2) must be installed 
separately through the Oracle Installer’s Custom Installation option.

Oracle7 Server/
Oracle7 Workgroup Server Oracle7 Client

SQL*Net Server and SQL*Net Client SQL*Net Client

Oracle Protocol Adapter(s):

■ TCP/IP

■ SPX

■ Named Pipes

Note: Installation of adapters is 
dependent on protocol stacks on the 
system.

Oracle Protocol Adapter(s):

■ TCP/IP

■ SPX

■ Named Pipes

Note: Installation of adapters is 
dependent on protocol stacks on the 
system.

Oracle Names Server Oracle Network Manager for Windows 
3.1x if Network Manager option is 
chosen

Note: Oracle Network Manager is a 16-bit application. It is not available 
for installation from the Windows 95 or Windows NT Oracle Installer. To 
install Oracle Network Manager on either Windows 95 or Windows NT, go 
to the \WINDOWS subdirectory of your CD-ROM disc, and run ORAINST 
or SETUP. Then, select Custom Installation to install Oracle Network 
Manager.
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On Windows 3.1x, Oracle Protocol Adapters are also chosen based on auto-
detection of protocol stacks. The user, however, has the option to override auto-
detection and chose the Oracle Protocol Adapters to be installed during SQL*Net 
Client installation.

Verifying Installation
To verify proper installation:

1. Start the Oracle Installer:

Additional Information: See the installation CD-ROM installation 
insert for more information about the Oracle Installer and its 
options.

On Windows 3.1x or 
Windows NT 3.51:

Double-click the Oracle Installer icon in the Oracle for 
Windows (NT) program group.

On Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 95:

Choose Start>Programs>Oracle for Windows NT/
Windows 95>Oracle Installer.
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The Software Asset Manager window appears with the currently installed 
products listed in the right-hand list box:

2. Click Exit to close the Oracle Installer.

Note: SQL*Net Easy Configuration is automatically installed 
with SQL*Net Client or SQL*Net Server.

Note: Third party network protocol stacks must also be installed 
and tested prior to installing Oracle7. 
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A dialog box appears, asking you if you want exit the Oracle Installer.

3. Click Yes to acknowledge the message.

The Oracle Installer exits.

Installing ANO
SQL*Net and the Advanced Networking Option (ANO) have some dynamic link 
libraries (DLLs) that share the same name but not the same functionality. Because 
of this, do not install SQL*Net after installing ANO. If you do, ANO will not work 
because some DLLs will be overwritten.

ANO is a separately licensable kit.
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4
Configuration

This chapter describes how to configure your network, including:

■ Configuration Overview

■ Configuring a Network Without Oracle Names

■ Configuring a Network With Oracle Names

■ Testing the Configuration on the Server

■ Testing the Configuration on the Client

■ Closing a Database Connection
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Configuration Overview
Before a database server can receive connections from clients, clients must be 
configured with well-known service names and system identifiers (SIDs) that 
match the address and SID(s) preconfigured in each server machine’s 
LISTENER.ORA file. These addresses are used by the client to connect to the 
listener during a connection. During a connection, a client passes the SID of the 
server to which it wants to connect.

The LISTENER.ORA file identifies and controls the behavior of the listeners that 
listen for the databases on the machine. This file includes service names and 
addresses of all listeners on a machine, the SIDs of the databases they listen for, and 
various control parameters used by the Listener Control Utility. 

Client configuration is accomplished by creating a list of the service names and 
addresses of network destinations through a TNSNAMES.ORA client configuration 
file or an Oracle Names Server. A client (or a server that is part of a distributed 
database) needs this information to tell it where it can make connections.

Configuration is based upon one of two models:

Choosing a configuration tool depends upon whether or not your network uses 
Oracle Names.

Network 
Configuration 
Model...

Suitable For... Configuration Tool...

Local Naming (no 
Oracle Names Server)

Networks where network 
addresses are mapped in a 
TNSNAMES.ORA configuration 
file on each node.

SQL*Net Easy Configuration

Oracle Network Manager

Oracle Names Server Networks where an Oracle 
Names Server performs network 
address resolution. An Oracle 
Names Server stores client con-
figuration profiles in one loca-
tion.

A centralized, managed network with Oracle 
Names with the Dynamic Discovery Option 
(DDO) does not require creating configuration 
files. If you are using SQL*Net for the first time, 
and are willing to accept all default parameters, 
with ANO, the only configuration file needed is 
a LISTENER.ORA. If you are using Oracle 
Names without DDO, you must configure using 
Oracle Network Manager.
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SQL*Net Easy Configuration
SQL*Net Easy Configuration makes configuration quick and simple by 
automatically creating configuration files needed by the networking products. Use 
SQL*Net Easy Configuration if:

■ your network administrator has chosen SQL*Net Easy Configuration as your 
workgroup’s network standard

■ SQL*Net configuration for your environment is not done by a central 
administrator (and you know your server name)

Oracle Network Manager
Oracle Network Manager includes a graphical user interface that enables you to 
view the network in a:

■ hierarchical, or “tree view,” structure so you can see the relationships among 
the network services

■ map view that shows the network services as they relate to the user’s actual 
network

Oracle Network Manager enables you to configure more complex features, such as 
Advanced Networking Option (ANO).

Simple and Complex Network Considerations
SQL*Net Easy Configuration is ideal for smaller networks, while Oracle Network 
Manager is suitable for larger, more complex networks. Consider your network 
layout when selecting a configuration tool. This decision is important because once 
you select a tool and configure with it, you cannot use the other tool. 

Review the guidelines below before choosing either SQL*Net Easy Configuration or 
Oracle Network Manager:

■ Oracle Corporation only supports configuration files created by using SQL*Net 
Easy Configuration (for simple database connections) or Oracle Network 
Manager (for advanced SQL*Net features, such as Oracle Names without DDO 
and ANO). 

■ Oracle Corporation strongly recommends that every machine in the 
workgroup network be configured with one, and only one, of the configuration 
tools. 

■ SQL*Net Easy Configuration and Oracle Network Manager are mutually 
exclusive on any one machine.
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Additionally, note which Oracle Protocol Adapters can be configured with 
SQL*Net Easy Configuration or Oracle Network Manager:

1 LU6.2 for Windows NT must be configured manually by editing the 
TNSNAMES.ORA and LISTENER.ORA files. See Appendix E, “Configuration Files”.

Oracle Protocol Adapter Can You Use SQL*Net 
Easy Configuration?

Can You Use Oracle 
Network Manager?

TCP/IP yes yes

SPX yes yes

DECnet no yes

Named Pipes yes yes

NetBIOS yes yes

LU6.21 no yes

Bequeath yes no
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Configuring a Network Without Oracle Names
After you have installed the necessary Oracle network products, use SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration or Oracle Network Manager to create the TNSNAMES.ORA and 
regenerate the SQLNET.ORA configuration files.

This section describes how to use both products. 

Using SQL*Net Easy Configuration

SQL*Net Easy Configuration must be used on the server and each of the clients to 
regenerate the SQLNET.ORA files and create the TNSNAMES.ORA configuration 
files.

To create the configuration files:

1. From the server or client machine, start SQL*Net Easy Configuration:

CAUTION: SQL*Net Easy Configuration is mainly implemented 
by the Oracle Installer. Therefore, it cannot perform extensive error 
checking on the data you enter. Ensure that you enter the correct 
data.

Note: If you are not authorized to use the server, ask a server 
administrator to help you.

On Windows 3.1 or 
Windows NT 3.51:

Double-click the SQL*Net Easy Configuration icon in the 
Oracle for Windows/Windows NT program group.

On Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 95:

Choose Start>Programs>Oracle for Windows NT/
Windows 95>SQL*Net Easy Configuration.
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The SQL*Net Easy Configuration dialog box appears:

2. Select Add Database Alias and click OK. 

The Choose Database Alias dialog box appears:

3. Enter a database alias name to identify the database to access and click OK. The 
alias can be any name you choose.

The Choose Protocol dialog box appears if more than one Oracle Protocol 
Adapter resides in your ORACLE_HOME directory. Go to Step 4.

If you installed only one protocol adapter, the dialog box appropriate for your 
protocol adapter appears, as shown in Step 4. Go to Step 5.

4. Select the protocol to use for your database alias name and click OK.
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The dialog box appropriate for your protocol adapter appears; in the example 
here, TCP/IP is assumed: 

5. Enter the appropriate information for your chosen protocol adapter in the first 
field and enter the name for the SID of the database to which you want to 
connect in the Database Instance field. The database instance is typically ORCL.

6. Click OK.

The Confirm Adding Database Alias dialog box appears:

7. Click Yes to confirm.

The SQL*Net Easy Configuration dialog box re-appears.

The configuration files are created in the 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN directory. 

Note: You can add up to 15 new database aliases with SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration.
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The table below describes the results of installing SQL*Net Server and Client 
and adding a database alias with SQL*Net Easy Configuration:

8. Select Exit SQL*Net Easy Configuration and click OK. 

9. Go to “Testing the Configuration on the Server” in this chapter.

Action Result

Install SQL*Net Server 
and SQL*Net Client

SQLNET.ORA and LISTENER.ORA files are created on the 
server, and SQLNET.ORA is created on the client.

Run SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration on the 
client

SQLNET.ORA is regenerated and TNSNAMES.ORA is 
created on the client.

If a previous TNSNAMES.ORA file was created, it is moved 
to TNSNAMES.001.

Run SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration again on 
the client

SQL*Net Easy Configuration creates a new 
TNSNAMES.ORA file, and the older TNSNAMES.ORA is 
moved to TNSNAMES.OLD.
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Using Other SQL*Net Easy Configuration Features
This section describes SQL*Net Easy Configuration’s other features that allow you 
to:

■ Modify a Database Alias

■ Delete a Database Alias

■ View Configuration Information

Modify a Database Alias
1. From the server or client machine, start SQL*Net Easy Configuration:

The SQL*Net Easy Configuration dialog box appears.

2. Select Modify Database Alias and click OK. 

The Modify Database Alias dialog box appears with the list of database aliases (if 
any).

3. Select the database alias to modify and click OK.

The Choose Protocol dialog box appears if you installed more than one Oracle 
protocol adapter. If not, the Enter Modification Information dialog box appears 
and you must go to Step 5.

4. Select the protocol to use for your database alias name and click OK.

The Enter Modification Information dialog box appears.

Note: If you modify or delete a database alias on a server, you 
have to make the same edits on each of the client machines to 
ensure the configuration files are consistent.

On Windows 3.1 or 
Windows NT 3.51:

Double-click the SQL*Net Easy Configuration icon in the 
Oracle for Windows/Windows NT program group.

On Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 95:

Choose Start>Programs>Oracle for Windows NT/
Windows 95>SQL*Net Easy Configuration
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5. Enter the database alias and other appropriate protocol-specific fields, such as:

■ TCP/IP Host Name

■ SPX/IPX Service Name

■ Named Pipes Server Name

■ NetBIOS NTB Name

■ Bequeath Computer Name

6. Accept the database instance name or enter the SID of the database in the 
Database Instance field and click OK.

The Confirm Modifying Database Alias dialog box appears.

7. Click Yes to modify the Database Alias.

The configuration files for your machine are modified with your edits.

The SQL*Net Easy Configuration dialog box re-appears.

8. Select Exit SQL*Net Easy Configuration and click OK to exit from SQL*Net 
Easy Configuration.

Note: If you used SQL*Net version 1 in the past, you can use the 
same values for Service Name and Database Instance (SID). If you 
do not know this information, ask the person who administers 
your network or remote database.
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Delete a Database Alias
1. From the server or client machine, start SQL*Net Easy Configuration:

2. Select Delete Database Alias from the SQL*Net Easy Configuration dialog box 
and click OK.

The Delete Database Alias dialog box appears with the list of database aliases.

3. Select the Database Alias to delete and click OK.

The Confirm Deleting Database Alias dialog box appears with the configuration 
information for that Database Alias.

4. Select Yes to delete that Database Alias.

The database alias is deleted from the configuration files for the machine you 
are on.

The SQL*Net Easy Configuration dialog box re-appears.

5. Select Exit SQL*Net Easy Configuration and click OK to exit from SQL*Net 
Easy Configuration.

View Configuration Information
1. From the server or client machine, start SQL*Net Easy Configuration:

2. Select View Configuration Information from the SQL*Net Easy Configuration 
dialog box and click OK.

The Choose Database Alias dialog appears with a list of databases.

3. Select the database alias to view and click OK.

On Windows 3.1 or 
Windows NT 3.51:

Double-click the SQL*Net Easy Configuration icon in the 
Oracle for Windows/Windows NT program group.

On Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 95:

Choose Start>Programs>Oracle for Windows NT/
Windows 95>SQL*Net Easy Configuration

On Windows 3.1 or 
Windows NT 3.51:

Double-click the SQL*Net Easy Configuration icon in the 
Oracle for Windows (NT) program group.

On Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 95:

Choose Start>Programs>Oracle for Windows NT/
95>SQL*Net Easy Configuration
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The Configuration Information dialog box appears with the configuration data 
for that database alias.

4. View the information and click OK.

The SQL*Net Easy Configuration dialog box re-appears.

5. Select Exit SQL*Net Easy Configuration and click OK to exit from SQL*Net 
Easy Configuration.

Using Oracle Network Manager

This section describes how to use Oracle Network Manager to create the network 
configuration files.

When using Oracle Network Manager, you:

1. Create a network definition.

2. Save the network definition to a file or database. 

3. Generate the network configuration files.

4. Distribute the network configuration files to the server and each of the client 
machines.

Note: Oracle Network Manager is a 16-bit application. It is not 
available for installation from the Windows 95 or Windows NT 
Oracle Installer. To install Oracle Network Manager on either 
Windows 95 or Windows NT, go to the \WINDOWS subdirectory 
of your CD-ROM disc, and run ORAINST or SETUP. Then, select 
Custom Installation to install Oracle Network Manager.

Note:  If you want to copy the client files to a Windows 
workstation, either comment out (REM)—or set the value of OFF—
the AUTOMATIC_IPC=ON statement in the SQLNET.ORA file. This 
prevents a client machine from trying to make a connection 
through IPC first before trying to use the protocol defined in the 
TNSNAMES.ORA file.
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Creating Configuration Files
A basic configuration for a TCP/IP network not using Oracle Names is described 
below.

To use Oracle Network Manager: 

1. Start Oracle Network Manager from the Oracle for Windows program group or 
go to ORAWIN\BIN\NETMAN.EXE from File Manager.

The Oracle Network Manager appears with the Open Network Definition 
dialog box.

2. Click Cancel.

3. Choose New from the File drop–down menu in the Oracle Network Manager 
menu bar, or choose the New icon from the Command Tool Bar. 

You are asked if you want to have a configuration walk-through. If you click 
Yes, on–screen instructions appear on how to use Oracle Network Manager.

If you click No, go to Step 4.

4. Choose the Community icon or choose Community from the Create menu to 
bring up a property sheet for a new community. Use this property sheet to 
provide information about the protocol (or network community) the clients 
and servers share.

In the General page of the Community property sheet:

a. Enter TCP for name of the community in the Name field.

b. Select the TCP/IP protocol from the Protocol drop–down list.

c. Click OK to close the property sheet.

TCP.world (the new community) is added to the Treeview.

5. Choose the Node icon or choose Node from the Create menu to bring up a 
property sheet for a new node. Use this property sheet to provide information 
about the node on which the Oracle server is installed.

In the Node property sheet:

Additional Information: See the Oracle Network Manager 
Administrator’s Guide for complete information on all configuration 
steps described below. 
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a. Enter the name of your Windows NT server in the Name field. If you are 
unsure of the name of your computer, go to the Control Panel and choose 
the Network icon. It displays a Network dialog that displays the name of 
your computer.

b. Select User Defined for the Windows NT operating system from the Type 
drop–down list.

c. Choose the Communities tab, then choose the TCP.world community, and 
click << Add to add it the Selected list. 

d. Click OK to close the page and place the node on the Treeview community.

6. Choose the listener icon or choose Listener from the Create menu to bring up a 
property sheet for a new listener. Use this property sheet to provide 
information about the listener for the Oracle7 database.

In the Listener property sheet:

a. The default name LISTENER appears; you do not need to change it unless 
there is more than one listener for the server. If there are multiple listeners 
for a server, each listener must have a unique name.

b. If only one node has been defined, it appears in the Node field; you do not 
need to change it. 

c. If more than one has been defined, select the down arrow and select the 
desired node from the drop–down list box that appears.

d. Select the Addresses tab and click Create. A Service Address property sheet 
appears in which to define the protocol–specific address of the listener, but 
do not make any changes, unless you want to change the host to the IP 
address of the Windows NT machine or the port number from the default. 

e. Click OK to close the Service Address property sheet. A short form of the 
new address displays on the Addresses page.

f. Click OK to exit the Listener property sheet.

7. Choose the Database icon or choose Database from the Create menu to bring 
up a property sheet for an Oracle7 database. 

In the Oracle Database property sheet:

a. Enter the name of the database you want to use in the Name field. This is 
going to be your SQL*Net connect string. In most cases, you use your SID 
name if you have multiple SIDs on your database, or your computer name 
for systems that have one database name. 
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b. Enter the instance name of the database in the SID field. The default 
database instance name is ORCL.

c. Click OK to exit from the Oracle Database property sheet.

8. Choose Validate from the File menu of the Oracle Network Manager window 
to verify that the information you entered is consistent and complete.

9. Save the data you entered into a network definition file by selecting Save from 
the File menu. 

The Save Network Definition dialog box displays the option to save the 
definition to the file system as a default choice. 

a. Click OK. The Save As dialog appears, prompting you for a file name.

b. Enter any name (this example uses GEN) and click OK.

10. Choose Generate from the File menu or choose the Generate icon from the 
Command Tool Bar to create the configuration files for your network. 

a. From the Export Network Definition dialog box that appears, choose File 
System. The Select a directory dialog box appears.

b. Select the ADMIN directory to save the network configuration files to 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN and click OK.

The configuration files are created.

11. Choose Exit from the File menu.

Results of Oracle Network Manager
After creating the configuration files with Oracle Network Manager, the 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN\GEN directory contains two 
subdirectories:

■ TCP_WORL for the clients

■ host_name for the server

The following configuration files exist, where host_name is the name of the Oracle7 
database that you entered in Step 5.A:

Server host_name contents TCP_WORL contents

SQLNET.ORA SQLNET.ORA

TNSNAMES.ORA TNSNAMES.ORA
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Distributing Configuration Files
The generated server configuration files need to be distributed to 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN on the server, and the client configuration 
files need to distributed to ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN on all clients.

See Chapter 6, “Distributing the Configuration Files,” in the Oracle Network 
Manager Administrator’s Guide for complete information on the various distribution 
methods, including FTP and NETFETCH.

Configuring a Network With Oracle Names
SQL*Net requires minimal configuration (TCP/IP, SPX and Named Pipes networks 
only) through Oracle Names. SQL*Net minimizes configuration by having:

■ destination addresses retrieved from Oracle Names

■ Names Servers and listeners transparently listen on predefined TCP/IP ports 
when initiated

Oracle Names Server configuration does not require a TNSNAMES.ORA file on the 
clients. Additionally, if DDO is used, SQLNET.ORA is not required on the clients.

This section describes:

■ Deciding Whether to Use Oracle Names and the Dynamic Discovery Option

■ Configuration Steps

■ Using DDO with SQL*Net Version 2.2 Clients

TNSNAV.ORA TNSNAV.ORA

LISTENER.ORA

Additional Information: See:

■ Understanding SQL*Net

■ Oracle Names Administrator's Guide

Server host_name contents TCP_WORL contents
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Deciding Whether to Use Oracle Names and the Dynamic Discovery Option
Oracle Names contains an option that provides dynamic registration of servers 
with well-known Names Servers on the network and automatic replication of data 
between Names Servers. If you use Oracle Names to provide a naming service for 
your network, you must decide whether to use DDO. 

If you choose to use DDO in your network, you do not have to use Oracle Network 
Manager to create configuration files. If you are using SQL*Net for the first time, 
and are willing to accept all default parameters with DDO, the only configuration 
file needed is a LISTENER.ORA file. That file is created as part of the installation 
process.

DDO in Oracle Names Servers is not for every network. There are several factors to 
consider before using DDO on your network. 

Yes, Use DDO No, Do Not Use DDO

If you are setting up a new network, 
using DDO is a good choice. DDO 
enables all SQL*Net services on the 
network to self-register with a well-
known Names Server.

This feature eliminates the need for 
any preconfiguration or maintenance 
for the network administrator.

If you have multiple naming domains in your 
network, or expect to grow to the point of 
needing multiple naming domains, using DDO is 
not a good choice. DDO relies on the existence of 
a flat naming space. While a flat naming space is 
convenient for small, local installations, it is not 
suitable for large, enterprise-scale networks.

If you have a simple existing network 
that is growing, DDO is a good choice. 
Administrative changes can be made in 
a central location, and distributed to all 
the clients on the network.

If you have a network that stays the same for long 
periods of time, whether large or small, 
converting the network to use DDO may not be 
worth the effort. Static networks, especially small 
ones, are easy for an administrator to update or 
maintain manually.

If you have networks currently using Native 
Naming Adapters, carefully evaluate the steps 
involved in converting to an Oracle Names 
environment.
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Configuration Steps
To configure an Oracle Names Server:

1. Ensure the listener is not running. 

From the Control Panel window, double-click Services.

The Services window appears.

2. Check the status of the listener OracleTNSListener. If the listener is stopped 
(the status column is blank), go to the next step. If the status is Started, stop the 
listener.

To stop the listener:

a. Select OracleTNSListener (the service name if you are using the default listener 
name LISTENER) or OracleTNSListenerLSNR (where LSNR is the non-default 
listener name), and click Stop. 

OracleTNSListenerLSNR is only created if the following command has 
been run:

LSNRCTL START listener_name

A message appears confirming that you want to stop the listener.

b. Click Yes.

The listener is stopped. The status column is blank.

3. Click Close to dismiss the Services window.

4. For all clients, ensure your network administrator has named the Oracle 
Names Servers as well-known names, allowing clients to access the Oracle 
Names Servers using the well-known name. 

For example, for TCP/IP, Oracle Names Servers may be made well-known by 
adding aliases oranamesrvr(0-4) to the Domain Name Service (DNS) or
in the /ETC/HOSTS file.

Note: The instructions below describe basic configuration steps 
for Oracle Names Servers. For complete instructions, see the Oracle 
Names Administrator’s Guide.
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The /ETC/HOSTS file may include the following entries:

144.25.219.146 host0  oranamesrvr0

144.25.219.147 host1  oranamesrvr1

144.25.219.148 host1  oranamesrvr2

This implies you can have as few as one well-known Oracle Names Server 
(whose alias would be oranamesrvr0) and as many as five (with aliases 
oranamesrvr0 to oranamesrvr4)

The numbers 0 to 4 indicate the order in which the client tries to contact the 
Oracle Names Servers, if more than one exists in the network.

If you are using DDO, go to Step 6. If you are not using DDO, go to Step 5.

5. If you are not using DDO, use Oracle Network Manager to:

a. Create a network definition using Network Manager property sheets. 

b. Generate network component configuration files using the GENERATE 
command in Oracle Network Manager. 

c. Distribute the configuration files to the appropriate nodes on the network. 

Go to Step 8.

6. On every client and the server, edit the SQLNET.ORA file with the 
NAMES.DIRECTORY_PATH parameter so it includes ONAMES:

NAMES.DIRECTORY_PATH = (ONAMES, TNSNAMES)

1 Well-known Names Server names for Names Pipes must be in all uppercase.

The well-known host names 
for TCP connections 

The well-known computer 
Names for Named Pipes 
connections1

The well-known 
service name for an 
SPX connection

oranamesrvr0
oranamesrvr1
oranamesrvr2
oranamesrvr3
oranamesrvr4

ORANAMESRVR0
ORANAMESRVR1
ORANAMESRVR2
ORANAMESRVR3
ORANAMESRVR4

oranamesrvr

Additional Information: These procedures are all described in 
detail in the Oracle Network Manager Administrator’s Guide.
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7. On every client and server, ensure the following line is in the SQLNET.ORA file:

AUTOMATIC_IPC = OFF

8. On the server, comment out all ADDRESSes (including IPC) that you are not 
using in the LISTENER.ORA file. For example:

  (ADDRESS_LIST =

#        (ADDRESS=

#          (PROTOCOL= IPC)

#          (KEY= oracle.world)

#        )

#        (ADDRESS=

#          (PROTOCOL= IPC)

#          (KEY= ORCL)

#        )

#        (ADDRESS=

#          (COMMUNITY= NMP.world)

#          (PROTOCOL= NMP)

#          (SERVER= hr-PC)

#          (PIPE= ORAPIPE)

#        )

        (ADDRESS= 

          (COMMUNITY= TCP.world)

          (PROTOCOL= TCP)

          (Port= 1521)

        )

        (ADDRESS= 

          (COMMUNITY= TCP.world)

          (PROTOCOL= TCP)

          (Port= 1526)

        )

  )

9. On the server, add the GLOBAL_DBNAME parameter for each database 
instance and USE_PLUG_AND_PLAY_listener_name (for DDO) parameters to 
the LISTENER.ORA file:

SID_LIST_listener_name=

   (SID_LIST =

      (SID_DESC =

         (SID_NAME = SID)
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        (GLOBAL_DBNAME = global_dbname.domain)

      )

   )

USE_PLUG_AND_PLAY_listener_name = ON

10. Create and start the OracleNamesService by using the Names Control Utility, 
NAMESCTL. On the Oracle Names Server, enter:

C:\>NAMESCTL

NAMESCTL>START

The OracleNamesService is created and configuration is complete.

11. Go to the section, “Testing the Configuration on the Server”.

GLOBAL_DBNAME This is the name with which the listener registers the 
database instance with an Oracle Names Server and the 
name by which the Oracle Names Server identifies a 
database.

When clients request the connect information for a 
database from an Oracle Names Server, this is the alias they 
use. 

The domain is defined in the SQLNET.ORA file by the 
NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN parameter. The default is set 
to WORLD.

USE_PLUG_AND_PLAY Instructs the listener to find and register with a well-known 
Oracle Names Server. 

When the listener starts, it looks for hosts with the well-
known host names, tries to gather connection information 
from the Oracle Names Server, and registers its SID(s) with 
it.
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Using DDO with SQL*Net Version 2.2 Clients
DDO is a SQL*Net version 2.3 and above feature. If you want to use DDO in a 
network with SQL*Net version 2.2 and SQL*Net version 2.3 or above clients, you 
must add the following NAMES.PREFERRED_SERVERS parameter to the 
SQLNET.ORA file.

SQL*Net version 2.2 clients cannot automatically find well-known Oracle Names 
Servers, while SQL*Net version 2.3 can. Adding the 
NAMES.PREFERRED_SERVERS parameter to the SQLNET.ORA file provides 
directions to the Oracle Names Servers for SQL*Net version 2.2 clients.

The entry in the SQLNET.ORA looks like:

NAMES.PREFERRED_SERVERS= 

   (address_list = 

     (address = 

       (protocol = tcp) 

       (host=oranamesrvr0) 

       (port = 1575) 

     ) 

   ) 

Testing the Configuration on the Server
Once you have configured the network, test the configuration by performing a 
loopback test on the server. 

This section covers the following:

■ Step 1: Set Up for a Loopback Test

■ Step 2: Perform a Loopback Test on the Server

These instructions are valid for a network with or without an Oracle Names Server.

Step 1: Set Up for a Loopback Test
In order to perform a loopback test, the following must be performed prior to 
performing a loopback test:

■ Step 1a: Start Oracle Names (only necessary if using Oracle Names)

■ Step 1b: Start the Listener
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Step 1a: Start Oracle Names
To start Oracle Names:

Step 1b: Start the Listener
For SQL*Net to accept connections on the server, a listener must be started. If you 
have started an Oracle Names Server, the listener upon startup automatically 
registers the databases specified in the SID_LIST_listener_name section of the 
LISTENER.ORA file with the well-know Oracle Names Servers.

Using the Command Line Utility NAMESCTL Using the Windows NT Control Panel

1. Verify whether the Oracle Names Server 
is running or not running. 

From the command line, enter:

C:\>NAMESCTL.

NAMESCTL> STATUS

If the STATUS command indicates the 
Oracle Names Server is running, go to 
Step 3. If the Oracle Names Server is not 
running, go to Step 2.

2. Start the Oracle Names Server. Enter:

NAMESCTL>START

3. Exit from the NAMESCTL utility. Enter:

NAMESCTL>EXIT

1. From the Control Panel window, double-
click Services.

The Services window appears. Look for 
the OracleNamesService. A blank in the 
Status column indicates that the service 
is not running. If the service is already 
running, close the window and go to 
the section “Step 1b: Start the Listener”.

2. Select the service and click Start.

The service starts.

3. In the Services window, click Close.
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To start the listener:

Using the Command Line Utility LSNRCTL Using the Windows NT Control Panel

1. Verify whether the listener is running or 
not running. 

From the command line enter:

C:\>LSNRCTL.

LSNRCTL> STATUS listener_name

where listener_name is the name of the 
listener defined in the LISTENER.ORA 
file with the alias LISTENER. It is not 
necessary to identify the listener if you 
are using the default listener, named 
LISTENER.

If the STATUS command indicates the 
listener is running, go to Step 2. If the 
listener is not running, go to Step 3.

2. Even if the listener is running, Oracle 
Corporation advises you to stop the 
listener, and start it again. To stop the 
listener, enter:

LSNRCTL>SET PASSWORD password

LSNRCTL>STOP listener_name

SET PASSWORD is only required if the 
password is set in the LISTENER.ORA 
file. The password defaults to ORACLE.

3. Start the listener. Enter:

LSNRCTL>START listener_name

OracleTNSListenerLSNR is created if 
this command is run for the first time 
for the first time for a non-default 
listener name.

4. Exit from the LSNRCTL utility. Enter:

LSNRCTL>EXIT

1. From the Control Panel window, double-
click Services. 

The Services window appears. Look for 
OracleTNSListener (the service name if 
you are using the default listener name 
LISTENER) or OracleTNSListenerLSNR 
(where LSNR is the non-default listener 
name). OracleTNSListenerLSNR is only 
created if the following command has 
been run:

LSNRCTL START listener_name

A blank in the Status column indicates 
that the service is not running. If the 
service is already running, close the 
window and go to the section “Step 2: 
Perform a Loopback Test on the Server”.

2. Select the service and click Start.

The service starts.

3. In the Services window, click Close.
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Step 2: Perform a Loopback Test on the Server
Once your network is configured and a SQL*Net network listener is started on an 
Oracle7 database, clients connect to the Oracle7 database using a SQL*Net service 
name (or database alias). The service name is mapped to the connect descriptor. 
Connect descriptors define protocol adapter information for the destination 
server’s address and the SID for the destination server. 

This section show how to execute:

■ Loopback with Server Manager

■ Loopback with SQL*Plus

A loopback uses SQL*Net to go from the server right back to itself. Performing a 
successful loopback verifies that SQL*Net works on the server.

Note: In order to perform the loopback, ensure that the 
AUTOMATIC_IPC parameter is set to off (AUTOMATIC_IPC=OFF) in the 
SQLNET.ORA file to turn off Interprocess Communication (IPC). If it is left 
on, the loopback is performed through IPC instead of the connection going 
out of the network card with the protocol adapter, which defeats the 
purpose of the loopback test.
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Loopback with Server Manager
To execute a loopback using Server Manager:

1. Start Server Manager. Enter:

C:\>SVRMGR23

The SVRMGR> prompt appears:

2. Connect to the database. Enter:

SVRMGR>CONNECT SYSTEM/MANAGER@service_name

or

SVRMGR>CONNECT SYSTEM/MANAGER@global_dbname

The service_name is the database alias you defined earlier with SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration or Oracle Network Manager and the global_dbname is the global 
database name you defined in the LISTENER.ORA file for the Oracle Names 
Server.

Server Manager returns the following message:

Connected

You probably do not have to use the full service name. There are two 
parameters in the SQLNET.ORA file that, if set, automatically add domains to 
any connect string you use. These parameters are 
NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN and NAME.DEFAULT_ZONE.
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For example, if your service name in the TNSNAMES.ORA file reads 
ORACLE.WORLD and the two .DEFAULT parameters are set to WORLD in the 
SQLNET.ORA file, the command to do a loopback is:

SVRMGR> CONNECT SYSTEM/MANAGER@oracle

The two parameters in SQLNET.ORA add a .WORLD extension to ORACLE, 
which matches the ORACLE.WORLD defined in the TNSNAMES.ORA file. 

3. Issue SQL commands.

4. When done, enter:

SVRMGR>EXIT

Exiting Server Manager closes the database connection.

5. Go to the section, “Testing the Configuration on the Client”.

Loopback with SQL*Plus
To execute a loopback using SQL*Plus:

1. Start the SQL*Plus application:

■ If you are on Windows NT 3.51, double-click the SQL Plus 3.3 icon.

■ If you are on Windows NT 4.0 or Windows 95, select the Programs folder 
from the Start icon in the Taskbar, then select the Oracle folder, and choose 
SQL Plus 3.3.

On Windows 3.1 or 
Windows NT 3.51:

Double-click the SQL Plus 3.3 icon in the Oracle for 
Windows/Windows NT program group.

On Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 95:

Choose Start>Programs>Oracle for Windows NT/
Windows 95>SQL*Plus 3.3.
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The Log On dialog box appears:

2. Enter SYSTEM in the User Name field, MANAGER in the Password field, and 
the database alias (from the TNSNAMES.ORA file) or the global database name 
for the Oracle Names Server (from the LISTENER.ORA file) in the Host String 
field.

3. Click OK.

The Oracle SQL*Plus window appears with a SQL> prompt.

4. Issue SQL commands.

5. When done, enter:

SQL>EXIT

Exiting SQL*Plus closes the database connection.

6. Go to the next section, “Testing the Configuration on the Client”.
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Testing the Configuration on the Client
After performing a loopback test, follow the procedures in this section:

■ Step 1: Verify TCP/IP Network Connections (if you are using TCP/IP)

■ Step 2: Verify Oracle Database Connections Using TNSPING

Step 1: Verify TCP/IP Network Connections
If you are using TCP/IP, follow the instructions below to specify the destination 
address for TCP/IP and use PING to see if the server is running.

Most TCP/IP transports attempt to use the Domain Name Service (DNS). DNS is a 
mechanism used to translate the host name specified in the TNSNAMES.ORA file 
into the host internet address (IP). If a DNS is present on your network and the 
TCP/IP vendor supports DNS, the host name is successfully translated to the host 
address. The host IP address can be determined by using the Control Panel’s 
Network utility to access DNS information.

Depending on your vendor, workstation configuration, and network configuration, 
your TCP/IP software can also use a HOSTS file to map host names to Internet 
addresses if DNS is not detected or supported. 

If DNS and the HOSTS file are unable to resolve the host name during a remote 
database connection, the following error message appears:

ORA-12545: TNS: name lookup failure

If your network administrator cannot resolve the problem, the solution to this error 
message is go around DNS and the HOSTS file by modifying the (HOST = 
server_name) section of the TNSNAMES.ORA so server_name is changed to the 
IP address of the server.

The following sections explain how to determine the server’s IP address and verify 
that DNS and the HOSTS file are working correctly. 

Determine the Server’s IP Address
If you are not using TCP/IP, go to “Step 2: Verify Oracle Database Connections 
Using TNSPING” in this chapter.

The instructions below explain how to determine the IP address from Windows NT 
4.0. The instructions are different on Windows NT 3.51. Please see your operating 
system documentation for specific DNS information.
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To determine the server’s TCP/IP internet address:

1. From the Control Panel window, double-click Network.

The Network window appears.

2. Choose the Protocols tab.

The Protocols view appears:

3. From the Protocol view, select the TCP/IP Protocol adapter and click Properties.

Note: If you are not authorized for access on the server, ask your 
server administrator for assistance. 
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The Microsoft TCP/IP Properties dialog box appears with the IP Address view:

4. Obtain the IP address and click Cancel to close the Microsoft TCP/IP Properties 
dialog box.

5. Click Cancel to close the Network window.

6. Go to the next section, “Use PING.”
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Use PING 
If you are using TCP/IP, PING allows you to determine if DNS or the HOSTS file 
are correctly set up and your network operating system is functioning correctly.

To use PING:

1. From the client, enter:

C:\>PING server_name

where server_name is the host name, alias, or Internet address of the server to 
which you are trying to connect. If your network is functioning correctly, the 
following message appears:

Reply from server_name: bytes=nn time=nnms

If there is a problem, this message appears:

Request timed out

Or:

Reply from server_name: Destination host unreachable

The following is a partial list of reasons why a host is inaccessible:

■ the server is not accessible through the network

■ the remote host is not online

■ the domain name server is not functioning 

■ a domain name server is not accessible through the network

■ the server name does not exist in the HOSTS file

If PING returns an error message, ask your network administrator to help you 
resolve the problem. If the problem is not resolved, and you attempt to make a 
SQL*Net connection, you may receive one of the following error messages:

■ ORA-12203: TNS: unable to connect to destination 

■ ORA-12535: TNS: Failure to redirect to destination

■ ORA-12541: TNS: no listener

2. Go to the next section, “Step 2: Verify Oracle Database Connections Using 
TNSPING.”
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Step 2: Verify Oracle Database Connections Using TNSPING
Use the TNSPING utility to determine whether or not you can reach the listener 
service. TNSPING, however, never actually connects with the listener. A socket is 
never created and opened. TNSPING just checks to make sure a listener is running 
on the server side.

When you connect to a listener using TNSPING, an estimate of the round trip time 
in milliseconds appears. If TNSPING fails, a network error message appears 
without the overhead of a database connection.

To use TNSPING:

From the client, enter:

TNSPING service_name count 

where service_name is the database alias (or service name) and count is the number 
of times the program attempts to reach the server. count is optional.

The output looks like:

TNS Ping Utility for 32-bit Windows: Version 3.0.2.0.0 - Production on 12-DEC-
96 20:20:33

Copyright, 1996(c) Oracle Corporation 1995. All rights reserved.

Attempting to contact 
(ADDRESS=(COMMUNITY=tcp.world)(PROTOCOL=TCP)(Host=host_name)(Port=1521))

OK (60 msec)
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Closing a Database Connection
Closing a database connection involves:

■ Step 1: Stop Oracle Names (if using Oracle Names)

■ Step 2: Stop the Listener

Step 1: Stop Oracle Names
Stop the Oracle Names Server (if you are using it) when you have completed 
database connections:

Step 2: Stop the Listener
Stop the listener when all database connections have completed and the Oracle 
Names Server has been stopped:

Using the Command Line Utility NAMESCTL Using the Windows NT Control Panel

1. Verify whether the Oracle Names Server 
is running or not running. 

From the command line, enter:

C:\>NAMESCTL

NAMESCTL> STOP

2. Exit from the NAMESCTL utility. Enter:

NAMESCTL>EXIT

1. From the Control Panel window, double-
click Services. 

The Services window appears. Look for 
the OracleNamesService.

2. Select the service, and click Stop.

The Services confirmation dialog box 
appears, prompting you if it is OK to 
stop the service.

3. Click Yes to acknowledge the message, 
and click Close to exit the Services 
window.

Note: The listener can be left running on the server, if you choose.

Note: If you are not authorized for access on the server, ask your 
server administrator for assistance.
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To stop the listener:

Using the Command Line Utility LSNRCTL Using the Windows NT Control Panel

1. Verify whether the listener is running or 
not running. 

From the command line, enter:

C:\>LSNRCTL.

LSNRCTL>SET PASSWORD password

LSNRCTL>STOP listener_name

where listener_name is the name of the 
listener defined in the LISTENER.ORA 
file. It is not necessary to define the 
listener if you are using the default 
listener name, LISTENER.

SET PASSWORD is only required if the 
password is set in the LISTENER.ORA 
file. The password defaults to ORACLE.

2. Exit from the LSNRCTL utility. Enter:

LSNRCTL>EXIT

1. From the Control Panel window, double-
click Services.

The Services window appears. Look for 
OracleTNSListener (the service name if 
the listener name is the default 
LISTENER) or OracleTNSListenerLSNR 
(where LSNR is the non-default listener 
name). OracleTNSListenerLSNR is only 
created if the following command has 
been run:

LSNRCTL START listener_name

2. Select the service, and click Stop.

The Services confirmation dialog box 
appears, prompting you if it is OK to 
stop the service.

3. Click Yes to confirm the message, and 
click Close to exit the Services window.
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5
Database Connection Tasks

This chapter describes how to connect to a database, including:

■ Connecting to a Database from a Client Machine

■ Connecting from Windows on Windows NT and Windows 95

■ Connecting with Authentication Adapters

■ Understanding Windows 3.1x Connection Issues

■ Setting the LOCAL and REMOTE Parameters

■ Working with Security for the Named Pipes Protocol Adapter
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Connecting to a Database from a Client Machine
Client workstations and other servers connect to a server’s network listener with a 
service name when logging onto an Oracle7 database. The appropriate Oracle 
Protocol Adapter is used automatically when the database alias (or service name) 
used to request a connection specifies that protocol in the configuration file.

This section describes:

■ Step 1: Start Server Services

■ Step 2: Connect to a Database

■ Step 3: Close a Database Connection

Step 1: Start Server Services
The following must be performed prior to connecting to a database from a client 
machine: 

■ Step 1a: Start Oracle Names (if applicable)

■ Step 1b: Start the Listener
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Step 1a: Start Oracle Names
To start Oracle Names:

Step 1b: Start the Listener
For SQL*Net to accept connections on the server, a listener must be started. If you 
have started an Oracle Names Server, the listener upon startup automatically 
registers the databases specified in the SID_LIST_listener_name section of the 
LISTENER.ORA file with the well-known Oracle Names Servers.

Using the Command Line Utility NAMESCTL Using the Windows NT Control Panel

1. Verify whether the Oracle Names Server 
is running or not running. 

From the command line, enter:

C:\>NAMESCTL

NAMESCTL> STATUS.

If the STATUS command indicates the 
Oracle Names Server is running, go to 
Step 3. If the Oracle Names Server is not 
running, go to Step 2.

2. Start the Oracle Names Server. Enter:

NAMESCTL>START

3. Exit from the NAMESCTL utility. Enter:

NAMESCTL>EXIT

1. From the Control Panel window, double-
click Services.

The Services window appears. Look for 
the OracleNamesService. A blank in the 
Status column indicates that the service 
is not running. If the service is already 
running, close the window and go to 
the section “Step 1b: Start the Listener”.

2. Select the service and choose Start.

The service starts.

3. In the Services window, choose the 
Close button.
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To start the listener:

Using the Command Line Utility LSNRCTL Using the Windows NT Control Panel

1. Verify whether the listener is running or 
not running. 

From the command line enter:

C:\>LSNRCTL.

LSNRCTL> STATUS listener_name

where listener_name is the name of the 
listener defined in the LISTENER.ORA 
file with the alias LISTENER. It is not 
necessary to identify the listener if you 
are using the default listener, named 
LISTENER.

If the STATUS command indicates the 
listener is running, go to Step 2. If the 
listener is not running, go to Step 3.

2. Even if the listener is running, Oracle 
Corporation advises you to stop the 
listener, and start it again. To stop the 
listener, enter:

LSNRCTL>SET PASSWORD password

LSNRCTL>STOP listener_name

SET PASSWORD is only required if the 
password is set in the LISTENER.ORA 
file. The password defaults to ORACLE.

3. Start the listener. Enter:

LSNRCTL>START listener_name

OracleTNSListenerLSNR is created if 
this command is run for the first time 
for a non-default listener name.

4. Exit from the LSNRCTL utility. Enter:

LSNRCTL>EXIT

1. From the Control Panel window, double-
click Services. 

The Services window appears.Look for 
OracleTNSListener (the service name if 
the listener name is the default 
LISTENER) or OracleTNSListenerLSNR 
(where LSNR is the non-default listener 
name). OracleTNSListenerLSNR is only 
created if the following command has 
been run:

LSNRCTL START listener_name

A blank in the Status column indicates 
that the service is not running. If the 
service is already running, close the 
dialog box and go to the section “Step 
2: Connect to a Database”.

2. Select the service and choose Start.

The service starts.

3. In the Services window, choose the 
Close button.
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Step 2: Connect to a Database
Database connections can be tested in one of two ways:

■ Use Server Manager

■ Use SQL*Plus

Use Server Manager
To connect to a database using Server Manager:

1. Choose the Server Manager icon (if you are on Windows 3.1x) or enter the 
following for other operating systems:

C:\>SVRMGR23

The SVRMGR> prompt appears:

2. Connect to the database. Enter:

SVRMGR>CONNECT SYSTEM/MANAGER@service_name

or

SVRMGR>CONNECT SYSTEM/MANAGER@global_dbname

The service_name is the database alias you defined earlier and the global_dbname 
is the global database name you defined in the LISTENER.ORA file for the 
Oracle Names Server.

Server Manager returns a Connected message to the screen.
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3. Issue SQL commands.

4. When done, enter:

SVRMGR>EXIT

Exiting Server Manager closes the database connection.

Use SQL*Plus
To connect to a remote database using SQL*Plus:

1. Start the SQL*Plus application:

The Log On dialog box appears.

2. Enter SYSTEM in the User Name field, MANAGER in the Password field, and 
the database alias (from the TNSNAMES.ORA file) or the global database name 
for the Oracle Names Server (from the LISTENER.ORA file) in the Host String 
field.

3. Choose OK.

The Oracle SQL*Plus window appears with a SQL> prompt.

4. Issue SQL commands.

5. When done, enter:

SQL>EXIT

On Windows 3.1 or 
Windows NT 3.51:

Double-click the SQL Plus 3.3 icon in the Oracle for 
Windows NT/Windows 95 program group.

On Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 95:

Choose Start>Programs>Oracle for Windows NT/
Windows 95>SQL*Plus 3.3.
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Exiting SQL*Plus closes the database connection.

Step 3: Close a Database Connection
Closing a database connection involves:

■ Step 3a: Stop Oracle Names (if using Oracle Names)

■ Step 3b: Stop the Listener

Step 3a: Stop Oracle Names
Stop the Oracle Names Server (if you are using it) when you have completed 
database connections:

Using the Command Line Utility NAMESCTL Using the Windows NT Control Panel

1. Verify whether the Oracle Names Server 
is running or not running. 

From the command line, enter:

C:\>NAMESCTL

NAMESCTL> STOP

2. Exit from the NAMESCTL utility. Enter:

NAMESCTL>EXIT

1. From the Control Panel window, double-
click Services.

The Services window appears. Look for 
the OracleNamesService.

2. Select the service and choose Stop.

The Services confirmation dialog box 
appears, prompting you if it is OK to 
stop the service.

3. Choose Yes to acknowledge the 
message, and choose Close to exit the 
Services window.
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Step 3b: Stop the Listener
Stop the listener when all database connections have completed and the Oracle 
Names Server has been stopped.

To stop the listener:

Note: The listener can be left running on the server, if you choose.

Note: If you are not authorized for access on the server, ask your 
server administrator for assistance.

Using the Command Line Utility LSNRCTL Using the Windows NT Control Panel

1. Verify whether the listener is running or 
not running. 

From the command line, enter:

C:\>LSNRCTL.

LSNRCTL>SET PASSWORD password

LSNRCTL>STOP listener_name

where listener_name is the name of the 
listener defined in the LISTENER.ORA 
file. It is not necessary to define the 
listener if you are using the default 
listener name, LISTENER.

SET PASSWORD is only required if the 
password is set in the LISTENER.ORA 
file. The password defaults to ORACLE.

2. Exit from the LSNRCTL utility. Enter:

LSNRCTL>EXIT

1. From the Control Panel window, double-
click Services.

The Services window appears. Look for 
OracleTNSListener (the service name if 
you are using the default listener name 
LISTENER) or OracleTNSListenerLSNR 
(where LSNR is the non-default listener 
name). OracleTNSListenerLSNR is only 
created if the following command has 
been run:

LSNRCTL START listener_name

2. Select the service, and click Stop.

The Services confirmation dialog box 
appears, prompting you if it is OK to 
stop the service.

3. Click Yes to confirm the message, and 
click Close to exit the Services window.
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Connecting from Windows on Windows NT and Windows 95
This section describes connecting to a database from a 32-bit Windows NT and 
Windows 95 machine running 16-bit Windows tools.

Windows 16-bit applications are unable to communicate with a 32-bit environment 
because the 16-bit applications are expecting to find a real Windows environment 
with the AUTOEXEC.BAT, WIN.INI, and ORACLE.INI files (rather than the 
registry), even though the applications are running on a 32-bit system. 

For example, unlike the 32-bit SQL*Plus application, which is able to communicate 
to the local Oracle7 database through the native 32-bit internal process 
communication of the 32-bit operating system, the 16-bit SQL*Plus application 
requires SQL*Net to break through the “imaginary wall” created when running in 
16-bit emulation mode.

Resolving this problem depends upon if you want to connect to a remote or local 
database.

Connecting to a Remote Database
For a 16-bit client application on a 32-bit machine to connect to a remote database, 
install 16-bit SQL*Net on your client in addition to an existing 32-bit SQL*Net on 
the server:

Figure 5–1 16-Bit Application Connections From 32-Bit Machines

The 16-bit client applications can use the TNSNAMES.ORA and SQLNET.ORA files 
from the 32-bit ORANT\NETWORK\ADMIN directory as long as the 
TNS_ADMIN parameter is defined in the ORACLE.INI file and is set to this 
directory path. The default location of 16-bit configuration files is 
ORAWIN\NETWORK\ADMIN.                               

16-bit SQL*Net Client

16-bit SQL*Plus

32-bit Client O/S

32-bit SQL*Net Server

Oracle7 RDBMS

32-bit Server O/S
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Connecting to a Local Database
For a 16-bit application to connect to a local database, the TCP/IP Protocol 
Adapter, Named Pipes Protocol Adapter, or Bequeath Protocol Adapter can be 
used. You must install 16-bit SQL*Net Client software in addition to 32-bit SQL*Net 
Server software.

The Bequeath Protocol Adapter, which is automatically installed with the Oracle7 
database products, does not use a listener. 

Connecting with the NDS Native Naming Adapter

The NDS Native Naming Adapter for Windows, Windows NT, and Windows 95 
clients uses the NDS naming environment to store service names and addresses of 
Oracle7 NetWare Servers. This lets an NDS user view the entire network under a 
single NDS directory tree. You can use native name services in addition to or 
instead of Oracle Names or the TNSNAMES.ORA file. 

If the NDS Authentication Adapter is also used, a single log on can access a multi-
server and multi-database network.

Note: To connect from a client using the NDS Native Naming 
Adapter, the server must be running the NetWare operating system.

Additional Information: See: 

• Oracle Advanced Networking Option Administrator’s Guide for 
more information about the Native Naming Adapter

• “NDS Authentication Adapter” in this chapter for more 
information about the NDS Authentication Adapter

• Novell NetWare documentation for further information about 
NDS

• Oracle7 Server Getting Started for NetWare

• Oracle7 Workgroup Server Getting Started for NetWare
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To connect from a client with the NDS Native Naming Adapter:

1. Install and configure the NDS Native Naming Adapter and SQL*Net on your 
client.

2. When you configure the NDS Native Naming Adapter, add NOVELL to the 
NAMES.DIRECTORY_PATH parameter in the SQLNET.ORA file:

NAMES.DIRECTORY_PATH = (NOVELL, TNSNAMES, ONAMES)

3. Install and configure SQL*Net 2.3.4 for NetWare on your server.

4. Log into the NDS tree.

5. Open SQL*Plus on your client.

6. Enter the following command to access an Oracle7 database for NetWare 
database:

CONNECT USERNAME/PASSWORD@database_object_name

where database_object_name identifies the Oracle7 database in NDS. 

Additional Information: See the Oracle Advanced Networking 
Option Administrator’s Guide for other optional parameters.
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Connecting with Authentication Adapters
SQL*Net has two authentication adapters that allow you to access a server and 
Oracle7 database with a single log on:

■ Windows NT Authentication Adapter

■ NDS Authentication Adapter

■ Non-NT Authentication Servers

Windows NT Authentication Adapter
The Windows NT Authentication Adapter allows clients connecting to an Oracle7 
database on a Windows NT server to be authenticated at the operating system 
level. The database maps Windows NT user accounts to Oracle database accounts. 
By default, the authentication adapter does not perform any additional checks once 
it obtains the operating system user name. This allows a user logged into a 
Windows NT server to be automatically authenticated to use that server’s Oracle7 
database without entering an additional user name and password.

To connect with the Windows NT Authentication Adapter:

1. Install and configure SQL*Net version 2.3.4 on clients and servers.

The Windows NT Authentication Adapter is automatically installed on both 
the clients and server.

Note: This type of operating system authentication only works 
with Windows NT, Windows 95, and Windows for Workgroups 
3.11 clients.

When using NT 3.51, you must have Service Pack 5 installed in 
order for OS authentication to work. 

Note: The operating system user name that is seen by the 
database is not prefixed with the Windows NT domain name for 
domain users by default. If qualification of all domain user 
accounts in the database with their Windows NT domain name is 
necessary, the Registry entry 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE\OSAUTH_
PREFIX_DOMAIN can be set to TRUE.
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2. For both clients and server, add the following entry to the SQLNET.ORA file:

SQLNET.AUTHENTICATIONS_SERVICES = (NTS)

3. Configure the clients to log in to the Windows NT domain to which that 
Windows NT server belongs or to a Windows NT domain that trusts the 
domain.

If qualification of all domain users accounts with their Windows NT domain 
name is necessary, go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to Step 5.

4. Set the NT Registry variable 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE\OSAUTH_ENFORCE_
STRICT to TRUE on the server to enforce the adapter to verify the operating 
system’s user account’s membership to one of the following Windows NT local 
groups:

■ ORA_SID_USER

■ ORA_SID_DBA

■ ORA_SID_OPER

■ ORA_USER

■ ORA_DBA

■ ORA_OPER

5. Create a special Oracle7 database account for the database you want to access 
on the machine where the Oracle7 database is installed. Do not create an 
operating system account. This Oracle7 database account specifies the user 
name required when you perform a Windows for Workgroups 3.11 log on.

a. Open SQL*Plus on your server.

b. Enter:

SQL>CONNECT SYSTEM/MANAGER;

SQL>CREATE USER “OPS$[DOMAIN]\USERNAME” IDENTIFIED EXTERNALLY;

if the registry entry HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE
\OSAUTH_PREFIX_DOMAIN is set to TRUE, or:

SQL>CREATE USER “OPS$USERNAME”  IDENTIFIED EXTERNALLY;

if the registry entry is not set to TRUE (set to FALSE or not present in the 
registry).
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DOMAIN and USERNAME must be specified in uppercase.

6. Grant the privileges to this user account. 

SQL>GRANT role to “OPS$[DOMAIN]\USERNAME”;

SQL>GRANT CONNECT to “OPS$[DOMAIN]\USERNAME”;

7. Establish a networking session between your client and Windows NT server.

■ If clients and server are in the same domain or in trusted domains, then 
operating system names retrieved on the server always work.

■ If clients and server are in unrelated domains, then the adapter may not be 
able to retrieve the user name dependency on user ID. In this case, user 
accounts and passwords must match on both server and clients. If a pre-
existing connection exists between clients and server, the operating system 
user name retrieved by the adapter is the user name of the pre-existing 
session, allowing for a connection.

8. Open SQL*Plus on your client.

9. Enter the following command to access an Oracle7 database for Windows NT 
database:

CONNECT /@service_name

where service_name identifies the database alias.

Note: The prefix OPS must match the parameter 
OS_AUTH_PREFIX in the INITSID.ORA file. If you want to use 
any of ANO Authentication Adapters OS_AUTH_PREFIX must be 
null and the user name should be specified as

“[DOMAIN]USERNAME” IDENTIFIED EXTERNALLY
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NDS Authentication Adapter

The NDS Authentication Adapter allows client applications and users to access a 
NetWare server running Oracle using NDS. A user logged into an NDS directory 
tree can be automatically authenticated to use an Oracle7 database on a NetWare 
server in the same NDS directory tree. This lets a user access an Oracle7 database 
on NetWare without entering an additional username and password.

If the NDS Naming Adapter is also used, an NDS user can view the entire network 
under a single NDS directory tree. 

To connect with the NDS Authentication Adapter:

1. Install and configure SQL*Net version 2.3.4 on client and server.

2. For both clients and server, add the following entry to the SQLNET.ORA file:

SQLNET.AUTHENTICATIONS_SERVICES = (NDS)

3. Log into the NDS tree.

4. Open SQL*Plus on your client.

5. Enter the following command to access an Oracle7 database for NetWare 
database:

CONNECT /@service_name

where service_name identifies the database alias.

Note: To connect from a client using the NDS Authentication 
Adapter, the server must be running the NetWare operating system.

Additional Information: See:

• “Non-NT Authentication Servers” in this chapter for more 
information about ANO NDS Native Naming Adapter

• Novell NetWare documentation for more information about 
NDS

• Oracle7 Server Getting Started for NetWare

• Oracle7 Workgroup Server Getting Started for NetWare
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Non-NT Authentication Servers
Oracle does not support any native authentication when connecting from an 
Oracle7 database to a UNIX authentication server. On the Windows NT machine 
where the Oracle7 database is located, modify the TNSNAMES.ORA file to include 
the following:

 ...

    (CONNECT_DATA =    

      (SID = SID))

                     (SECURITY=(AUTHENTICATION_SERVICES=NONE)

 ...

Understanding Windows 3.1x Connection Issues
When using SQL*Net for Windows, be aware of the following issues:

■ If you type anything on your workstation keyboard during a SQL*Net for 
Windows 3.1x command that accesses the database, SQL*Net does not store all 
the characters you type, which may cause an error. Wait until each SQL*Net 
command is fully executed before you resume typing.

■ If using the Oracle LU6.2 Protocol Adapter, non-blocking queries are not fully 
supported. For example, using SQL*Plus, you can cancel:

SELECT * FROM EMP;

but you cannot cancel:

SELECT COUNT (*) FROM EMP;

Setting the LOCAL and REMOTE Parameters
Specify a default database without having to specify a connect string using the 
LOCAL and REMOTE parameters in the ORACLE.INI file for Windows 3.1x. See 
Appendix C, “Modifying Oracle Parameters for Windows 3.1x,” for instructions. 
These parameters can also be implemented on the Windows NT server. See 
Appendix D, “Modifying Oracle Configurations for Windows NT and Windows 
95.”

Note: If you want a secure connection, you can still use 
ANO’s Kerberos, CyberSAFE, or SecurID Authentication 
Adapter. If you use one of these adapters, do not add this line.
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Working with Security for the Named Pipes Protocol Adapter
If you are using Oracle Named Pipes Protocol Adapter with Oracle Names Server, 
the listener may not be unable to connect to the Oracle Names Server. 

Oracle Names Server creates a Names Pipe at startup time. The listener tries to 
open the Named Pipe at startup. If it cannot, the listener uses the default system 
account “Local System.” The listener service may not be able to open the Named 
Pipe created by the Oracle Names Server unless the OracleListenerServiceLSNR 
service has a valid user ID and password associated. 

To set up the listener permissions:

1. From the Control Panel window, double-click Services.

The Services window appears. 

2. Select the OracleTNSListenerLSNR service and double-click. 

The Service dialog box appears.

3. Choose the:

■ This Account option button 

■ “...” button next to the This Account option button

The Add User dialog box appears.

4. Select your log on ID (user ID) from the Names list box and choose the Add 
button. 

The user ID appears in the Add Name field.

5. Choose OK.

The Services dialog box appears with the user ID displayed in the This Account 
field.

6. Enter your password in the Password field.

7. Retype the same log on ID password in the Confirm Password field.

8. Choose OK.
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6
Using the Advanced Networking Option

This chapter describes the following platform-specific Advanced Networking 
Option (ANO) configurations:

■ Setting Up Network Security and Single Sign-On for Windows NT and 
Windows 95

■ Setting Up for Network Security and Single Sign-On for Windows 3.1x

Note: The Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) 
Integration component of ANO requires no platform-specific 
configuration steps. All ANO features are discussed in the Oracle 
Advanced Networking Option Administrator’s Guide.
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Setting Up Network Security and Single Sign-On for 
Windows NT and Windows 95

This section describes platform-specific configuration steps to perform for Network 
Security and Single Sign-On on the Windows NT or Windows 95 operating systems.

Biometric (Identix) Authentication Adapter
This section describes the following:

■ General Configuration Instructions

■ Configuring the TouchSafe II Device Driver

■ Corrections to the Oracle Advanced Networking Option Administrator’s Guide

General Configuration Instructions
See Chapter 8, “Configuring and Using the Biometric Identix Authentication 
Adapter”, of the Oracle Advanced Networking Option Administrator’s Guide.

Configuring the TouchSafe II Device Driver
If during the install of Oracle Enterprise Manager’s Biometrics Manager, you 
choose not to allow the Oracle Installer to set up your Identix TouchSafe II Device 
Driver, then you can configure it manually as follows.

To install the TouchSAFE II Encrypt device driver for Windows NT: 

1. Change directories to ORACLE_HOME\IDENTIX. 

2. Modify the IoPortAddress parameter in ETSIINT.INI to the current TouchSafe 
II Encrypt I/O port setting. For example: 

IoPortAddress = REG_DWORD 0x00000360  for I/O port 0x360

 

3. Modify the Windows NT directory setting in ETSIINT.BAT. 

Additional Information: General configuration instructions that 
you must perform are described in detail in the Oracle Advanced 
Networking Option Administrator’s Guide.

Note: You need to know the IO Port that your Identix TouchSafe II is 
using before doing this. Refer to the Identix TouchSafe II Hardware 
documentation. 
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For example:      

COPY ETSIINT.SYS C:\WINNT35\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS   

-> COPY ETSIINT.SYS C:\WINNT351\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS 

4. Run batch file ETSIINT.BAT. 

5. Use the SetKey utility in the Identix demo program to set a hash key in Hex. 
Set the key to C001BABE, for example. (Do not use this value!). Make sure the 
hash key matches exactly the one set in the DEFAULT Security policy. 

6. Reboot the system, and the device driver starts to work. 

7. To make sure the device driver is running, check the Control Panel’s Devices dia-
log box after reboot. The device ETSIINT should already be started. 

Corrections to the Oracle Advanced Networking Option 
Administrator’s Guide
Please note the following corrections and additions to Chapter 8, “Configuring and 
Using the Biometric Authentication Adapter,” in the Oracle Advanced Networking 
Option Administrator’s Guide.

Configuring the Biometric Authentication Service (page 9)   
The Biometric Authentication Service can be created on any 7.3 database using the 
PL/SQL scripts located in the IDENTIX subdirectory of your Oracle Home. 

If you plan to use your local Oracle database for Windows NT as your Biometric 
Authentication Service, you can set up your database using Server Manager as 
follows:

1. Change directories to ORACLE_HOME\IDENTIX. 

2. Connect to your database as user SYSTEM from Server Manager. Enter: 

C:\>SVRMGR23

SVRMGR>CONNECT SYSTEM/MANAGER 

3. Enter @nauicat from within Server Manager. For example, 

SVRMGR>@nauicat 

If you plan to use a remote Oracle7 database, you may either:

■ Set your TWO_TASK environment variable to be the SQL*Net alias of this 
remote database, then carry out the steps above. 

Or, 
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■ Copy all the PL/SQL files (*.SQL) in your ORACLE_HOME\IDENTIX 
directory over to the machine on which the remote Oracle7 database is 
running and then carry out the same steps. 

4. Once you have configured the database server that is to become the 
authentication server, test the connection by connecting as OFM_ADMIN/
OFM_ADMIN.

SVRMGR>CONNECT OFM_ADMIN/OFM_ADMIN

Administering the Oracle Biometric Authentication Service (page 11)    

Before you add users, use the Identix SetKey utility to configure a (hex) hash key 
on each of the clients (for example: 0001BABE). The key must be the same for each 
client and match the DEFAULT policy hashkey. See “Add Policy (page 19)”.

Add Policy (page 19)    

To add a new policy: 

1. Click Policies.

2. Click the [+] sign (called the Create button) on the Tool Bar. The dialog box 
appears. 

3. Tab to or click the boxes in which the data is to be entered. 

4. Type the policy's name and the three threshold levels. See the Identix 
documentation for a detailed explanation of how to set these three levels. 

5. Choose a hash key (hex) for this policy. For example: C001BABE.

6. Click the [Create] box. 

Configuring the Kerberos Authentication Adapter
To use the Kerberos Authentication Adapter on an Oracle7 database, you need to 
have the root drive :\TMP subdirectory present.

Configuring the SecurID Authentication Adapter
If you use the SecurID Authentication Adapter on an Oracle7 database, you need 
the following from your SecurID administrator:

■ SDCONF.REC file present in the root drive :\TMP

■ port numbers and service names present in the Windows NT SERVICES file
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Configuring the CyberSAFE Authentication Adapter
Before using the CyberSAFE Authentication Adapter, you must:

■ install the CyberSAFE Application Security Toolkit

■ run the CyberSAFE Challenger Client to get your ticket-granting ticket

Setting Up for Network Security and Single Sign-On for Windows 3.1x
This section describes platform-specific configuration steps to perform for Network 
Security and Single Sign-On on the Windows 3.1x operating systems.

Configuring the CyberSAFE Authentication Adapter
Before using the CyberSAFE Authentication Adapter, you must:

■ install the CyberSAFE Application Security Toolkit

■ run the CyberSAFE Challenger Client to get your ticket-granting ticket

■ have the two configuration files in the directory specified by the 
CSFC5CONFIG and CSFC5REALMS parameters in AUTOEXEC.BAT

For example:

SET CSFC5CONFIG=C:\CSFC5\KRB.CNF

SET CSFC5REALMS=C:\CSFC5\KRB.REA

■ set the credentials cache path and file name with the CSFC5CCNAME 
parameter

Additional Information: See the CyberSAFE Application Security 
Toolkit documentation.

Additional Information: General configuration instructions that 
you must perform are described in detail in the Oracle Advanced 
Networking Option Administrator’s Guide.
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For example:

SET CSFC5CCNAME=C:\CSFC5\KRBCCNAME

Configuring the Kerberos Authentication Adapter
Before using the Kerberos Authentication Adapter, you must

■ have the two Kerberos configuration files, *.CNF and *.REA, in the directory 
specified by the SQLNET.KERBEROS5_CONF and 
SQLNET.KERBEROS5_REALMS parameters in SQLNET.ORA

For example:

SQLNET.KERBEROS5_CONF=C:\ORAWIN\NETWORK\ADMIN\KRB.CNF

■ run the Oracle Kerberos Utility to obtain a ticket-granting ticket

Using the Oracle Kerberos Utility
The Oracle Kerberos Utility (OKU) allows you to obtain and cache Kerberos tickets. 
After double-clicking the OKU icon in the Oracle Program Group window, the 
OKU dialog box appears. 

To complete configuration for Windows 3.1x:

1. Log on and select Get Ticket.

If you do not have a valid ticket-granting ticket, request one by providing your 
user name and password to log in to a Kerberos server. You can change the 
default attributes of the ticket by clicking the Options button.

2. Select your Options.

Additional Information: To configure SQL*Net for use with the 
CyberSAFE Adapter, refer to the CyberSAFE Application Security 
Toolkit documentation and the Oracle Advanced Networking Option 
Administrator’s Guide for detailed information

Attention: You must specify the drive. In this example, the drive 
is C:\.
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■ Cache file— By default, the cache file is C:\ORAWIN\BIN\KRB.TC, 
where C represents the drive for your ORAWIN\BIN directory. You can 
also specify the cache file in the SQLNET.ORA file. 

For example:

SQLNET.KERBEROS5_CC_NAME=C:\ORAWIN\NETWORK\
ADMIN\KRB.TC

■ Lifetime— By default, the ticket-granting ticket is valid for 8 hours. You 
may want shorter or longer-lived credentials. Note that the Key 
Distribution Center can ignore this option or put site-configured limits on 
what can be specified. The lifetime value is represented by a string 
consisting of numbers qualified by w, d, h, m, or s. These letters mean 
weeks, days, hours, minutes, or seconds, respectively.

For example:

2w1d6h20m30s

means ask for a ticket-granting ticket with a lifetime of 2 weeks, 1 day, 6 
hours, 20 minutes, and 30 seconds.

■ Forwardability— Check this attribute box if a database link is required 
later. 

3. Choose OK to save changes.

4. Choose Browse to select the cache file you want to use. 

You can view the ticket information by clicking Show. To remove the cache file, 
click Remove.

You can leave the OKU by clicking Cancel/Close at any time.

Configuring the SecurID Authentication Adapter
You need the following information from your SecurID administrator if you use the 
SecurID Authentication Adapter on an Oracle7 database:

■ SCCONF.REC file present in the root directory drive :\TMP

■ port numbers and service names present in NT services file

Note: The SecurID Authentication Adapter does not support 
database roles and database links.
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A
Installed Directory Structure and Files

This appendix describes the directory structure and files of Oracle Network 
Products. If any files are missing, see your CD-ROM insert for (re)installation 
instructions. Specifically, this appendix covers the following topics and tasks:

■ Understanding the Oracle Network Products Directory Structure

■ Understanding Oracle Network Products Installed Files

■ Verifying Environment Setup

Note: This user guide does not describe how to install Oracle 
network products. For installation instructions, see your 
installation CD-ROM insert.
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Understanding the Oracle Network Products Directory Structure 
The Oracle Installer creates the SQL*Net \NETWORK subdirectory 
ORACLE_HOME. The table below describes the directory structure:

This directory... Contains...

\NETWORK the following subdirectories:

\ADMIN *.ORA configuration files used by SQL*Net

\CFG holds SQL*Net Easy configuration files.

\DEMO demo files

\ERROR error files

\INCLUDE TNS API file

\LIB TNS API library file

\LOG log files placed here by default

\MESG message files

\NAMES Oracle Names files

\LOG log files placed here by default

\TRACE SQL*Net and listener trace files and SQL*Net Oracle trace files 
placed here by default

\RESOURCE files internal to Oracle Network Manager
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Understanding Oracle Network Products Installed Files 
Locate the appropriate sections in this appendix to accomplish each step as they 
apply to your configuration needs. 

■ Analyzing SQL*Net Installed Files

■ Analyzing Oracle Protocol Adapter Installed Files

■ Analyzing Oracle Names Installed Files

■ Analyzing Oracle Network Manager Installed Files

■ Analyzing ANO Installed Files

Analyzing SQL*Net Installed Files
This section explains how you verify the proper installation of SQL*Net Client and 
Server Dynamic Link Library (DLL) files, and message files.

SQL*Net DLLs
Before configuring Oracle Protocol Adapters and SQL*Net, check that SQL*Net is 
fully installed in your ORACLE_HOME\BIN subdirectory by entering: 

C:\>DIR ORACLE_HOME\BIN\*DLL

The following DLL file names appear: 

Windows NT Server
Windows NT/Windows 95 
Client Windows 3.1x Client 

NASNSNT.DLL NASNSNT.DLL LIBNCR.DLL

NAUNNT.DLL NAUNNT.DLL NASNS.DLL

NAUNTSNT.DLL NAUNTSNT.DLL NAUN.DLL

NCRNT.DLL NCRNT.DLL NAUNTS.DLL

NLNT.DLL NLNT.DLL NL.DLL

NMCPINT.DLL NMCPINT.DLL NMCPI.DLL

NNFDNT.DLL NNFDNT.DLL NMCSRUS.DLL1

NNFNT.DLL NNFNT.DLL NNFN.DLL

NSNT.DLL NSNT.DLL NS.DLL

NTNT.DLL NTNT.DLL NT.DLL
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Message Files
Verify that the message files listed below are located in the ORACLE_HOME\DBS 
subdirectory by entering:

C:\>DIR ORACLE_HOME\DBS\*.MSB

The following message files appear: 

1 Located in ORAWIN\NETWORK\RESOURCE.

NTPNT.DLL NTPNT.DLL NTP.DLL

NTUSNT.DLL SQLTNSNT.DLL NTPTHK95.DLL

SQLTNSNT.DLL TNSAPINT.DLL NTPTHKNT.DLL

TNSAPINT.DLL SQLTNS.DLL

SNS_DUMY.DLL

Windows NT/Window 95 Windows 3.1x

NAUKUS.MSB1 NAUKUS.MSB

NCXUS.MSB* NCRUS.MSB

NCRUS.MSB NCXUS.MSB*

NLUS.MSB NLUS.MSB

NLTUS.MSB NLTUS.MSB

NMCPIUS.MSB NMMUS.MSB*

NMPUS.MSB NMCPIUS.MSB

NMRUS.MSB NMPUS.MSB

NMSUS.MSB NMRUS.MSB

NNCUS.MSB NMSUS.MSB

NNFUS.MSB NNCUS.MSB

NNLUS.MSB NNFUS.MSB

NPLUS.MSB NNLUS.MSB

OSNUS.MSB NNOUS.MSB

SNLUS.MSB NPLUS.MSB

Windows NT Server
Windows NT/Windows 95 
Client Windows 3.1x Client 
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Server Executables
Verify that the server executable files listed below are in your 
ORACLE_HOME\BIN directory by entering the following command:

C:\>DIR ORACLE_HOME\BIN\*.EXE

The following server executables appear: 

■ TNSLSNR.EXE

■ LSNRCTL.EXE

Client Executables
Verify that the client executable files listed below are in your ORACLE_HOME\BIN 
directory by entering the following command:

C:\>DIR ORACLE_HOME\BIN\*.EXE

The following client executables appear: 

■ TNSPING.EXE

■ TRCEVAL.EXE

■ TRCFMT.EXE

1 NAUKUS.MSB is installed automatically for the ANO 
Kerberos Authentication Adapter.

TNLUS.MSB* OSNQUS.MSB

TNSUS.MSB SNLUS.MSB

TNSUS.MSB

Note: * indicates US-specific message files. If using a language 
other than American English, the letters corresponding to the 
language you selected, such as “NL” (Netherlands), replace the 
“US” in each file name.

Windows NT/Window 95 Windows 3.1x
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Analyzing Oracle Protocol Adapter Installed Files
Verify installation of the DLL file names corresponding to the Oracle Protocol 
Adapter by entering:

C:\>DIR ORACLE_HOME\BIN\NT*.DLL

The following DLLs appear:

Analyzing Oracle Names Installed Files
If you installed Oracle Names (optional), verify that the following executables are 
in the ORANT\BIN directory for Windows NT by entering:

C:\>DIR ORANT\BIN\*.EXE

The following Oracle Names executables appear: 

■ NAMES.EXE

■ NAMESCTL.EXE

Verify that the NNOUS.MSB message file exists in the 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN directory by entering:

C:\>DIR ORANT\DBS\NNOUS.MSB

1 available for Windows NT 3.51 only
2 available for Windows 95 and Windows NT client only
3 available for Windows NT only

Oracle Protocol Adapter
Windows NT and 
Windows 95 Windows 3.1x

Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter NTTNT.DLL NTT.DLL

Oracle SPX Protocol Adapter NTSNT.DLL NTS.DLL

Oracle DECnet Protocol Adapter NTDNT.DLL1 NTD.DLL

Oracle Named Pipes Protocol Adapter NTNNT.DLL2 NTN.DLL

Oracle NetBIOS Protocol Adapter n/a NTB.DLL

Oracle LU6.2 Protocol Adapter NTLNT.DLL3 NTL.DLL
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Analyzing Oracle Network Manager Installed Files

Oracle Network Manager for Windows .EXE Files 
Verify that Oracle Network Manager executables (.EXE) files are in the 
ORAWIN\BIN subdirectory by entering: 

C:\>DIR \ORAWIN\BIN\NET*.EXE 

The following .EXE file names appear:

■ NETFETCH.EXE

■ NETMAN.EXE

■ NETPRINT.EXE

Oracle Network Manager for Windows .DLL Files 
Verify that Oracle Network Manager DLL file names are in the ORAWIN\BIN 
subdirectory by entering: 

C:\>DIR \ORAWIN\BIN\NM*.DLL

The following DLL file names appear:

■ NMC.DLL

■ NMCPI.DLL

■ NMO.DLL
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Analyzing ANO Installed Files
This section explains how you verify the proper installation of ANO DLL files.

Before configuring Oracle Protocol Adapters and SQL*Net, check that ANO is 
installed by verifying that the following DLL file names appear in the 
ORACLE_HOME\BIN directory: 

1 NASNSNT.DLL overwrites the SQL*Net NASNSNT.DLL.
2 NASNS.DLL overwrites the SQL*Net NASNS.DLL.

ANO Component Windows NT Server 
Windows NT/Windows 95 
Client Windows Client 

Network Security and 
Single Sign-On

NASNSNT.DLL1

NAEGEN.EXE

NASNSNT.DLL

NAEGEN.EXE

NASNS.DLL2

CyberSAFE 
Authentication Adapter

NAUGNT.DLL NAUGNT.DLL NAUG.DLL

SecurID Authentication 
Adapter

NAUSNT.DLL NAUSNT.DLL NAUS.DLL

Kerberos Authentication 
Adapter

NAUK5NT.DLL

OKINIT.EXE

OKLIST.EXE

OKDSTRY.EXE

NAUK5NT.DLL

OKINIT.EXE

OKLIST.EXE

OKDSTRY.EXE

NAUK5.DLL

CTL3DV2.DLL

OKU.EXE

Biometric (Identix) 
Authentication Adapter

EIBENT.DLL

NAUINT.DLL

EIBENT.DLL (NT)

EIBEW95.DLL (95)

NAUINT.DLL

n/a

NDS Native Naming 
Adapter

NNFNNT.DLL NNFNNT.DLL NNFN.DLL

DCE Integration NTODRNT.DLL

NNFDNT.DLL

NTODRNT.DLL n/a
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Verifying Environment Setup
Verify that the necessary Oracle files are in your path at the command prompt by 
entering: 

C:\>PATH 

If SQL*Net and an Oracle Protocol Adapter are installed to the default home 
directory, the following is part of the PATH statement: 

If the correct path to the default Oracle home directory is not in your path, modify 
the PATH statement of your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to include the proper 
ORACLE_HOME\BIN subdirectory.

For... The result should be...

Windows NT C:\>ORANT\BIN

Windows 95 C:\>ORAWIN95\BIN

Windows 3.1x C:\>ORAWIN\BIN
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B
Verifying Parameters and Vendor Adapters

for Windows 3.1x

This appendix describes how you verify Windows system files, parameters 
settings, and vendor configurations. Specifically, this appendix covers the following 
topics and tasks:

■ Verifying File Parameters

■ Verifying TCP/IP Protocol Adapter Setup

■ Verifying SPX Protocol Adapter Setup

■ Verifying NetBIOS Protocol Adapter Setup

■ Verifying LU6.2 Protocol Adapter for IBM NS/WIN Setup

■ Configuring Oracle Version 6 Tools
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Verifying File Parameters
Verify that the CONFIG.SYS file and AUTOEXEC.BAT file correctly list the 
parameter for each Oracle Protocol Adapter. If you must modify these files 
manually, use a text editor, such as Windows Notepad or MS-DOS Editor. Reboot 
your computer after making edits to ensure that Windows recognizes changes to 
these system files. 

This appendix also describes additional AUTOEXEC.BAT changes that you can 
make for several Oracle Protocol Adapters.

Verifying CONFIG.SYS File Contents
Verify that your CONFIG.SYS file contains the appropriate settings for the 
BUFFERS and FILES parameters. The minimum requirements for each are:

BUFFERS=16

FILES=60

Verify that the following command is in the CONFIG.SYS file:

BREAK=ON

If you modify your CONFIG.SYS file, you must reboot your machine before 
continuing.

Verifying WIN.INI File Contents
Verify the following information is written to the WIN.INI file so there is a pointer 
to the ORACLE.INI file for Oracle configuration information.

[ORACLE]
ORA_CONFIG=C:\WINDOWS\ORACLE.INI

Including a DOS Oracle Home Directory in the AUTOEXEC.BAT File
Some third-party products and version 6 tools for Windows can be located in a 
DOS Oracle home directory, but require DLLs located in your Windows Oracle 
home directory. If you are using these products, ensure that the PATH in your 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file contains the following line:

PATH=C:\ORAWIN\BIN;<DOS_Oracle_home> 

If your Windows Oracle home directory is not called ORAWIN, substitute the 
appropriate name. 
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If you modify your AUTOEXEC.BAT file, you must reboot your system before the 
changes take effect.

Verifying TCP/IP Protocol Adapter Setup
Follow the procedures described below before using the Oracle TCP/IP Protocol 
Adapter:

■ Loading TSR Transports for TCP/IP

■ Loading TCP/IP Kernel-Specific Code Before Running Windows TCP/IP 
Transports

■ Verifying ORACLE.INI File Contents

■ Using Windows Socket Vendors

■ Verifying TCP/IP Vendor File Installation

■ Loading the TCP/IP Network Software

■ Enabling Ctrl+C

Loading TSR Transports for TCP/IP
The following implementations of TCP/IP are Terminate and Stay Resident (TSR) 
transports.

Load the appropriate TCP/IP executables from the DOS command line before 
starting Windows or alter your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to load them when starting 
your workstation. If you plan to run these applications frequently and want to load 
the required executables automatically, modify your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to 
include the required commands. Refer to the following instructions for the program 
names and loading sequence for your specific transport.

3Com 3+Open TCP (Versions 1.1 and 1.2)
To load the required executables automatically (for versions 1.1 and 1.2 only), 
verify that the following lines are in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file:

path\TCPTSR

path\DNRTSR

path\NMTSR

path\SOCKTSR

\ORAWIN\BIN\M3OPEN
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Beame and Whiteside TCP/IP
To load the required executables automatically, verify that the following line is in 
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file:

\ORAWIN\BIN\MBW.EXE

FTP PC/TCP
To load the required executables automatically, determine which network interface 
card you are using, and alter your AUTOEXEC.BAT file as follows. For example, if 
you are using a 3COM 3C503 card and installed your FTP 2.1 software in the 
\PCTCP directory, enter:

\PCTCP\3C503

\PCTCP\ETHDRV

\ORAWIN\BIN\MFTP

In addition, verify that the following lines are in your Windows SYSTEM.INI file:

[boot]

network.drv=pctcpnet.drv

[386 Enhanced]

device=vpctcp.386

Microsoft LAN Manager TCP/IP
To load the required executables automatically, add the following lines to your 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file:

path\net start workstation

path\load tcpip

path\sockets

Note: To use the Beame and Whiteside TCP/IP transport, add the 
following line to your CONFIG.SYS file

DEVICE = path\TCPIP.SYS

where path is the location of the device driver.
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In addition, verify that the following lines are in your Windows SYSTEM.INI file:

[boot]

network.drv=lanman21.drv

Loading TCP/IP Kernel-Specific Code Before Running Windows TCP/IP Transports
If your TCP/IP transport is implemented as a DLL program, the appropriate JSB 
DLL loads automatically when SQL*Net calls the TCP/IP transport. No additional 
files are required before beginning SQL*Net operation.

Before starting Windows, however, you must load the TCP/IP kernel-specific code 
for your TCP/IP version. This section provides a brief summary of the files that 
must be loaded by each of the DLL-implemented TCP/IP transports. 

3Com 3+Open TCP (Version 2.0)
Verify that the following executables are loaded before you run Windows. Run 
them from the DOS command line or load them from your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

path\TCPTSR

path\DNRTSR

path\NMTSR

path\SOCKTSR

where path is the location of the executable.

HP ARPA Services for DOS
Verify that the following executables are loaded before you run Windows. Run 
them from the DOS command line or load them from your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

path\TCPTSR

path\SOCKTSR

path\DNRTSR

where path is the location of the executable.

Note: Set NUMSOCKETS (in the [SOCKETS] section of TCP 
UTILS.INI) to the required maximum concurrent number of 
connections. UTILS.INI is located in the directory where LAN 
Manager for DOS is installed.
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Verify also that the following lines are in your Windows SYSTEM.INI file:

[386 Enhanced]

device=vtil.386

device=vbapi.386

device=vsockets.386

Novell LAN WorkPlace for DOS
Verify that the following executables are loaded before you run Windows. Run 
them from the DOS command line or load them from your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

path\LSL

path\3C503

path\IPXODI  (optional; load only if you require TCP/IP compatibility with NetWare) 

path\NETX  (optional; load only if you require TCP/IP compatibility with NetWare)

\XLN\BIN40\TCPIP

where path is the location of the executable.

Verify also that the following lines are in your Windows SYSTEM.INI file:

[boot]

network.drv=netware.drv

[386 Enhanced]

device=vtcpip.386

Sun PC-NFS 
Verify that the following executables are loaded before you run Windows. Run 
them from the DOS command line or load them from your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

path\NET INIT

path\RTM

path\[RNMNIS|RNMFILE]

where path is the location of the executable.

Verify also that the following lines are in your Windows SYSTEM.INI file:

[boot]

network.drv=pcnfs.drv

[386 Enhanced]

device=pcnfs.386
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Walker Richer & Quinn Reflection Network Series
Verify that the following executables are loaded before you run Windows. Run 
them from the DOS command line or load them from your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

path\RNDIS <parameters>
path\NETBIND
call path\STARTNET.BAT

where path is the location of the executable and parameters are configuration-specific 
options documented in your Walker Richer & Quinn Reflection Network Series 
documentation.

Verify also that the following lines are in your Windows SYSTEM.INI file:

[386 Enhanced]

device=vsockets.386

Wollongong Pathway Access for DOS
Verify that the following executables are loaded before you run Windows. Run 
them from the DOS command line or load them from your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

path\PWCONFIG

path\3C503 parameters

path\PWTCP  (the actual kernel stack)

where path is the location of the executable and parameters are configuration-specific 
options documented in your Wollongong Pathway Access documentation.

Verifying ORACLE.INI File Contents
During installation of the Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter, the ORAINST or 
SETUP program may prompt you for the name of the vendor whose TCP/IP 
transport you want to use with the JSB Virtual Socket Library (VSL) software. This 
occurs only in the exceptional case in which Oracle Installer cannot unambiguously 
determine the vendor. This is the case for FTP/TCP. After entering the name of the 
vendor, ORAINST or SETUP changes the value of the TCP_VENDOR parameter in 
your ORACLE.INI file. 

Verify that this parameter is set in the following format:

TCP_VENDOR = vendor_key

where vendor_key is one of the values defined in the tables in “Verifying TCP/IP Vendor 
File Installation” of this appendix.
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Using Windows Socket Vendors
The Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows is certified to work with the 
Windows socket vendors and versions specified in this chapter. Ensure that your 
network software is from a Windows Sockets supplier. This ensures that the Oracle 
TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows and your network software are compatible. 

Network software adhering to the Windows Sockets standard is referred to as 
Windows Sockets Compliant. Suppliers of Windows Sockets Compliant software 
are referred to as Windows Sockets Suppliers. A vendor must implement 100% of 
the Windows Sockets standard to be Windows Sockets Compliant.

The Windows Sockets standard is a network programming interface for Microsoft 
Windows based on a “socket” paradigm popularized by Berkeley Software 
Distribution (BSD) from the University of California at Berkeley. 

The Windows Sockets standard provides a single API used by application 
programmers and confirmed by multiple network software vendors. For each 
Microsoft Windows version, the Windows Sockets standard defines library calls 
and associated semantics. This enables applications written to the Windows 
Sockets API to work with a conforming protocol from any network software 
vendor. Most current TCP/IP network vendors interface with Windows sockets 
through the WINSOCK.DLL file.

Windows Sockets include both Berkeley socket-style routines and 
Windows-specific extensions that let programmers use a Windows message-driven 
design. All Windows Sockets implementations support both TCP and User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) sockets.

Unlike a TSR program, which stays in memory until you reboot your computer, a 
Windows Sockets DLL file dynamically loads into memory and automatically 
unloads when you exit the application.

Applications operating with any Windows Sockets Compliant protocol 
implementation are referred to as having a Windows Sockets interface and are 
known as Windows Sockets applications. 
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Verifying TCP/IP Vendor File Installation
If you are using the Oracle TCP/IP Adapter for Windows, verify that the JSB DLL 
or TSR files listed in the tables in this section exist. All necessary JSB Virtual Socket 
Library (VSL) software for your vendor’s TCP/IP transport is installed. 

If any of the files listed in the following sections are absent, it can mean that the 
Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter and/or SQL*Net version 2 products were not 
installed correctly. Refer to the CD-ROM insert for instructions on re-installing any 
of these Oracle network products for Windows. 

Verifying JSB VSL Support for TCP/IP
The Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows version 2.1.4 or later supports 
JSB VSL version 3.0.11 for SQL*Net 2.3. JSB VSL is an API that supports multiple 
TCP/IP transports. 

Depending on the TCP/IP transport used, the specific JSB component for that 
transport can require some special configuration, loading, and unloading 
procedures. 

The Window socket vendors and versions supported in this release of the Oracle 
TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows are shown in Table B–1. This table is subject 
to change. 

Table B–1 Windows Socket Vendors

Product Name Release/Version Number(s) Supported

3Com 3+Open TCP 2.1

Digital PATHWORKS for DOS (TCP/IP) 5.0a

Distinct TCP/IP 3.1

Esker Tun TCP 7.1, 7.2, 7.3

Frontier Technologies Super-TCP for 
Windows1

3.0, 4.0, 4.0R2, 4.15

FTP PC/TCP2 & 3 2.2, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1, 4.0

FTP PC/TCP OnNet VxD4 1.1, 1.2, 2.0

Hummingbird NFS Maestro TCP/IP for 
DOS & Windows 5.0

5.0

IBM TCP/IP for DOS5 2.1.1

IBM TCP/IP for DOS/Windows Access Kit 2.0
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1 Add the following entry to the SUPERTCP.INI file:
[Kernel] 

DNSHardBlockWorkaround=1
2 Using DNS with FTP PC/TCP 2.2 results in the SQL*Net connect error:

ORA-12203: TNS: unable to connect to host

Oracle Corporation recommends that you use a local host file for host name resolution. You must use 
FTP’s WINSOCK.DLL file release 1.0.6. if you use PC/TCP 2.2. Please contact FTP Software, Inc. to 
obtain a copy of this file. Attempting to open a network definition stored in a database returns an 
Application Error when using WINSOCK.DLL release 1.13 (shipped with PC/TCP 3.0 and OnNet 
1.1). Update to FTP WINSOCK.DLL release 1.15 (shipped with PC/TCP 3.1 and OnNet 1.1) to resolve 
this problem.

3 If you use the TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows and FTP PC/TCP release 2.3 Winsock on a PC 
that is not 100% compatible with IBM or Compaq equipment, the TCP/IP adapter may fail during 
connect. If this happens, Oracle Corporation recommends you use the native (or non-Winsock) FTP 
PC/TCP release 2.3 interface by re-installing and selecting FTP as your vendor. 

4 Contact vendor for WINSOCK.DL patch for version 1.x.
5 You must use IBM TCP/IP for DOS release 2.1.0.2 with IBM’s WINSOCK.DLL file. Contact IBM to 

obtain a copy of this file. IBM TCP/IP for DOS releases 2.1.1 and 2.1.1.2 may cause SQL*Net to hang. 
If you experience this problem, contact IBM to get the latest patch.

6 Some applications (such as ODBC) may not work with this vendor’s TCP/IP.

Ipswitch PIPER/IP 1.001, 2.0

Microsoft Windows for Workgroups TCP/IP 
(VxD)

3.11

Microsoft Windows NT TCP/IP 3.1, 3.5, 3.51

NetManage Chameleon TCP/IP 3.11, 4.0, 4.01

Persoft SmarTCP6 3.0, 4.0

Sun PC-NFS 5.1.5

Sun PC-NFS Pro 1.1, 2.0

Walker Richer & Quinn Reflection Network 
Series

2.1, 4.0, 4.02, 5.0

Wollongong PathWay Access Runtime 2.0, 3.0

Table B–1 Windows Socket Vendors

Product Name Release/Version Number(s) Supported
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The other socket vendors and versions supported in this release of the Oracle 
TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows are shown in Table B–2:

1 The current configuration only provides support through the Ungermann-Bass protocol stack.

Table B–2 Other Socket Vendors

Product Name Release/Version Number(s) Supported

3Com 3+Open TCP 1.1, 1.2, 2.0, 2.1

Beame & Whiteside TCP/IP 3.0, 3.1

Digital PATHWORKS for DOS (TCP/IP) 4.1, 5.0

Firefox NOV*IX 2.21

FTP PC/TCP 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1

HP ARPA Services for DOS 2.1

Microsoft LAN Manager TCP/IP 2.1a, 2.2

Microsoft Windows for Workgroups TCP/IP 
(16 bit)

3.11

Novell LAN WorkPlace for DOS 4.0, 4.01, 4.1, 4.12, 4.2, 5.0

Sun PC-NFS 4.0a, 5.0, 5.1.5

Ungermann-Bass Net/One TCP/IP1 16.5, 16.6

Wollongong PathWay Access 1.2, 2.0, 3.0
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In addition to the above listed transports, the JSB VSL supports transports that 
comply with the Windows Sockets version 1.1 specifications. 

Verifying MSOCKLIB.DLL File Installation
When you install the Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows, Oracle 
Installer installs the MSOCKLIB.DLL file and several other VSL files under the 
ORAWIN\BIN directory. These VSL files enable the SQL*Net driver to 
communicate with the vendor’s TCP/IP.

If multiple copies of MSOCKLIB.DLL exist on your PC, be sure the most recent 
version is in the ORAWIN\BIN directory. 

To verify that you are using the most recent version of MSOCKLIB.DLL, compare 
the creation date of this file on your CD-ROM containing the Oracle TCP/IP 
Protocol Adapter for Windows with the values shown for MSOCKLIB.DLL in your 
ORAWIN\BIN directory. 

To compare the file creation dates, change directories to your ORAWIN\BIN 
directory and insert the CD-ROM that contains the Oracle TCP/IP Protocol 
Adapter for Windows. If the CD-ROM is mapped to the G: drive, for example, 
enter:

DIR G:\MSOCKLIB.DLL

followed by:

DIR MSOCKLIB.DLL 

Note: Users of 3Com 3+Open TCP, Microsoft LAN Manager TCP/
IP, Digital Pathworks TCP/IP, and HP ARPA Services for DOS 
must ensure that their local PROTOCOL.INI file contains the 
correct name of their local workstation. The entry for the 
workstation name is in the TCPGLOBAL section of the 
PROTOCOL.INI file as follows:

[TCPGLOBAL]

HOSTNAME=local_name

where local_name is the name of the local workstation and is the 
same name found in the local HOSTS file or in the Domain Name 
Server's HOSTS file.
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If the version of the Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows on your 
CD-ROM disk is more recent, type:

COPY G:\MSOCKLIB.DLL 

Verifying VSL.INI File Installation
Verify that the VSL.INI file is in the \WINDOWS directory. The VSL.INI file maps 
JSB calls to each vendor’s API.

Verifying JSB Executable File Installation
Verify that the DLL file specified for your vendor and the TSR executable appears 
in your ORAWIN\BIN directory. The TCP_VENDOR parameter is described in 
“Verifying ORACLE.INI File Contents.”

Some TCP/IP transports are implemented as a DLL that loads automatically when 
SQL*Net initiates calls to the transport. Other TCP/IP products are implemented as 
TSR programs. These programs must be executed before SQL*Net can operate. 

The Window Socket vendors, the DLLs installed by Oracle Installer and TSR 
executables, and the TCP_VENDOR parameter are shown in Table B–3:

Table B–3 Windows Sockets Installation

Product Name (Windows Sockets) JSB DLLs or TSRs
Vendor Key for 
TCP_VENDOR

3Com 3+Open TCP 2.1 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Digital PATHWORKS for DOS (TCP/
IP) 5.0a

MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Distinct TCP/IP 3.1 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Esker Tun TCP 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Frontier Technologies Super-TCP for 
Windows 3.0, 4.0, 4.0R2, 4.15

MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

FTP PC/TCP 2.2, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

FTP PC/TCP OnNet VxD 1.1, 1.2, 2.0 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

IBM TCP/IP for DOS 2.1.1 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

IBM TCP/IP for DOS/Windows 
Access Kit 2.0

MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

lpswitch PIPER/IP 1.001, 2.0 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK
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The other socket vendors, the DLLs installed by the Oracle Installer and TSR 
executables, and the TCP_VENDOR parameter are shown in Table B–4:

1 Opening a network definition stored in a database may fail as described above. Users should 
update to the WINSOCK.DLL shipped with Chameleon release 4.5 or later. Before a SQL*Net 
connection or disconnection is established, NetManage Chameleon loads or unloads its TCP 
module in Windows. On some slower PCs, for example, a 386/25Mhz or below, loading and 
unloading of the NetManage module may cause SQL*Net to hang, especially when it is running 
during a connect or disconnect from a batch file. If the SQL*Net connection hangs, do a warm 
start by pressing [Ctrl]+[Alt]+[Delete].

Microsoft Windows for Workgroups 
TCP/IP (VxD) 3.11

MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Microsoft Windows NT TCP/IP 3.1, 
3.5, 3.51

MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

NetManage Chameleon TCP/IP 3.11, 
4.0, 4.01, 4.51, 4.6

MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Persoft SmarTCP 3.0, 4.0 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Sun PC-NFS 5.1.5 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Sun PC-NFS Pro 1.1 MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Walker Richer & Quinn Reflection 
Network Series 2.1, 4.0, 4.02, 5.0, 5.6

MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Wollongong PathWay Access Runtime 
2.0, 3.0, 4.0

MWINSOCK.DLL WINSOCK

Table B–4 Other Sockets Installation

Product Name (Other Sockets) JSB DLLs or TSRs
Vendor Key for 
TCP_VENDOR

3Com 3+Open TCP 2.0, 2.1 M3OPEN2.DLL 3OPEN

3Com 3+Open TCP 1.1, 1.2 M3OPEN.EXE 3OPEN

Beame & Whiteside TCP/IP 3.0, 3.1 MBW.EXE BW

Digital PATHWORKS for DOS (TCP/IP) 
4.1, 5.0a

M3OPEN.EXE PWORKS

Firefox NOV*IX 2.21 MNOVLWP.DLL NOVLWP

Table B–3 Windows Sockets Installation

Product Name (Windows Sockets) JSB DLLs or TSRs
Vendor Key for 
TCP_VENDOR
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Many of the vendors use the generic Windows Socket DLL, MWINSOCK.DLL. 
Windows Sockets is an emerging standard interface for TCP/IP under Windows. 

The listed transports load automatically when called. However, ensure that the 
TCP/IP core code is loaded before starting Windows. These steps are described in 
the next section, “Loading the TCP/IP Network Software.”

Loading the TCP/IP Network Software
Before your workstation can load the correct JSB transport, your TCP/IP software 
must be installed and working properly. After installation, use the PING command 
to test your software, as described in “Step 1: Verify TCP/IP Network 
Connections” in Chapter 4, “Configuration”. If you cannot successfully PING 
another workstation, you cannot use the Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for 
Windows.

1 If you use Novell LAN Workplace Version 4.2, you must choose the non-WINSOCK interface. This is 
because Novell’s WINSOCK implementation does not support OS_LINGER in their setsockopt(), 
which is required for SQL*Net to perform non-blocking SQL.

FTP PC/TCP 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1 MFTP.EXE FTP

HP ARPA Services for DOS 2.1 MHPARPA.DLL HPARPA

Microsoft LAN Manager TCP/IP 2.1a, 2.2 MHPARPA.DLL LANMAN2

Novell LAN WorkPlace for DOS 4.0, 4.01, 
4.1, 4.12, 4.21

MNOVLWP.DLL NOVLWP

Sun PC-NFS 4.0a, 5.0, 5.1.5 MPCNFS4.DLL PCNFS4

Ungermann-Bass Net/One TCP/IP 16.5, 
16.6

MNETONE.EXE NETONE

Wollongong PathWay Access 1.2, 2.0, 3.0 MPATHWAY.DLL PATHWAY

Note: If you install the After Dark software after loading the JSB 
vendor-specific TSR file, the JSB vendor-specific TSR file unloads, 
and error message ORA-12533 appears. Oracle Corporation 
recommends you install the After Dark software before you load 
the JSB vendor-specific TSR file.

Table B–4 Other Sockets Installation

Product Name (Other Sockets) JSB DLLs or TSRs
Vendor Key for 
TCP_VENDOR
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If your software uses DLL transports, the transport loads automatically. If your 
vendor uses a TSR transport, the transport loads when you turn on your computer 
if the transport has been properly installed in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. See the 
section “Verifying TCP/IP Vendor File Installation” to determine if your software 
uses a DLL transport or TSR transport and to verify that your transport is installed 
correctly.

Identifying the Destination Address for TCP/IP 
With the Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter for Windows, you must specify the 
destination host’s Internet Protocol (IP) address in order to make a SQL*Net 
connection. If you do not specify the IP address of your host, you can instead 
specify a host name.

Using the Domain Name Service
Most TCP/IP transports attempt to use the Domain Names Service (DNS) to 
translate the host name into the host address. If a Domain Name Server is present 
on your network and the TCP/IP vendor supports DNS, the host name is 
successfully translated to the host address.

Each of the JSB-supported transports also identify the available servers on your 
network by referring to a HOSTS file. Transports refer to a HOSTS file only if they 
do not detect the presence of DNS or do not support DNS at all.

Locating the HOSTS File
The HOSTS file is a text file that contains an entry for each host with the host name 
“mapped” to its corresponding Internet address on the network. There must be an 
entry in the HOSTS file for each server you intend to use. 

SQL*Net uses the name lookup services provided by JSB (which in turn are 
implemented using third-party vendors’ APIs). Because of this, SQL*Net uses the 
same HOSTS file resident in the directory expected by the native TCP/IP vendor. 

Additional Information: See your network documentation for 
information on your network’s DNS. Microsoft LAN Manager TCP 
does not support DNS.
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For the JSB virtual socket library, the HOSTS file location is transport dependent. 
Each JSB-supported transport expects its HOSTS file to reside in a specific 
directory, as described in Table B–5:

Table B–5 HOSTS File Location

This transport... Looks for the HOSTS file...

3Com 3+Open TCP In the directory specified by the “NETFILES=” 
parameter of the TCPGLOBAL section of 
PROTOCOL.INI, which is located in the home 
directory of the transport.

Beame and Whiteside 
TCP/IP

In the transport’s home directory. By default, this is 
\BWTCP.

Digital PATHWORKS 
for DOS

In the transport’s home directory. By default, this is 
\PW.

Frontier Technologies 
Super-TCP/IP for 
Windows

In the transport’s home directory. By default, this is 
\SUPERTCP.

FTP PC/TCP In the location specified using the IPCONFIG utility. 
By default, this is \PCTCP.

HP ARPA Services for 
DOS

In the directory specified by the “NETFILES=” 
parameter of the TCPGLOBAL section of 
PROTOCOL.INI, which is located in the home 
directory of the transport.

IBM TCP/IP for DOS In the ETC subdirectory of the transport’s home 
directory. By default, this is \TCPDOS\ETC.

Microsoft LAN Man-
ager TCP/IP

In the transport’s home directory. By default, this is 
\LANMAN.DOS\ETC.

Microsoft Windows for 
Workgroups TCP/IP

In the Windows for Workgroups home directory. By 
default, this is \WINDOWS or \WFW.

NetManage TCP/IP In the transport’s home directory. By default, this is 
\NETMANAG.

Novell LAN WorkPlace 
for DOS

In the TCP subdirectory of the transport’s home 
directory. By default, this is \XLN\TCP.

Sun PC-NFS In the directory specified by the NFSPATH 
environment variable of AUTOEXEC.BAT. If no 
HOSTS file is found there, PC-NFS looks in the NFS 
home directory.
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Enabling Ctrl+C
The use of [Ctrl] + [C] to terminate 16-bit applications is enabled with the YIELD 
parameter in ORACLE.INI file, under the [ORACLE] section:

 [Oracle] 

 ORACLE_HOME=C:ORAWIN 

 CUSTOMER=Oracle Corporation 

 NLS_LANG=AMERICAN_AMERICA.WE8ISO8859P1 

 ORAINST=E:\ORA73WIN\233\dbs 

 MSHELP=E:\ORA73WIN\233\mshelp 

 YIELD=YES 

 [orainst] 

 . 

 . 

 . 

Wollongong Pathway 
Access

In the transport’s home directory, which defaults to 
\PATHWAY. (Use the CUSTOM.EXE utility to 
configure the HOSTS file. Refer to your Wollongong 
documentation for information.)

Table B–5 HOSTS File Location

This transport... Looks for the HOSTS file...
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Verifying SPX Protocol Adapter Setup

Editing the AUTOEXEC.BAT File
If you are using the Oracle SPX Protocol Adapter for Windows, there are additional 
lines you must include in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. This is because the Open 
Data-Link Interface (ODI) enables you to run more than one network protocol 
simultaneously. These lines are:

lsl (the driver for your network interface card)
3c503 (if using a 3COM 3C503 network interface card)
ipxodi

vlm (or netx)

The Oracle SPX Protocol Adapter for Windows accesses the NetWare DLL files to 
make the SQL*Net connection. Make sure that your Windows home directory 
contains the DLLs required by Novell NetWare. These files are available from the 
Novell NetWare Workstation Kit for DOS and Windows. If these DLLs are missing 
or the Oracle SPX Protocol Adapter for Windows cannot detect their location, you 
receive an error message during login. 

If you installed these DLLs manually, make sure their location appears on the DOS 
PATH.

Note:  vlm is required with SQL*Net releases 2.1 through 2.3. 
netx is OK with SQL*Net release 1.1 or 2.0.x.

Additional Information: See “Supported Vendors” in Chapter 2 
for the supported version of the Novell NetWare Workstation Kit 
for DOS and Windows.
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Verifying NetBIOS Protocol Adapter Setup

Editing the CONFIG.SYS File or Setting a Default Protocol
If you are using the NetBIOS Protocol Adapter for Windows to support:

■ IBM LAN Support Program—make sure that the following files are loaded in 
your CONFIG.SYS file:

– PROTMAN.DOS

– ELNK3.DOS (the driver for your network adapter [3COM’s EtherLink III in 
this case])

– DXMA0MOD.SYS

– DXME0MOD.SYS

– DXMT0MOD.SYS

■ Microsoft NetBEUI—set Microsoft NetBEUI as the default protocol using the 
network setup in Microsoft Windows for Workgroups.
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Verifying LU6.2 Protocol Adapter for IBM NS/WIN Setup 

Editing the AUTOEXEC.BAT AND SYSTEM.INI Files
For NS/WIN, the user’s path in the AUTOEXEC.BAT must include the directory in 
which the NS/WIN drivers and utilities are located, which is typically “NSW” on 
the root directory. The drivers are specified in the SYSTEM.INI file.

Table B–6 shows the drivers for each connection type:

Editing the NSD.INI File
For NS/WIN, all parameters are contained in the NSD.INI file, which must be 
located in your Windows directory. Make the following changes to your NSD.INI 
file. Use the exact upper case/lower case combination shown below:

[IUO]

DontYield=TRUE

Reboot your machine after making these changes.

Follow the additional steps described below to ensure successful vendor 
configuration of IBM NS/WIN on your computer or workstation.

This section provides an overview of NSD.INI file parameter requirements. For a 
complete description of parameters and how to change them, refer to Configuration 
Parameters Reference for Administrators and Application Programmers Version 1.0. Most 
parameters can be changed with the Configure utility icon located in the IBM APPC 

Table B–6 LU6.2 Connection Types

Connection Type Drivers

asynchronous vnswutil.386

local area network vnswutil.386

vd802.386

synchronous vnswutil.386

twinaxial vnswutil.386

vdnswq.386

vdtwinx.386
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Networking Services program group. Some of the optional parameters can only be 
modified by editing NSD.INI with a text editor. 

To verify successful vendor installation:

1. Install the IBM NS/WIN Version 1.0 software:

■ APPC Networking Services for Windows

■ Local Area Network Support Program

2. Verify that the user’s path includes the directory in which the NS/WIN drivers 
are located. (See Table B–6 on the previous page.)

3. Choose the Configure icon in the IBM APPC Networking Services program 
group to configure the NSD.INI file, which contains the CONFIG.NSD, 
DEFINETP.NSD, MODE.NSD, and SIDEINFO.NSD files that were previously 
configured separately with NS/DOS.

4. Modify the NDS.INI file as described below. This example describes how to 
connect a Windows client to an OS/2 host:

[Configuration]

DLCTYPE=LAN

STARTPROGRAMLAUNCHER=TRUE

EHNAPPCNONBLOCKING=FALSE

LANGUAGE=2924

LOCALLUNAME=ORACLE.CLIENT

NODEID=07500000

DIRECTORY=C:\NSW\

[LAN]

TRLD1=COMPAQ, 10005A747AAF

[REMOTE]

SDDI=66

[MODES]

Note: The parameters and examples are subject to changes in the 
IBM NS/WIN software and IBM documentation. Consult the IBM 
documentation provided with NS/WIN version 1.0.
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SNASVCMG= 512, 7, 2, 1

BLANK= , 3, 8, 4

#BATCH= , 3, 8, 4

#INTER= , 7, 8, 4

QPCSUPP= 1024, 2, 32, 16

ORAPLU62= 4096, 1, 20, 10

[SIDEINFO]

SERVER= SERVER, ORAPLU62, MYDB, NONE, ,

DB= SERVER, ORAPLU62, MYDB, NONE, ,

VM= ORAVTAMA, ORAPLU62, ORTNMST, NONE, ,

[DEFINETP]

APINGD=C:\NSW\SAMPLES\APINGD.EXE, 120, 30, am_started,

ATELLD=C:\NSW\SAMPLES\ATELLD.EXE, 120, 30, am_started,

The parameters are described below:

Where... Specifies the...

DLCTYPE type of communications adapter being used

STARTPROGRAMLAUNCHER value for executing the program (TRUE)

EHNAPPCNONBLOCKING value for enabling or disabling APPC nonblocking

LANGUAGE language in which to display messages and help 
screens

LOCALLUNAME local logical unit (LU) name for your workstation.

NODEID node identifier carried in the XID exchange at the 
data link control layer when links are connected

DIRECTORY directory location of the NSD.INI file

TRLD1 name used by only your workstation to refer to 
the link between your workstation and the remote 
computer

SDDI interrupt number used by the real-mode device 
driver
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5. Reboot Windows for your changes to take effect.

6. Start NS/WIN by choosing the Autostart Networking Services icon in the IBM 
APPC Networking Services group.

SNASVCMG

BLANK

BATCH

INTER

QPCSUPP

ORAPLU62

mode names to which you assign a maximum 
request unit (RU) size, receive pacing window 
size, maximum negotiable sessions value, and 
minimum negotiable session contention winners 
value

SERVER

DB

VM

symbolic destination names to which you assign a 
partner LU name, mode name, transaction 
program name, security type, user identifier, and 
password

APINGD

ATELLD

transaction program (TP) names to which you 
assign a file specification name, accept/conversion 
time-out, incoming attach time-out, TP operation 
value, and parameter string

Additional Information: See your IBM documentation.

Where... Specifies the...
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Configuring Oracle Version 6 Tools 
SQL*Net for Windows uses the Oracle Installer Version 3.1x Windows directory 
structure. In this directory structure, SQL*Net for Windows looks at the 
ORACLE.INI file for configuration parameters.

To use Version 6 Tools with SQL*Net for Windows, you must make two changes:

1. Add the following path statement to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file:

PATH=C:\ORAWIN\BIN

2. Modify the ORACLE.INI file:

Enter the CONFIG.ORA parameters into the ORACLE.INI file to ensure that all 
Version 6 Tools parameters are located by SQL*Net. 
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C
Modifying Oracle Parameters for Windows

3.1x

This appendix provides information on customizing your Oracle environment with 
the ORACLE.INI file. This appendix covers the following topics and tasks:

■ Understanding the ORACLE.INI Configuration File

■ Defining Configuration Parameters

■ Understanding Configuration Parameters
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Understanding the ORACLE.INI Configuration File
The Oracle configuration file, ORACLE.INI, is an ASCII text file that contains 
parameters that you modify to suit your setup.

This Oracle configuration file can be placed anywhere in your system and is 
located by the pointer set by ORA_CONFIG in the Oracle group, [ORACLE], in the 
WIN.INI file. These parameters for Windows cannot be reset at the command line.

Defining Configuration Parameters
Configuration parameters control the name of the Oracle home directory, the screen 
driver, and the command used to spool files to the printer. 

Configuration parameters also determine the driver to use for network 
communications and the values for SQL*Net to use for its operating parameters. 

Each line of a configuration file specifies one parameter value in the following 
format: 

PARAMETER=VALUE

For example, you set the ORACLE_HOME parameter to the value C:\ORAWIN by 
entering:

ORACLE_HOME=C:\ORAWIN

You can modify the contents of a configuration file with any text editor or word 
processor. Remember that if you are using a word processor to edit Oracle files, you 
must save the file as an ASCII text file, not as a document file.

Note: There can be no embedded spaces before or after the equal 
(=) sign. Inserting a space causes SQL*Net to ignore the command. 
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Setting Configuration Parameters
Configuration file parameters and default values are added to your configuration 
file when you install an Oracle product.

After installing an Oracle product, you can reset configuration file parameter 
values in the ORACLE.INI file:

ORACLE_HOME=C:\ORAWIN
SQLPATH=C:\ORAWIN
SQLNET DBNAME FINANCE=T:MARKET

Specifying Alternative Configuration Files
You can specify a configuration file other than the default file by resetting the 
Windows environment variable configuration to the name and directory where 
your new configuration file resides. In most cases, a single configuration file can 
hold all the settings you need. However, in some cases you can define multiple 
configuration files. For example, you can have a configuration file for each 
SQL*Net driver you use. In these cases, you can have configuration files with 
different LOCAL and REMOTE parameters for each SQL*Net driver. 

See the sections, “LOCAL” and “REMOTE” in “Understanding Configuration 
Parameters” for explanations of these parameters. 
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Understanding Configuration Parameters 
Most configuration parameters take effect only when you start up the Oracle7 
Server or an Oracle tool. 

Configuration parameters you can take advantage of are:

■ LOCAL

■ NLS_LANG

■ ORACLE_HOME

■ REMOTE

■ SQLPATH

■ TCP_VENDOR

■ TNS_ADMIN

■ UTILITY_MSG

LOCAL 

This parameter specifies the TNS parameters to use when no communications 
driver is specified upon loading an Oracle tool. This parameter enables the 
database administrator (DBA) to define a “default” network connection. When the 
user logs on without specifying any network parameters, Oracle uses the LOCAL 
connection. Thus, the distributed processing or distributed database is made 
invisible to the user. 

The default and legal values for LOCAL are:

Default Legal Value

2: 

Specifies a two-task driver to 
connect to a Personal Oracle7 
database, which is available 
for 16-bit SQL*Net when 
running on Windows 95.

TNS prefix 
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The syntax for the LOCAL parameter is:

LOCAL=service_name 

The following example shows the usage of the LOCAL parameter:

LOCAL=GREEN

where GREEN is the service name located in the TNSNAMES.ORA file located at 
ORAWIN\NETWORK\ADMIN.

To use the server specified by LOCAL, enter: 

SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 

SQL*Net check for LOCAL=service_name in the ORACLE.INI file. If it exists, 
SQL*Net connects.

NLS_LANG 

This parameter includes three components: language, territory, and character set. 
This parameter specifies the language in which error and status messages are 
displayed, the format in which the date is displayed, and the character set 
displayed. The default value causes all messages to display in American English. 

The default and legal values for NLS_LANG are:

Note: If a connect string is not issued, 2: is used. The following 
error message appears if a default database does not exist:

ORA-00342: Unable to connect to default Host

Note: If you are using Oracle version 6 tools, edit your 
AUTOEXEC.BAT to include ORAWIN\BIN in the path statement. 
This allows version 6 tools to access SQL*Net.

Default Legal Value

AMERICAN_AMERICA.WE8ISO8859P1 supported languages, 
territories, and character 
sets 

Additional Information: See the Oracle7 Server Reference Manual.
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ORACLE_HOME
This parameter specifies the Oracle home directory in which Oracle products are 
installed. It is added to your configuration file when you run ORAINST for the first 
time.

This directory is the top directory in the Oracle directory hierarchy. 

The default and legal values for ORACLE_HOME are:

REMOTE
This parameter specifies the default remote SQL*Net driver to use when 
connecting to a remote Oracle7 Server.

The default and legal values for REMOTE are: 

This parameter can include the default parameters (complete connect descriptors). 
For example: 

REMOTE=PIPER_SERVER 

where PIPER_SERVER is the service name in the TNSNAMES.ORA file located at 
ORAWIN \NETWORK\ADMIN. 

To use the server specified by REMOTE, enter: 

C>SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER@REMOTE

Default Legal Values

 ORAWIN any Windows directory 
on any drive

Default Legal Values

None any valid TNS parameters

Note:  If you try to connect with SCOTT/TIGER@REMOTE, then 
SQL*Net tries to find REMOTE in the TNSNAMES.ORA file. If that 
fails, SQL*Net tries to find REMOTE using an Oracle Names 
Server. In other words, if you don’t specify REMOTE, then 
SQL*Net treats REMOTE as a service name.
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If a user logs on and specifies a connection with an explicit driver prefix matching 
the one specified in REMOTE, but specifies no connect descriptor parameters, the 
parameters specified in REMOTE are used. This configuration parameter enables 
the DBA to define a “normal” network connection for which the SQL*Net user 
need not specify connection parameters. 

SQLPATH
This parameter specifies the path that SQL*Plus searches when you execute it. 
SQL*Plus uses SQLPATH to search for the LOGIN.SQL file, a file that contains 
commands that SQL*Plus automatically executes upon startup.

The default and legal values for SQLPATH are:

TCP_VENDOR
This parameter specifies which JSB Virtual Socket Library transport to use. 
Potential values for this parameter are described in Table B–3 and Table B–4 in 
Appendix B.

The default and legal values for TCP_VENDOR are:

Default Legal Values

 None any directory on any drive

Default Legal Values

 None any valid vendor key for a supported JSB transport

Note: This parameter is only used with the Oracle TCP/IP 
Protocol Adapter.
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TNS_ADMIN
This parameter specifies a directory in which the SQL*Net version 2 configuration 
files reside. 

The default and legal values for TNS_ADMIN are:

UTILITY_MSG
This parameter specifies a directory in which error messages issued by Oracle audit 
tools and utilities are stored. 

You can have more than one set of message files and use this parameter to name 
the set for a particular Oracle configuration. 

The default and legal values for UTILITY_MSG are:

Default Legal Values

ORACLE_HOME\ 
NETWORK\ADMIN

any valid directory

Default Legal Values

ORACLE_HOME\DBS any directory
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D
Modifying Oracle Configurations for

Windows NT and Windows 95

This appendix describes how to edit and add Oracle-related settings for Windows 
NT and Windows 95. 

Specifically, this appendix covers:

■ Configuration Parameters

■ Adding Configuration Parameters
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Configuration Parameters
You can use the following parameters on Windows NT and Windows 95:

■ LOCAL

■ REMOTE

■ TNS_ADMIN

SQL*Net first checks for the parameters as environment variables, and uses the 
values defined. It environment variables are not defined, these parameters are 
searched for in the registry.

LOCAL
You can add the LOCAL parameter to make a connection without specifying a 
connect string. The value for LOCAL is the service name in the TNSNAMES.ORA 
file located in the ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN directory.

For example, if the LOCAL parameter is specified as finance, you connect to a 
database from Server Manager with the following:

SVRMGR>CONNECT SCOTT/TIGER 

SQL*Net checks if LOCAL is defined as an environment variable or as a parameter 
the registry, and uses finance as the service name. If it exists, SQL*Net connects.

REMOTE
You can add the REMOTE parameter to make a remote connection without 
specifying a connect string. The value for REMOTE is the connect descriptor 
parameter in the TNSNAMES.ORA file located at the 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN directory. For example, if the REMOTE 
parameter is specified, you connect to a remote database from Server Manager with 
the following:

SVRMGR>CONNECT SCOTT/TIGER@REMOTE

SQL*Net checks if REMOTE is defined as an environment variable or as a 
parameter in the registry. If it exists, SQL*Net connects.
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TNS_ADMIN
You can add the TNS_ADMIN parameter to change the directory name for 
configuration files from the default location. For example, if you set TNS_ADMIN 
to ORACLE_HOME\TEST\ADMIN, the configuration files are used from 
ORACLE_HOME\TEST\ADMIN.

Adding Configuration Parameters
You can add these configuration parameters in three ways: 

■ Using the Registry

■ Using the Control Panel on Windows NT 

■ Using the command line with the SET command:

C:\>SET LOCAL=service_name

This method only lasts for the current login session.

Using the Registry
The LOCAL, REMOTE and TNS_ADMIN parameters must have a value class of 
REG_EXPAND_SZ and must located in the following key:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE

The instructions below explain how to add a parameter entry to the Registry.   

To add a parameter to the registry:

1. Start the registry the following ways:

On Windows NT 3.51: From the command prompt, enter:

C:\>REGEDT32

Exiting Server Manager closes the database connection.

On Windows NT 4.0: ■ From the command prompt, enter:

C:\>REGEDT32

■ Choose Start>Run, enter REGEDT32 in the Open field, 
and choose OK.
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The Registry Editor window appears.

2. Navigate to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE key where 
you want to add the new value.

3. Choose the Add Value option in the Edit menu.

The Add Value dialog box appears:

4. In the Value Name field, enter the name that you want to assign to the 
currently selected key.

5. In the Data Type box, select the REG_EXPAND_SZ value class.

6. Click OK.

An editor dialog box appropriate for the data type appears:

7. Enter the value itself for the parameter and choose OK.

The Registry Editor adds the parameter. 

8. Choose Exit from the Registry menu.

The registry exits.

On Windows 95: ■ From the command prompt, enter:

C:\>REGEDIT

■ Choose Start>Run, enter REGEDIT in the Open field, 
and choose OK.
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Using the Control Panel on Windows NT
The instructions below explain how to add a parameter entry to the Control Panel 
System Properties window. This functionality is only available on Windows NT.

To add a parameter:

1. From the Control Panel window, double-click System.

The System Properties window appears.

2. Choose the Environment tab.

The Environment view appears:

3. Click in System Variables list box.

4. Enter the parameter name in the Variable field and its value in the Value field.

5. Click Set.

The parameter is added to the System Variables list box.

6. Click OK.

7. Log out and log back in for the changes to take effect.
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E
Configuration Files

This appendix describes the following:

■ Understanding the Configuration Files

■ Understanding the TNSNAMES.ORA File

■ Understanding the SQLNET.ORA File

■ Understanding the LISTENER.ORA File

Note: Oracle only supports configuration files created by Oracle 
Network Manager or SQL*Net Easy Configuration. The 
TNSNAMES.ORA file does not exist if Oracle Names is configured 
with Oracle Network Manager.
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Understanding the Configuration Files
Oracle Network Products use the following configuration files:

Below is a description of the configuration files:

On Your Server On Your Client

LISTENER.ORA SQLNET.ORA

NAMES.ORA TNSNAMES.ORA

SQLNET.ORA TNSNAV.ORA

TNSNAMES.ORA

Configuration File Description

LISTENER.ORA Includes service names and addresses of all listeners on a 
machine, the system identifiers (SIDs) of the databases for 
which they listen, and various control parameters used by 
the listener. 

NAMES.ORA Contains control parameters for Oracle Names Servers that 
do not use Dynamic Discovery Option (DDO).

This file is not needed for DDO.

SQLNET.ORA Includes optional diagnostic parameters, client information 
about Oracle Names Servers, and can contain other optional 
parameters.

TNSNAMES.ORA Includes a list of service names of network databases 
mapped to connect descriptors.

TNSNAV.ORA Lists the local communities of the client profile or node.

This file is not needed and used for single community 
networks. It is used only when working with MultiProtocol 
Interchange.

Additional Information: See Understanding SQL*Net for 
further information about this file.
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A description of how the files are created is described below:

Note: It is possible to have system and local versions of 
TNSNAMES.ORA and SQLNET.ORA files. Any service name or parameter 
is first searched in the local version of the configuration file. If the service 
name or parameters is not found in the local version, it is searched in the 
system version.

 The system version is located in the 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN directory. A local version can exist 
in the current working directory where the application is running. For 
example, if you start SQL*Plus in ORACLE_HOME\BIN, then SQL*Net 
looks for a local TNSNAMES.ORA in ORAWIN\BIN. If you start SQL*Plus 
in \PLUS, then SQL*Net looks for a local TNSNAMES.ORA in \PLUS. 

A consequence of this is that you can have multiple local files in the 
various directories from which you start applications. In most cases, it is 
recommended that only one TNSNAMES.ORA file exist and that it be 
located in the default ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN directory.

This File... Is...

LISTENER.ORA created during installation

NAMES.ORA created on the server by Oracle Network Manager when 
configuring without DDO

SQLNET.ORA created during installation on the clients and server, and 
regenerated on the client by SQL*Net Easy Configuration or 
Oracle Network Manager

TNSNAMES.ORA created on the clients and server by SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration or Oracle Network Manager

TNSNAV.ORA created on the clients and server by Oracle Network Manager
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Understanding the TNSNAMES.ORA File
The TNSNAMES.ORA file is used by clients and distributed database servers to 
identify potential server destinations. 

A sample file is shown in Figure E–1:

Figure E–1 TNSNAMES.ORA Configuration File

################

# Filename......: tnsnames.ora

# Name..........: LOCAL_REGION.world

# Date..........: 04-DEC-96 13:50:40

################

service_name.world = <---world is the domain name 

  (DESCRIPTION =    

    (ADDRESS_LIST =  

        (ADDRESS =  <---listener address  

          (COMMUNITY = TCP.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = TCP)    

          (HOST = server _name) <---or, use IP address of NT server

          (PORT = 1521) <---must match port in LISTENER.ORA file
        )    

    )    

    (CONNECT_DATA =    

      (SID = SID))  <---database name, default is ORCL
    )   

  )    

Connect Descriptor
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The address of the server in TNSNAMES.ORA is the same as the address of the 
listener for a server in LISTENER.ORA. Similarly, the address in the 
TNSNAMES.ORA file includes the SID which is required (as SID_NAME) in the 
LISTENER.ORA file. Figure E–2 shows the matching elements:

Figure E–2 TNSNAMES.ORA and LISTENER.ORA

TNSNAMES.ORA
service_name.world = 
  (DESCRIPTION =    
    (ADDRESS_LIST =  
        (ADDRESS =  
          (COMMUNITY = community)    
          (PROTOCOL = protocol) 
          (protocol specific information)
          )    
        )    
    (CONNECT_DATA =    
      (SID = SID)
       ) 
      ) 

LISTENER.ORA
listener = 
    (ADDRESS_LIST =  
        (ADDRESS =  
          (COMMUNITY = community)    
          (PROTOCOL = protocol) 
          (protocol specific information)
          )    
        )    
SID_LIST_LISTENER =    
  (SID_LIST =    
    (SID_DESC =    
      (SID_NAME = SID)             
    )    
  )  
  Control Parameters
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TNSNAMES.ORA is comprised of two parts:

■ Specifying Connect Descriptors

■ Specifying Service Names

These elements are described in the following sections. 

Specifying Connect Descriptors
Every service requires a connect descriptor. For a database, a connect descriptor 
describes the location of the network listener and the SID of the database to which 
to connect. The TNSNAMES.ORA file is installed in the Oracle7 home directory 
under ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN. Database connect descriptors 
typically consist of two sections: 

■ ADDRESS 

■ CONNECT_DATA SID keyword

ADDRESS
The application address is the information required to reach the application within 
a given protocol environment. It includes the:

■ community in which the destination resides

■ protocol it uses

■ protocol-specific parameters

SQL*Net Easy Configuration and Oracle Network Manager automatically provide 
the correct protocol specific parameters for any protocol you use, but you must 
provide the appropriate values. For information about the parameter values of a 
given protocol, see the section “Configuring Addresses for Oracle Protocol 
Adapters” in this appendix.

Note: If you specify a TCP/IP address prefixed with a 0, it is assumed to 
be an octal number, not a decimal number. For example, 39.223.72.44 is a 
decimal number, but 039.223.72.44 is an octal number. 
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CONNECT_DATA SID Keyword
SQL*Net uses the CONNECT_DATA keyword to denote the SID of the remote 
database. When SQL*Net on the server side receives the connection request, the 
transparent network substrate (TNS) passes the CONNECT_DATA contents to the 
network listener, which identifies the desired database.

For SQL*Net use, sample CONNECT_DATA contents can look like: 

(CONNECT_DATA = 

   (SID = ORCL)

Connect Descriptor Syntax
Below is the connect descriptor syntax of the TNSNAMES.ORA file.

service_name.world =   

  (DESCRIPTION =    

    (ADDRESS_LIST =    

        (ADDRESS =    

          (COMMUNITY = community_name)    

          (protocol adapter information)    

        )    

    )    

    (CONNECT_DATA =    

      (SID = SID)

    )   

  )    

See Table E–1, “Oracle Protocol Adapter Parameters” in this appendix for a 
description of the keywords.

Parameter Description

CONNECT_DATA Indicates that application-specific data is supplied at 
connect time.

SID Specifies the SID of the database server. You must 
specify the SID in the CONNECT_DATA section of 
the connect descriptor
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Specifying Service Names
All connect descriptors are assigned service names in the TNSNAMES.ORA file. 
The user specifies the service name—a single word rather than the lengthier 
connect descriptor—to identify the database to which to connect. The 
TNSNAMES.ORA file consists of a series of service names mapped to TNS connect 
descriptors.

If you are using Oracle Names, the service name for a database must be exactly the 
same as the global database name defined by the system administrator. SQL*Net 
limits the total length of a global database name to 64 characters. Of these, up to 
eight are the DB_NAME as defined by the database administrator, and the 
remainder show the service’s place in the domain hierarchy (DB_DOMAIN). The 
name part of the service name can be longer than eight characters only if the DBA 
changes the name of the database with a RENAME GLOBAL_NAME parameter. 
The total global database name, or service name, must remain at or below 64 
characters. 

Alternate service names can be assigned to a database service through the 
TNSNAMES.ORA file. The alternate service names can be names you choose 
because you find them convenient and easy to remember. For example, if a 
database is used by two different divisions of a company, Human Resources and 
Finance, you can map two different service names, hr and finance, to the database. 
The TNSNAMES.ORA file has three separate entries: 

■ service name that is the same as the global database name 

■ two service names, mapped to the same connect descriptor

Additional Information: See Oracle7 Server Distributed Systems, 
Volume I for more information on creating a global database name. 
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Configuring Addresses for Oracle Protocol Adapters
This section describes:

■ Specifying TCP/IP Addresses

■ Specifying SPX Addresses

■ Specifying Named Pipes Addresses

■ Specifying DECnet Addresses

■ Specifying NetBIOS Addresses

■ Specifying LU6.2 Addresses

■ Specifying Bequeath Addresses

Table E–1 describes the parameters used by the Oracle Protocol Adapters. Refer to 
this table for definitions as you review the syntax examples provided throughout 
this section.

Table E–1 Oracle Protocol Adapter Parameters

Oracle Protocol 
Adapter Parameter Description

All COMMUNITY Specifies the network community of the 
TNS-based application. The COMMUNITY 
keyword is included by Oracle Network 
Manager, but its use is optional. A 
COMMUNITY is a group of computers 
using the same protocol, such as SPX or 
TCP/IP. 

All PROTOCOL Indicates the type of network on which the 
TNS-based application resides. 

All SID The name for the Oracle SID of the database 
server to which to connect. The 
TNSNAMES.ORA file uses the same SID 
defined in the server’s LISTENER.ORA 
file. The SID for the LU6.2 protocol is not 
defined in any LISTENER.ORA file.

Bequeath PROGRAM Identifies the Oracle7 executable.

Bequeath ARGV0 Identifies the Oracle SID.

Bequeath ARGS Identifies the source of the connection 
(local client).
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TCP/IP HOST and PORT Identifies the server and its listener port 
number for TNS-based applications on the 
network. Ask your network administrator 
for the host names and port numbers of 
TNS-based applications on your TCP/IP 
network.

SPX SERVICE Defines the name of the TNS-based 
application on the network. (Mandatory 
for server and client.) Ask your network 
administrator for the service names of 
TNS-based applications on your network.

Named Pipes SERVER Indicates the name of your Oracle7 Server 
computer.

Named Pipes PIPE Indicates the pipe name by the Oracle7 
Server.

DECnet NODE Defines the DECnet node name of the 
Oracle7 Server as defined in the DECnet 
node database. Ask your network 
administrator for the node name.

DECnet OBJECT Identifies the DECnet database listener as 
specified in the LISTENER.ORA file.

NetBIOS NTBNAME Defines the name of the TNS-based 
application on the network. In the case of 
SQL*Net, NTBNAME always identifies the 
name of an Oracle7 Server listener with 
NetBIOS. 

LU6.2 LU_NAME Identifies the Oracle7 Server; must be a 
fully qualified name.

Available for Windows 3.1x.

LU6.2 LLU or LOCAL_LU Identifies the local LU alias. This 
parameter cannot be used with 
LLU_NAME.

Not available for Windows 3.1x.

Table E–1 Oracle Protocol Adapter Parameters

Oracle Protocol 
Adapter Parameter Description
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LU6.2 LLU_NAME or 
LOCAL_LU_NAME

Specifies the local LU name; must be a 
fully qualified name. This parameter 
cannot be used with LLU.

LU6.2 MODE or MDN Identifies the log mode entry of the LU6.2 
session; the value is typically ORAPLU62.

LU6.2 PLU or 
PARTNER_LU_NAME

Identifies the Oracle7 Server; must be a 
fully qualified name.This parameter cannot 
be used with PLU_LA.

LU6.2 PLU_LA or 
PARTNER_LU_LOCAL_
ALIAS

Identifies the partner LU alias of the 
Oracle7 Server. This parameter cannot be 
used with PLU.

LU6.2 TP_NAME or TPN Identifies the transaction program name of 
the host machine. This parameter is not 
required for a connection to an MVS host.

Table E–1 Oracle Protocol Adapter Parameters

Oracle Protocol 
Adapter Parameter Description
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Specifying TCP/IP Addresses
When using the Oracle TCP/IP Protocol Adapter, specify the address of a 
TNS-based application in the following format: 

        (ADDRESS =    

          (COMMUNITY = TCP.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = TCP)    

          (HOST = server_name)   

          (PORT = port_number) 

SQL*Net Example on a TCP/IP Network
The entry below is taken from a client machine that connects to a single Oracle7 
Server named GREENWOOD on a TCP/IP network.

GREEN.world =   

  (DESCRIPTION =    

    (ADDRESS_LIST =    

        (ADDRESS =    

          (COMMUNITY = TCP.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = TCP)    

          (HOST = GREENWOOD) 

          (PORT = 1521)   

        )    

    )    

    (CONNECT_DATA =    

    (SID = ORCL)  

    )   

  )   

Additional Information: See “Verifying TCP/IP Protocol Adapter 
Setup” in Appendix B for further TCP/IP setup information for the 
Windows 3.1x platform.
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Specifying SPX Addresses
When using the Oracle SPX Protocol Adapter, specify the address as follows: 

        (ADDRESS =    

          (COMMUNITY = SPX.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = SPX)    

          (SERVICE = tns_application)   

SQL*Net Example on a SPX/IPX Network
The entry below is taken from a client machine that connects to a single Oracle7 
Server named GREENWOOD on an SPX/IPX network. 

GREEN.world =   

  (DESCRIPTION =    

    (ADDRESS_LIST =    

        (ADDRESS =    

          (COMMUNITY = SPX.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = SPX)    

          (SERVICE = ORCL_LSNR)   

        )    

    )    

    (CONNECT_DATA =    

    (SID = ORCL)  

    )   

  )    

Additional Information: See “Verifying SPX Protocol Adapter 
Setup” in Appendix B for further SPX setup information for the 
Windows 3.1x platform.
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Specifying Named Pipes Addresses
When using the Oracle Named Pipes Protocol Adapter, specify the address of a 
TNS-based application as follows: 

        (ADDRESS =    

          (COMMUNITY = NMP.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = NMP)    

          (SERVER = server_name)  

          (PIPE = pipe _name)    

SQL*Net Example on a Named Pipes Network
The entry below is taken from a client machine that connects to a single Oracle7 
Server named GREENWOOD on a Named Pipes network. 

GREEN.world =   

  (DESCRIPTION =    

    (ADDRESS_LIST =    

        (ADDRESS =    

          (COMMUNITY = NMP.WORLD)

          (PROTOCOL = NMP)

          (SERVER = GREENWOOD)   

          (PIPE = dbpipe0)   

        )    

    )    

    (CONNECT_DATA =    

    (SID = ORCL)  

    )   

  )   
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Specifying DECnet Addresses
When using the Oracle DECnet Protocol Adapter, specify the address of a 
TNS-based application as follows:

        (ADDRESS =    

          (COMMUNITY = NTB.world)   

          (PROTOCOL = DECNet)    

          (NODE = DecNet_node_name)   

          (OBJECT = database_alias)   

SQL*Net Example on a DECnet Network
The entry below is taken from a client machine that connects to a single Oracle7 
Server named ORACLE7 on a DECnet node named ORACLE.

testdnt.sample = 

  (DESCRIPTION =

     (ADDRESS_LIST =

      (ADDRESS =

          (COMMUNITY = desktopdecnet.sample)

          (PROTOCOL = DECnet)

          (NODE = ORACLE)

          (OBJECT = ORACLE733)

      )

       (CONNECT_DATA = 

       (SID = ORACLE7)

       )

     )

  )
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Specifying NetBIOS Addresses
When using the Oracle NetBIOS Protocol Adapter for Windows 3.1x, specify the 
address of a TNS-based application as follows: 

        (ADDRESS = 

          (COMMUNITY = NTB.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = NTB)    

          (NTBNAME = tb_name)   

SQL*Net Example on a NetBIOS Network
The entry below is taken from a client machine that connects to a single Oracle7 
Server named GREENWOOD on a NetBIOS network.

GREEN =   

  (DESCRIPTION =    

    (ADDRESS_LIST =    

        (ADDRESS = 

          (COMMUNITY = NTB.world)       

          (PROTOCOL = NTB)

          (NTBNAME = GREENWOOD)   

        )    

    )    

    (CONNECT_DATA =    

    (SID = ORCL)  

    )   

  )      

Additional Information: See “Verifying NetBIOS Protocol Adapter 
Setup” in Appendix B for further NetBIOS setup information for 
the Windows 3.1x platform.
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Specifying LU6.2 Addresses

LU6.2 for Windows NT
When using the Oracle LU6.2 Protocol Adapter for Windows NT, specify the 
address of a TNS-based application as follows: 

        (ADDRESS = 

          (COMMUNITY= LU62.world)

          (PROTOCOL=LU62)

          (TPN= tpn_name)

          (MODE=ORAPLU62)

          (PARTNER_LU_NAME = "partner_lu_name")

          (LLU_NAME = local_lu_name)

SQL*Net Examples on an LU6.2 Network

Example to connect to an IBM MVS instance:
mvs.world = (DESCRIPTION =

               (ADDRESS =

                 (COMMUNITY= LU62.world)

                 (PROTOCOL=LU62)

                 (TPN=RECVTP)

Note: LU6.2 Protocol Adapter for Windows must be configured 
by using Oracle Network Manager to create the TNSNAMES.ORA 
file or editing the NSD.INI file. LU6.2 Protocol Adapter for 
Windows NT must be configured manually using a text editor to 
edit the TNSNAMES.ORA and the LISTENER.ORA files.

Note: LLU and PARTNER_LU_LOCAL_ALIAS can be used in 
place of LLU_NAME and PARTNER_LU_NAME. 

Additional Information: See the Administrator’s Guide in the 
Microsoft SNA Server Documentation folder for LU6.2 setup 
information.
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                 (MODE=ORAPLU62)

                 (PARTNER_LU_NAME = "ORACLE.TNSORAK")

                 (LLU = SENDLU)

               )

               (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=ORCL)

               )

             )

Example to connect to a Windows NT listener:
nt.world = (DESCRIPTION =

               (ADDRESS =

                 (COMMUNITY= LU62.world)

                 (PROTOCOL=LU62)

                 (TPN=RECVTP)

                 (MODE=ORAPLU62)

                 (PARTNER_LU_NAME = "ORACLE.HQEW001")

                 (LLU = SENDLU)

               )

               (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=ORCL)

               )

             )

LU6.2 for Windows
LU6.2 can be specified in the TNSNAMES.ORA file or in the NSD.INI file.

To contact an Oracle7 server using the LU6.2 protocol, the following parameters are 
needed:

Parameter Description

PLU_LA ■ Set only if specifying an entry in the 
NSD.INI file. 

■ Replace the LU_NAME, TP_NAME, and 
MODE parameters with this parameter.

Logical unit (LU) partner name, 
LU_NAME

■ Set when the network is configured.

■ Named automatically.

■ Specifies network location of the desired 
Oracle7 Server.
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When using the Oracle LU6.2 Protocol Adapter for Windows 3.1x, specify the 
address of a TNS-based application as follows: 

      (ADDRESS =

          (COMMUNITY= LU62.world)

          (PROTOCOL = LU62)

          (LU_NAME = lu_name)

          (TP_NAME = tpn_name)

          (MODE = mode_name)

When using the NSD.INI file (for NS/WIN), specify the TNS-based application as 
follows:

If you choose the NSD.INI file (for NS/WIN), the TP_NAME, LU_NAME, and 
MODE are taken from the PLU_LA alias, and your TNSNAMES.ORA entry is 
simpler:

      (ADDRESS =

          (COMMUNITY= LU62.world)

          (PROTOCOL = LU6.2)

          (PLU_LA = partner_lu_alias)

TP_NAME, LU_NAME, and MODE are specified in the NSD.INI file.

Transaction program (TP) name, 
TP_NAME

■ Set when the Oracle7 Server is configured.

■ Named automatically.

■ Specifies the executable (at the location 
specified by the LU name) to establish 
communication;

MODE ■ Set when NS/WIN is configured on the 
client.

■ Named by the network administrator.

■ Specifies the quality of service.

Additional Information: See “Verifying LU6.2 Protocol Adapter 
for IBM NS/WIN Setup” in Appendix B for further LU6.2 setup 
information for the Windows 3.1x platform.

Parameter Description
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Specifying Bequeath Addresses 
When you configure TNSNAMES.ORA and specify the Oracle Bequeath Protocol 
Adapter, the following address appears in TNSNAMES.ORA:

        (ADDRESS = 

          (COMMUNITY = beq.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = BEQ)    

          (PROGRAM = oracle73)

          (ARGV0 = oracle73SID)  

          (ARGS = ‘(DESCRIPTION=(LOCAL=YES)(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=beq)))’)

SQL*Net Example on a Bequeath Network
The entry below is taken from a server machine that connects to a single Oracle7 
Server named GREENWOOD on a Bequeath network.

GREEN.world =   

  (DESCRIPTION =    

    (ADDRESS_LIST = 

          (COMMUNITY = beq.world)    

          (PROTOCOL = BEQ)    

          (PROGRAM = oracle73)

          (ARGV0 = oracle73 SID)  

          (ARGS = ‘(DESCRIPTION=(LOCAL=YES)(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=beq)))’)

        )    

    )    

    (CONNECT_DATA =    

      (SID = ORCL)  

    )   

  )    

Note: When connecting with the Bequeath Protocol Adapter on a 
local Windows NT server, you only need to specify the SID. Use 
the default entry of local host for the service name, since the 
Windows NT server is a local machine.
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Understanding the SQLNET.ORA File
The SQLNET.ORA file is used by all clients and the server on the network. The 
SQLNET.ORA file contains information about Oracle Names such as the: 

■ default domain for service names stored in Oracle Names

■ list of preferred Names Servers

It can also contain optional logging, tracing, and security parameters.

A sample file is shown in Figure E–3:

Figure E–3 SQLNET.ORA Configuration File

################

# Filename......: sqlnet.ora

# Name..........: TCP.world

# Date..........: 04-DEC-96 13:50:40

################

AUTOMATIC_IPC = OFF <---set this to OFF if you do not want to use IPC        

TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT = OFF <---set this to 16 if tracing is required   
names.directory_path = (TNSNAMES)

names.default_domain = world     

name.default_zone = world  

This section covers the following SQLNET.ORA configuration issues:

■ Specifying Dead Connection Detection

■ Using SQLNET.ORA Logging and Tracing Parameters

■ Understanding Default Domains

■ Understanding Client Parameters for Use with Oracle Names Server

■ Understanding the IPC Parameter

■ Understanding Authentication, Encryption, and Checksumming Parameters

Note: The SQLNET.ORA file is automatically installed on the 
server and the clients in ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN. 
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Specifying Dead Connection Detection
The optional server parameter, SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME, determines how often the 
listener sends a probe to verify that a client-server connection is still active. If a 
client is abnormally terminated, a connection remains open indefinitely unless 
identified and closed by the system. If you specify this parameter, the listener sends 
a probe periodically to determine whether there is an invalid connection to 
terminate. If the listener finds a dead connection, or a connection no longer in use, 
it returns an error, causing the server process to exit. This parameter must be set in 
the SQLNET.ORA file on the server.

Specify this parameter in the Connection Expire Time field of the Client Profile 
property sheet of Oracle Network Manager. Enter the time, in minutes, between 
probes for a dead connection. The range of possible values is from one to a very 
large number. However, a value of approximately 10 is recommended.

Dead connection detection has costs associated with it:

■ Additional network traffic is generated to probe for dead connections. A probe 
packet is very small, but one is sent on each connection at the interval specified 
in the SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME parameter in the SQLNET.ORA file. 

■ When dead connection detection is enabled, the Oracle7 Server needs to do 
additional processing to distinguish the connection probing event from other 
events. You can test the performance of your application with or without the 
dead connection detection feature enabled.

■ For some protocols, the generic SQL*Net dead connection detection feature is 
no better than the native mechanism available in the underlying transport 
protocol. In that case, it is not necessary to enable it. For example, the native 
keep alive mechanism provided by the TCP/IP stack is enabled by default, and 
it can be tuned by changing registry values, as explained in operating system 
documentation.

In short, evaluate carefully whether you benefit from enabling the dead connection 
detection feature. Turn it on only if necessary.

Note: The time set in this parameter is not necessarily the amount 
of time a dead connection remains. This parameter sets the time 
between probes for dead connections. Depending on the 
underlying protocol, shutting down a dead process can take longer.
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Using SQLNET.ORA Logging and Tracing Parameters
The following SQLNET.ORA logging and tracing parameters are available:

Parameter Description

LOG_FILE_CLIENT

LOG_FILE_SERVER

Sets the name of the log file. By default the log name 
is SQLNET.LOG. 

LOG_DIRECTORY_CLIENT

LOG_DIRECTORY_SERVER

Establishes the destination directory for log files. By 
default, the client directory is the current working 
directory. By default the server directory is 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\LOG.

TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT

TRACE_LEVEL_SERVER

Indicates the level of detail the trace facility records. 
The trace level value can either be a value within the 
range of 0 to 16 (where 0 is no tracing and 16 
represents the maximum amount of tracing) or a 
value of OFF, ADMIN, USER, or SUPPORT. 

■ OFF (equivalent to 0) provides no tracing.

■ USER (equivalent to 4) traces to identify 
user-induced error conditions.

■ ADMIN (equivalent to 6) traces to identify 
installation-specific problems.

■ SUPPORT (equivalent to 16) provides trace 
information for troubleshooting information for 
support.

TRACE_FILE_CLIENT

TRACE_FILE_SERVER

Establishes the name of the file to which trace 
information is written. By default, the client trace file 
name is SQLNET.TRC. By default the server trace 
file is SERVERthread_id.TRC. 

TRACE_DIRECTORY_CLIENT

TRACE_DIRECTORY_SERVER

Sets the directory where the trace file is placed. By 
default, the client directory is the current working 
directory. By default, the server directory is 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\TRACE.
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All errors that occur in SQL*Net are written to log files, while detailed sequences of 
events as they happen are written to trace files. Trace files provide more 
information than log files.

You can also manually add the following optional tracing parameters for the 
TNSPING utility to SQLNET.ORA. TNSPING determines whether or not a service 
(such as a database, an Oracle Names Server, or other TNS services) on a SQL*Net 
network can be successfully reached. 

■ TNSPING.TRACE_LEVEL

■ TNSPING.TRACE_DIRECTORY

Understanding Default Domains
The NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN parameter indicates the domain from which the 
client most often requests names. When this parameter is set, the domain name is 
automatically appended to the service name.

TRACE_UNIQUE_CLIENT This parameter determines whether or not a unique 
trace file is created for each client. By default, the 
value is OFF. The same trace file name is used for 
every client. If the value is OFF, when a new trace 
file is created for a client, it overwrites the existing 
file. If the value is set to ON, a thread identifier is 
appended to the name of each trace file generated so 
that several can coexist. 

This parameter creates unique trace files named 
SQLNETthread_id.TRC.

Additional Information: See the Oracle Network Products Messages 
Manual and Oracle Network Products Troubleshooting Guide for valid 
parameter values.

Additional Information: See the Oracle Network Products 
Troubleshooting Guide for more information about the logging and 
tracing parameters in SQLNET.ORA.

Parameter Description
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Understanding Client Parameters for Use with Oracle Names Server 
If you use Oracle Names Server without DDO, another parameter, 
NAMES.PREFERRED_SERVERS, is required. This parameter includes one or more 
addresses of the Names servers in the order the client prefers to use them. 

Understanding the IPC Parameter
The IPC interprocess communication parameter, AUTOMATIC_IPC, determines if 
SQL*Net attempts to connect to a database using IPC or through the network first. 
If the parameter is set to ON, SQL*Net tries to connect using a service name as an 
IPC key. If it fails, it resolves the service name (using the TNSNAMES.ORA file or 
an Oracle Names Server) and uses it for connection. If the parameter is set to OFF, 
SQL*Net does not look for an IPC address and goes directly to the network.

To modify this parameter, use Oracle Network Manager (if SQLNET.ORA was 
originally configured with it), an ASCII editor (such as Notepad), or the 
SQLNET.ORA Editor for Windows 3.1x.

Understanding Authentication, Encryption, and Checksumming Parameters
Authentication, data encryption, and checksumming parameters ensure secure 
transmission of data over networks. Authentication is available with or without 
ANO. Encryption and checksumming parameters are only available with ANO. 

Additional Information:  Several optional Oracle Names Server 
tracing parameters can also appear; they are described in the Oracle 
Names Administrator’s Guide. Use Oracle Network Manager to 
create these parameters.

Additional Information: See the Oracle Advanced Networking 
Option Administrator’s Guide for specific configuration information 
on these parameters.
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Understanding the LISTENER.ORA File
The LISTENER.ORA file is the configuration file for the listener. It resides on the 
server and defines:

■ the listener address

■ the SID of the database for which it listened

■ parameters that influence the listener’s behavior, including tracing and logging

A sample file is shown in Figure E–4:

Figure E–4 LISTENER.ORA Configuration File

###########    

# FILENAME: listener.ora    

# NAME....: Sever name 

# Date..........: 04-DEC-96 13:50:40

###########    

LISTENER =   

  (ADDRESS_LIST =   

        (ADDRESS=   

          (PROTOCOL=IPC) <---IPC is the internal protocol         
            (KEY= service_name) <---automatically added, but not necessary

        )                              

        (ADDRESS=                             

          (PROTOCOL=IPC)   

          (KEY =SID)   

        )   

        (ADDRESS =   

          (COMMUNITY = TCP.world)

          (PROTOCOL = TCP)   

          (HOST = host_name) <---or, use the IP address of server    

          (PORT = 1521)            
        )   

Note: The LISTENER.ORA file is automatically installed on the 
server in ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN.
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  )   

STARTUP_WAIT_TIME_LISTENER = 0

CONNECT_TIMEOUT_LISTENER = 10        

TRACE_LEVEL_LISTENER = ADMIN

SID_LIST_LISTENER =    

  (SID_LIST =    

    (SID_DESC =    

      (SID_NAME = SID) <---Database system identifier, default is ORCL               
    )    

  )  

PASSWORDS_LISTENER = (oracle)   

This section covers the following LISTENER.ORA configuration issues:

■ Defining the Listener Name

■ Defining the Listener Address

■ Describing the Databases on the Listener

■ Defining Listener Prespawned Dedicated Server Processes

■ Using LISTENER.ORA Control Parameters

■ Using Oracle Names

Defining the Listener Name
You can create connections to multiple databases in two ways, using one or 
multiple network listeners: 

■ you specifically configure one network listener to multiple databases

■ you configure multiple network listeners, each for a specific database. All the 
listeners on a single machine share one LISTENER.ORA file.

The listener name can be any easy-to-use name. The default listener name is 
LISTENER, which is the recommended name in a standard installation that 
requires only one listener on a machine. The listener name must be unique on the 
machine running Oracle7. If you have more than one listener on a machine, each 
requires a unique name. The TURTLE node, for example, might have three listeners 
with the names:

■ LSNR1_TURTLE

■ LSNR2_TURTLE

■ LSNR3_TURTLE
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Defining the Listener Address
The listener usually listens both for internal connection requests and for connection 
requests from across the network.

IPC Addresses for the Listener (Windows NT Only) 
The listener listens for IPC calls if IPC addresses are in the LISTENER.ORA file. 
Oracle Network Manager generates the IPC entries automatically, without your 
input. 

The IPC address format, which is the same across platforms, is as follows:

(ADDRESS=
   (PROTOCOL=IPC) 
   (KEY=string)

Oracle Network Manager and SQL*Net Easy Configuration create two IPC 
addresses for each database for which a listener queries. In one, the key value is 
equal to the service name. This IPC address is used for connections from 
applications on the same node. Service names are described in the section 
“Understanding the Configuration Files” in this appendix. In the other IPC 
address, the key value is equal to the database SID.

LU6.2 Addresses
The listener must have a fully qualified local LU name rather than a partner LU 
name (that may be specified in the TNSNAMES.ORA). Below is a sample LU6.2 
address:

        (ADDRESS=

          (PROTOCOL= LU62)

          (TPN = RECVTP)

          (LLU_NAME = "ORACLE.HQEW001")

          (MODE = ORAPLU62)

        )

Note: If the service name is the same as the SID, only one IPC 
address is needed, and Oracle Network Manager generates only 
one IPC address.
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Describing the Databases on the Listener 
The LISTENER.ORA file describes the database SIDs for which the listener queries. 
These are the same SIDs listed in the client’s TNSNAMES.ORA file. 
LISTENER.ORA is made up of keyword-value pairs.

SID_LIST_listener_name=

   (SID_LIST =

      (SID_DESC =

         (SID_NAME = SID)

      )

   )

The SID is the Oracle SID of the database server. 

       (SID_NAME = db2)

      )

   )

Defining Listener Prespawned Dedicated Server Processes
This release does not support prespawned dedicated server processes by the 
listener. Do not include the following parameters in each SID_DESC of the 
LISTENER.ORA file:

■ PRESPAWN_MAX

■ PROTOCOL

■ POOL_SIZE

■ TIMEOUT
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Using LISTENER.ORA Control Parameters
The following parameters control the behavior of the listener:

Parameter Description

LOG_FILE_listener_name Sets the name of the log file for the listener. By default, the log 
name is SQLNET.LOG.

LOG_DIRECTORY_listener_name Establishes the destination directory for the log file that is 
automatically generated for listener events. By default, the 
directory is ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN\LOG.

PASSWORDS_listener_name Allows one or more passwords. If this optional parameter 
specifies one or more passwords, then the use of one of these 
passwords is required to perform DBA tasks against the 
listener using the Listener Control Utility.

STARTUP_WAITTIME_listener_name Sets the number of seconds that the listener sleeps before 
responding to the first listener control status command.

TRACE_LEVEL_listener_name Indicates the level of detail the trace facility records. The trace 
level value can either be a value within the range of 0 to 16 
(where 0 is no tracing and 16 represents the maximum 
amount of tracing) or a value of OFF, ADMIN, USER, or 
SUPPORT. 

■ OFF (equivalent to 0) provides no tracing.

■ USER (equivalent to 4) traces to identify user-induced 
error conditions.

■ ADMIN (equivalent to 6) traces to identify 
installation-specific problems.

■ SUPPORT (equivalent to 16) provides trace information 
for troubleshooting information for support.

TRACE_FILE__<listener_name> Establishes the name of the file to which trace information is 
written.

TRACE_DIRECTORY__<listener_name> Sets the directory where the trace file is placed.

Additional Information: See the Oracle Network Products Messages 
Manual for valid log and trace parameters values. 
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Using Oracle Names
Clients do no need a TNSNAMES.ORA file if an Oracle Names Server is used. If 
the TNSNAMES.ORA is created, the client may use it to resolve the service name 
before resolving it through the Names Servers. A SQL*Net server requires the 
following entries in the LISTENER.ORA file for a listener to register itself as a 
service to a well-known Oracle Names Server:

SID_LIST_listener_name=

   (SID_LIST =

      (SID_DESC =

         (SID_NAME = ORCL)

         (GLOBAL_DBNAME = ORCL.world)

        )

   )

where listener_name is the name of the listener. LISTENER is the name of the default 
listener.

Additionally, the Dynamic Discover Option (DDO) allows databases to 
automatically register with Oracle Names Servers and allows clients to 
automatically find Oracle Names Servers. DDO requires the following entry in the 
LISTENER.ORA file:

 USE_PLUG_AND_PLAY_listener_name=ON

GLOBAL_DBNAME This is the name with which the listener registers the 
database instance with an Oracle Names Server and the 
name by which the Oracle Names Server identifies a 
database.

When clients request the connect information for a 
database from an Oracle Names Server, this is the alias they 
use. 

The domain is defined in the SQLNET.ORA file by the 
NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN parameter. The default is set 
to WORLD.

USE_PLUG_AND_PLAY Instructs the listener to find and register with a well-known 
Oracle Names Server. 

When the listener starts, it looks for hosts with the 
well-known host names, tries to gather connection 
information from the Oracle Names Server, and registers its 
SID(s) with it.
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F
Services and Port Numbers Used

This appendix describes the services and port numbers used by Oracle Network 
Products. Specific topics discussed are:

■ Services

■ Port Numbers
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Services

Product Windows NT Service Name How to Start How to Stop

Listener OracleTNSListener (the 
service name if you are using 
the default listener name 
LISTENER) or 
OracleTNSListenerLSNR 
(where LSNR is the 
non-default listener name)

OracleTNSListenerLSNR is 
only created if the following 
command has been run:

LSNRCTL START 
listener_name

From the Windows NT 
Control Panel:

1. Double-click Services.

The Services dialog box 
appears. 

2. Select the service.

3. Choose Start.

4. In the Services window, 
choose the Close 
button.

From the Windows NT 
Control Panel:

1. Double-click Services.

The Services dialog box 
appears. 

2. Select the service.

3. Choose Stop.

The Services 
confirmation dialog 
box appears, 
prompting you if it is 
OK to stop the service.

4. Choose Yes to 
acknowledge the 
message, and choose 
Close to exit the 
Services window.

Oracle Names OracleNamesService From the Windows NT 
Control Panel:

1. Double-click Services.

2. Select 
OracleNamesService 
from the listing.

The Services dialog box 
appears. 

3. Click Start.

4. In the Services window, 
choose the Close 
button.

From the Windows NT 
Control Panel:

1. Double-click Services.

The Services window 
appears. 

2. Select 
OracleNamesService 
from the listing.

3. Choose Stop.

4. The Services 
confirmation dialog 
box appears, 
prompting you if it is 
OK to stop the service.

5. Choose Yes to 
acknowledge the 
message, and choose 
Close to exit the 
Services window.
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Port Numbers

Product Default Port Number
Where to Change the Port 
Number?

Listener 1521

1526

Modify the LISTENER.ORA 
and TNSNAMES.ORA files 
using SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration or Oracle 
Network Manager.

Oracle Names 1575 If you did not use the DDO, 
use Oracle Network Manager 
to modify the NAMES.ORA 
file. If you use DDO, you 
cannot modify the port 
number.
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G
Troubleshooting

This appendix describes how to resolve problems that can arise when you use 
Oracle Network Products. Specifically, this appendix covers the following topics:

■ Diagnosing SQL*Net

■ SQL*Net Logging and Tracing

■ Resolving Common Error Messages and Codes

■ Resolving Oracle Names Server Problems

■ SQL*Net Troubleshooting Hints and Tips from the Field

■ Contacting Oracle Worldwide Customer Support
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Diagnosing SQL*Net
If you just completed installing and configuring your SQL*Net product and an 
attempt to make a basic peer-to-peer connection returns an Oracle error, this section 
may help you diagnose the cause of the problem. 

This section helps you determine which parts of SQL*Net do function properly 
rather than the parts that do not work. This section helps you determine if the 
problem is:

■ Oracle software

■ networking layer

■ operating system layer

Specifically, this section covers:

■ Understanding Proper SQL*Net Installation

■ Server Diagnostics

■ Client Diagnostics

For more information on specific error messages or technical bulletins on errors 
received when performing these diagnostics test, please check the following 
resources available to you: 

■ Bulletins through the GSX Problem/Solution Database Oracle Metalink Web 
Site at http://support.oracle.com. If this is your first visit: 

1. Select Registration.

2. Select OracleMercury or OracleMetalink.

3. Select Technical Support Knowledge Base.

4. Select only the Problem/Solution Database.

■ Oracle Network Products Troubleshooting Guide 

■ Oracle Worldwide Customer Support 
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Understanding Proper SQL*Net Installation
SQL*Net is Oracle Corporation’s remote data access software. It enables both 
client-server and server-server communication (with applications residing on 
different machines communicating as peer applications) across any network. 

The architecture of TNS is comprised of two software components that need to be 
installed on both the server and all client machines:   

■ SQL*Net version 2.3

■ Protocol Specific Adapter (If you are using TCP/IP, install the Oracle TCP/IP 
Protocol Adapter, etc.) 

To verify proper installation:

Follow the instructions in “Verifying Installation” in Chapter 3, “Installation 
Overview”.

Server Diagnostics

Answer the questions below:

■ Is any other system (workstations/servers) able to connect to the server using 
SQL*Net?

■ Have there been any changes made to the server, database, or SQL*Net listener 
recently?

■ Has your server been up and running for some time?

If you answer yes to any of the above questions/statements, skip this section and 
continue to “Client Diagnostics” in this appendix. If you are not sure or answered 
no to any of the above questions, please continue. 

Note: A supported third party network protocol software must 
also be installed and tested. 

Note: You may need assistance from the server administrator to 
follow the instructions in this section.
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Diagnosing SQL*Net on the server involves two steps:

■ Step 1: Verify the Database Is Running

■ Step 2: Perform a Loopback Test

Step 1: Verify the Database Is Running
To check that the database is up:

Log into the database using SQL*Plus or Server Manager and connect with a valid 
username/password. For example:   

C:\>SQLPLUS SYSTEM/MANAGER 

A Connected message appears.

If you receive the following errors, have your server administrator assist you:

■ ORA-1017: invalid U/P

■ ORA-1034: Oracle not available

Step 2: Perform a Loopback Test
Loopback test requirements:

■ You must have one of each of these files: LISTENER.ORA, SQLNET.ORA, and 
TNSNAMES.ORA exist in the ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN 
directory.

■ In the SQLNET.ORA file, set the AUTOMATIC_IPC parameter to off 
(AUTOMATIC_IPC=OFF) in order to turn off IPC. 

If it is on, the loopback is performed through IPC (Interprocess 
Communication) instead of the connection going out of the network card with 
the protocol adapter, which defeats the purpose of the loopback test. 

To perform a loopback test:

1. Follow the instruction in “Testing the Configuration on the Server” in 
Chapter 4, “Configuration” to start the listener and perform a loopback test.

If the loopback test continues to fail, continue to Step 2. 

If the loopback test passes, skip to Step 3.

2. Check the Problem/Solution Database Web Site at http://support.oracle.com for 
more specific information on the error received or contact Oracle Worldwide 
Support. 
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Client Diagnostics
At this point, you assume or know the server’s SQL*Net listener is functioning 
properly because you answered yes to one or more of the following statements: 

■ I verified a loopback test on the server and the connection worked. 

■ I have other machines (servers/workstation) connecting to this same Oracle7 
database using SQL*Net. 

■ Connections from this workstation worked until we made changes to this 
machine (that is, installed new products, modified the network configuration, 
and so on).

To perform diagnostics on the client:

1. Check that the underlying protocol stack (such as TCP/IP) is installed and a 
supported version is approved for use with the Oracle Protocol Adapter of 
choice. 

On the client, Oracle Corporation has numerous supported vendors. 

If you have newer versions of the protocol stack, then it might still work if the 
vendors’ API has not changed. Such versions, however, are not supported.

If you are using a Winsock compliant vendor, verify there are no duplicate 
copies of the WINSOCK DLL file on the system.   

2. Check the base connectivity of the protocol stack. You may need a network 
administrator's assistance. 

SQL*Net technology is layers above the underlying network transport stack 
and is dependent on the underlying network for a successful connection. 

Additional Information: See the Problem/Solution database for 
bulletins on Available Network Products for your operating 
system, using search words “Available,” “Networking,” or 
“Products.”

Protocol Connectivity Instructions

TCP/IP Check that you can use file transfer or terminal emulation 
utilities (FTP, TELNET, and PING) from the workstation to 
the server where the listener and database reside. 
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3. Ensure that the SQL*Net Client and appropriate Oracle Protocol Adapter have 
been installed by following the instructions in section, “Understanding Proper 
SQL*Net Installation,” in this appendix.

4. Ensure the client machine has the following two files: TNSNAMES.ORA and 
SQLNET.ORA in the proper directory. 

For Windows 3.1x the search order for SQLNET.ORA and TNSNAMES.ORA is 
as follows:

■ current working directory from where an application is executed

■ TNS_ADMIN variable as defined in the ORACLE.INI file 

■ ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN if TNS_ADMIN variable is not 
defined

SPX Check that you can perform a Netware login to the 
machine that the database is on. Ensure you can map drives 
or use other Novell services such as Print Servers and File 
Servers on the Network. Check that the listener service is 
broadcasting by doing a DISPLAY SERVERS from the 
Novell server or any Novell file server on the SPX/IPX 
network. 

DECnet Check that you can use file transfer and terminal sessions 
(NFT and SETHOST). Also, check the DECnet network 
control program, which is a database of connectable nodes: 

■ NCP SHOW KNOWN NODES 

■ NCP LIST KNOWN NODE 

Named Pipes Check that you can see other computers or servers on the 
Microsoft network. Ensure you are able to share drives 
within the Microsoft network. 

Protocol Connectivity Instructions
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For Windows NT and Windows 95, the search order for SQLNET.ORA and 
TNSNAMES.ORA is as follows:

■ current working directory from where an application is executed

■ TNS_ADMIN environment variable

■ TNS_ADMIN parameter in the registry if the TNS_ADMIN environment 
variable is not defined

■ ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN if TNS_ADMIN is not defined

If you have any other working client machines connecting to your selected 
Oracle7 database using SQL*Net, back up your existing files and copy both the 
working TNSNAMES.ORA and SQLNET.ORA files from the working machine 
onto the non-working client workstations. This eliminates the possibility of 
errors in the files.

5. Test the SQL*Net layer with SQL*Plus or Server Manager.

It is advised not to use TNSPING. TNSPING works just like the TCP/IP PING 
utility. A socket is never created and open. TNSPING never connects with the 
Oracle7 database listener. It just checks to make sure a TNS listener is running 
on the server side. Therefore, a working TNSPING can be misleading.   

6. If the connection still fails:

■ Use tracing as described in the next section, “SQL*Net Logging and 
Tracing,” in this appendix.

■ Check the Problem/Solution Database Web Site at http://support.oracle.com 
for a specific diagnostics bulletin on the error received.

■ Contact Oracle Worldwide Support. 
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SQL*Net Logging and Tracing
Both log and trace files are available for you to use in troubleshooting your 
network problems. 

This section covers:

■ Logging

■ Tracing

■ The Difference Between Logging and Tracing

■ Tracing for Oracle Names Server

■ Oracle Trace for SQL*Net

For server and listener, log files are by default located in 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\LOG and trace files are by default located in 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\TRACE. For client, log and trace files are by default 
located in the current working directory.

Logging
All errors encountered in Oracle network products are appended to a log file for 
evaluation by a network or database administrator. The log file provides additional 
information for an administrator when the error message on the screen is 
inadequate to understand the failure. The log file, by way of the error stack, shows 
the state of the software at various layers.

The default log file names are:

■ Client or Server — SQLNET.LOG

■ Listener — LISTENER.LOG 

Tracing
Tracing can be used to examine and diagnose application connections across the 
network. The trace facility allows a network or database administrator to obtain 
more information on the internal operations of the components of an Oracle 
application network than is provided in a log file. Tracing an operation produces a 
detailed sequence of statements that describe the events as they are executed. All 
trace output is directed to trace output files that can be evaluated to identify the 
event that led to an error.

Default trace file names are:

■ Client — SQLNET.TRC or SQLNETthread_id.TRC if the TRACE_
UNIQUE_CLIENT parameter is used 
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■ Server — SERVERthread_id.TRC 

■ Listener—LISTENER.TRC

The Difference Between Logging and Tracing
Logging reveals the state of Oracle components at the time of an error; that is, when 
an error occurs, it is logged to the log file. However, tracing describes all software 
events as they occur; that is, even when an error is not occurring. Information is 
posted into the trace file to show what is happening in the software. Thus, tracing 
provides additional information about events whether or not there is an error. 

Tracing and logging parameters are added to the SQLNET.ORA and 
LISTENER.ORA files. These parameters are described in “Using SQLNET.ORA 
Logging and Tracing Parameters” and “Using LISTENER.ORA Control 
Parameters” in Appendix E, “Configuration Files”.

Tracing for Oracle Names Server
In some situations, it may be necessary to set tracing on for the Oracle Names 
Server. Tracing is set on by adding the parameter NAMES.TRACE_LEVEL = 16 in 
the NAMES.ORA file on the server (this file is located in 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN). 

The next time the Names Server is started, a trace file named NAMESthread_id.TRC 
is created in directory ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\TRACE. 

If a client connection is not properly established, client tracing can give more 
information. Client tracing is set by adding the TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT = 16 
parameter to the SQLNET.ORA file.

Additional Information: For more specific details about SQL*Net 
logging and tracing, refer to the following documentation 

• Oracle Network Products Troubleshooting Guide

• Understanding SQL*Net

• GSX entry 1011114.6 - SQL*NET V2 Tracing 

Note: NAMES.ORA is not created if you are using DDO. If you 
are using DDO, you must create the file manually. 
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Oracle Trace for SQL*Net
SQL*Net release 2.3 includes a new, optional source of SQL*Net tracing that uses 
the Oracle Trace product. Oracle Trace provides a standard, supported, tracing 
facility for Oracle products.

Oracle Trace is a general-purpose data collection product that is part of the Oracle 
Enterprise Manager systems management product family. Oracle Trace allows 
Oracle products to collect data for a variety of uses, such as performance 
monitoring, diagnostics, and auditing. In addition to its use in SQL*Net release 2.3, 
Oracle Trace is also used to capture data for the Oracle7 database. 

Additional Information: See Understanding SQL*Net and Oracle 
Enterprise Manager Oracle Trace User’s Guide contained in the Oracle 
Enterprise Manager Performance Pack documentation set for 
information on using Oracle Trace.
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Resolving Common Error Messages and Codes
The most common error messages are detailed below:

■ ORA-12154: Could not resolve service name

■ ORA-12203:TNS:unable to connect to destination

■ ORA-12203: TNS: unable to connect to destination and ORA-12154: TNS: could 
not resolve service name Using 16-bit Applications on Windows NT

■ ORA-3121: No interface driver connection - function not performed on 
Windows NT

ORA-12154: Could not resolve service name
Cause:  SQL*Net could not find the connect descriptor specified in the 
TNSNAMES.ORA file.   

Action:  After verifying that the database is up, check the following:    

1. Make sure the domain specified by the service_name.domain parameter in 
the TNSNAMES.ORA file matches the value for the 
NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN parameter in the SQLNET.ORA file.

2. Try setting the TNS_ADMIN configuration parameter to the directory 
where the configuration files are stored.

3. If connecting from a login box, do not begin the field for the connect string 
with an @ sign. Only use the @ sign if specifying the connect string in 
command line mode: 

SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER@service_name

4. Make sure you have a TNSNAMES.ORA file on the client if you are not 
using an Oracle Names Server.

5. Check for multiple copies of the TNSNAMES.ORA file. 

By default, TNSNAMES.ORA is located in 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN.

6. Ensure that the configuration files were created with either SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration or Oracle Network Manager. 

7. If these tools were not used, many syntax errors can exist. The solution is to 
re-create the configuration files using SQL*Net Easy Configuration or 
Oracle Network Manager. 
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8. In the TNSNAMES.ORA file, verify:

■ the service name you are specifying in the connect string matches the 
one in the TNSNAMES.ORA file. 

■ there are no syntax errors, especially stray characters and mismatched 
parentheses.

9. If you are not using the MultiProtocol Interchange (MPI), remove the   
TNSNAV.ORA file created by Oracle Network Manager.

10. Make sure that there are no duplicate copies of SQLNET.ORA.   

11. Turn on client tracing and re-execute the operation. 

The client trace file shows a secondary error code. To turn on client tracing, 
add or modify the variable TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT in the 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN\SQLNET.ORA file to 
TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT = 16.

12. If you are using domain names, check your SQLNET.ORA file for the 
parameter NAME.DEFAULT_ZONE.

The domain name must be specified in the connect string if no parameter 
exists in the SQLNET.ORA file. If you are not using domain names, then 
comment out this parameter in the SQLNET.ORA file: 

#NAME.DEFAULT_ZONE=domain   

  

If you comment out this parameter, you must also comment out the 
NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN parameter:

#NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN=domain

13. For Windows 3.1x, the ORA-12154 error can result from:

■ specifying the service_name (for ORA73WIN.DLL) string instead of 
tns:prefix (for ORA6WIN.DLL)    

If unsure whether your application uses ORA6WIN.DLL or 
ORA73WIN.DLL, specify the tns: prefix. ORA73WIN.DLL accepts the   
tns:prefix as well.    

■ not using the TNS prefix in the connect string with Server Manager for 
both Oracle6 and Oracle7.

■ not having the TNS_ADMIN variable set in the ORACLE.INI file to the 
directory where TNSNAMES.ORA and SQLNET.ORA are located. 
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■ a problem with the file handles being allocated. One symptom of this 
problem is that tracing for SQL*Net cannot be turned on. 

The workaround to this problem is to close other Windows 
applications to allocate more file handles. If you are using Microsoft 
Access, a possible workaround is to ensure the application does not 
have a lot of objects while establishing a connection.   

■ not using SQL*Net V2.1.x when using an application built on DBMS 
7.1.x libraries such as Oracle Power Objects. Oracle Power Objects uses 
the 7.1 libraries and SQL*Net 2.2 and 2.3 is not guaranteed to work 
with applications based on the 7.1 libraries. 

ORA-12203:TNS:unable to connect to destination
This message can appear in the following scenarios:

Cause:  An invalid TNS service name was supplied in the connect string. 

Action:   Verify that the TNS service name supplied in your connect string     
exists in your TNSNAMES.ORA file and the ADDRESS information for that 
TNS service name is valid:

■  Is the HOST or SERVICE name correct? 

■  Is the PORT specified correct? 

Cause:  The destination system’s listener is not listening. 

Action:  Verify that the remote system’s SQL*Net listener is running. Enter:

C:\>LSNRCTL

LSNRCTL>STATUS listener_name

where listener_name is the name of the listener defined in the server’s 
LISTENER.ORA file. It is not necessary to identify the listener if you are 
using the default listener, named LISTENER.

If the output indicates the listener is not running, try starting it with the 
command:

LSNRCTL>START listener_name
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Cause:  There are underlying network transport problems. 

Action:   Verify with utilities supplied with the networking protocol being used 
that the protocol itself is functional. For example, with TCP/IP, try to PING the 
remote system. 

Cause:  TNSNAMES.ORA file is not located in the proper directory. 

Action:   Make sure the TNSNAMES.ORA file is located in 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN (the default) directory or an 
alternative path, as explained in “Client Diagnostics”.

Cause:  The incorrect Oracle Protocol Adapter for the selected networking 
protocol is installed. 

Action:  Ensure the correct DLL is installed by viewing the RGS file in the 
ORACLE_HOME\ORAINST directory:

A missing protocol adapter driver usually produces the following errors in 
the SQLNET.LOG or any client trace file: 

■ ORA-12203 

■ ORA-12538 

■ ORA-00508 

File Operating System

WINDOWS.RGS Windows 3.1x

WIN95.RGS Windows 95

NT.RGS Windows NT
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Cause:  The (HOST=host_name) for TCP/IP or 
(SERVICE=tns_application) for SPX are not consistent on the clients and 
server machines.

Action:  Ensure the (HOST=host_name) for TCP/IP or 
(SERVICE=tns_application) for SPX are the same on the server and client 
workstations. 

For TCP/IP setups, make sure that the HOST parameter in the 
LISTENER.ORA on the server and the TNSNAMES.ORA file on the client 
point to the same name, or at least to names that are then translated to the 
same IP address by each system. This is especially important for servers 
with multiple IP addresses assigned to the various network interfaces on 
the server. 

For SPX setups, the name must be the same on the server and client 
workstations. 

Cause:   The descriptor in the TNSNAMES.ORA file for the Oracle LU6.2 
Protocol Adapter does not have the value for PLU_LA in upper case. This is 
irrespective of the case used in the SIDEINFO.NSD file for the symbolic 
destination name. For example: 

 os2=  

       (DESCRIPTION=  

           (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=LU62)  

                    (PLU_LA=os2)))  

results in this error.

Action:  Change the value to uppercase. For example:

os2=  

       (DESCRIPTION=  

           (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=LU62)  

                    (PLU_LA=OS2)))  

where os2 is defined as the SYMBOLIC DESTINATION NAME in the 
SIDEINFO.NSD file. 
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ORA-12203: TNS: unable to connect to destination and ORA-12154: TNS: could not 
resolve service name Using 16-bit Applications on Windows NT

Cause:  SQL*Net could not find the connect descriptor specified in the 
TNSNAMES.ORA file.   

Action:  After verifying that the database is running, check the following:    

1. Verify the SQL*Net listener is running. Enter:

C:\>LSNRCTL

LSNRCTL>STATUS listener_name

where listener_name is the name of the listener defined in the 
LISTENER.ORA file. It is not necessary to identify the listener if you are 
using the default listener, named LISTENER.

If the output indicates the listener is not running, try starting it with the 
command:

LSNRCTL>START listener_name

2. Ensure the TNSNAMES.ORA file is in the correct location.

By default, TNSNAMES.ORA is located in 
ORACLE_HOME\NETWORK\ADMIN.

3. Verify that configuration files were created with either SQL*Net Easy 
Configuration or Oracle Network Manager. 

If these tools were not used, many syntax errors may exist. The solution is 
to re-create the configuration files using SQL*Net Easy Configuration or 
Network Manager. 

4. Verify you are not using 16-bit SQL*Net SPX on Windows NT, as it is not 
supported, by ensuring the NTS.DLL file does not exist.

5. If connecting from a login box, make sure you are not placing an @ symbol 
in front of your connect service name. For example, if your valid service 
name is ORCL, it actually looks for @ORCL in your TNSNAMES.ORA file.   
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ORA-3121: No interface driver connection - function not performed on Windows NT
Cause:  This is caused from using a SQL*Net version 1 prefix in the connect 
string. 

Action:  Do not use the following prefixes in the connect string.

■ T:

■ X:

■ P:

Cause:  No connect string has been specified from a client machine with no 
Oracle database.

Action:  Specify a connect string.

Resolving Oracle Names Server Problems
Problems with Oracle Names Server occur because:

■ Client Connections Not Established 

■ Service Is Not Resolved

Client Connections Not Established
The NAMESCTL utility provides the QUERY command, which queries the 
existence or contents of an object (for example, a database) stored in the Names 
Server. This command can be useful in situations where a client connection is not 
properly established. 

For example, you can query the Oracle Names Server for alias V734.world through 
the NAMESCTL utility: 

1. C:\>NAMESCTL 

Oracle Names Control for Solaris: Version 2.0.4.0.0 - Production on 
28-AUG-97 

14 :44:15 

Copyright (c) Oracle Corporation 1995.  All rights reserved. 

Currently managing name server "NS453EAE" 

Version banner is "Oracle Names for Solaris: Version 2.0.4.0.0 - Production" 

 

Welcome to NAMESCTL, type "help" for information. 

2. NAMESCTL>QUERY V734.WORLD * 
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Total response time:   0.10

Response status:       normal, successful completion 

Authoritative answer:  yes 

Number of answers:     3 

TTL:                   1 Message 700 not fo 

Answers: 

    data type is "tos.npd.omd" 

        Syntax is CTEXT: "database" 

    data type is "host.nm.omd" 

        Syntax is TEXT: "netsol3" 

    data type is "a.smd" 

        Syntax is ADDR: 

        ...(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(DEV=11)(HOST= 

machine1)(PORT=1526)))(CONNECT_DATA=(SID=V732))) 

 

The “a.smd” data type that stores the address for V734.world allows you to 
determine if the address is correct (that is, for TCP/IP the host name and the port 
number must be the same as the ones defined in the LISTENER.ORA file on the 
server). 

Service Is Not Resolved
 When a service is not resolved through an Oracle Names Server:

1. Make sure that the parameter USE_PLUG_AND_PLAY_listener_name (is 
defaulted to LISTENER) is set to TRUE in the LISTENER.ORA file on the server. 

2. Make sure that the parameter GLOBAL_DBNAME is set for each database in 
the SID_LIST_listener_name (listener_name is defaulted to LISTENER) section in 
the LISTENER.ORA file on the server. 

3. Use the LSNRCTL STAT command to see if the database you are trying to 
connect to is registered with the Names Server. The database is registered with 
the Names Server if the word Registered appears next to the database SID in 
the Services Summary section of the output. 

The LSNRCTL STAT output looks something like: 

LSNRCTL for Solaris: Version 2.3.2.1.0 - Production on 04-DEC-96 
14:41:04 

Copyright (c) Oracle Corporation 1994.  All rights reserved. 

Connecting to (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=machine1)(PORT=1526)) 
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STATUS of the LISTENER 

 ------------------------ 

Alias                     LISTENER 

Version                  TNSLSNR for Solaris: Version 2.3.4.0.0 - 
Production 

  Start Date                28-AUG-97 14:40:54 

  Uptime                    0 days 0 hr. 0 min. 9 sec 

  Trace Level               off 

  Security                  OFF 

  SNMP                      OFF 

  Listener Parameter File   

D:\ORANT\network\admin\listener.ora 

  Listener Log File         

D:\ORANT\network\log\listener.log 

  Listener Trace File         

D:\ORANT\network\trace\listener.trc 

  Services Summary... 

    V732(Registered)              has 1 service handler(s) 

  The command completed successfully 

4. Query the Names Server through the NAMESCTL utility for the SQL*Net 
service you are using. In the output, check the address for the service you are 
using and make sure it is correct. See the previous section “Client Connections 
Not Established”.
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SQL*Net Troubleshooting Hints and Tips from the Field
Below are some SQL*Net tips you may find helpful when you are unable to 
diagnose a problem:

■ Try using the node or network address during configuration instead of the 
name of the server machine. This eliminates any internal lookup problems (and 
makes the connection slightly faster). 

■ Ensure the VSL.INI file is present before making a 16-bit SQL*Net TCP/IP for 
Windows connection.   

■ Understand the SPX connection issues.

The workstation that is requesting a connection to be made with a remote 
Oracle SPX listener must first learn the location of that SPX service in the 
NetWare IPX network. 

The client workstation issues a lookup request for the SPX service. It the service 
can not be found, an error is sent back to the workstation.

■ Perform a loopback test on the server and FTP the files TNSNAMES.ORA and 
SQLNET.ORA to the client.   

■ Comment out unnecessary SQLNET.ORA parameters.

The SQLNET.ORA file may have parameters required for more enhanced uses, 
such as Dead Connection Detection. Older SQLNET.ORA files can have the 
Advanced Networking Option (ANO) parameters that do not work for 
SQL*Net. If these features are not fully configured, a basic connection can fail. 
The following parameters can be commented out: 

Protocol Node Address Instructions

TCP/IP Use the internet protocol address, for example, 198.32.3.5 

Change the (HOST = server_name) line in 
TNSNAMES.ORA to the internet protocol address; for 
example, (HOST = 198.32.3.5).

DECnet Use the node address, for example, 198.43. The Network 
Control Program (NCP) can provide this information from 
the command LIST NODE node_name.

Change the (NODE = node_name) line in the 
TNSNAMES.ORA file to the node number, for example, 
(NODE = 193.43) 
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SQLNET.AUTHENTICATION_SERVICES (ANO Parameter) 

SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME (Dead Connection Detection Parameter)

SQLNET.CRYPTO_SEED (ANO Parameter)

■ Set the AUTOMATIC_IPC parameter to OFF in the client SQLNET.ORA file to 
reduce the errors in the trace file. IPC (interprocess communication) is only an 
option on the machine where the Oracle Server is running, but SQL*Net by 
default attempts to use the IPC driver if AUTOMATIC_IPC is set to ON in the 
SQLNET.ORA file. 

■ Check what is between you and the server. If it is a wide area network, identify 
any intermediate systems that are not working correctly. If all machines are 
fine, the problem may be a timing issue. Timing issues are associated with 
ORA-12203, ORA-12535, or ORA-12547 errors in the client log files. 

To resolve this, try speeding up the connection by using exact addresses 
instead of names and increase the CONNECT_TIMEOUT_LISTENER 
parameter in the LISTENER.ORA file. The default value for this parameter is 
10 seconds.   

■ Determine which Oracle applications are failing. SQL*Plus may work, but 
CASE tools may not. If you determine the problem is a data volume issue, try 
to transfer a large (5 MB) file with the base connectivity. 

Questions to Ask When Troubleshooting
Below are some questions to ask yourself when diagnosing a problem:

■ Do all machines have a problem or is it just one?

If one machine works and another does not, and you are confident that the 
same software (Oracle and third party products) is installed, swap the network 
cables (if they are close enough) to see if the problem moves. This indicates the 
problem is something between the client-server and not locally on the PC. 

■ What kind of links are between the client and the server, for example, X.25, 
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), Token Ring, or leased line?

Sniffers and LAN Analyzers are useful for intermittent failing connections or 
detecting time-outs and re-sent packets. You can also see what side of the 
conversation is waiting for a response. 

■ Does the third-party application fail, but Oracle applications work? 

■ Do transport layer connections work?
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Contacting Oracle Worldwide Customer Support

How to Contact Oracle Worldwide Customer Support
Oracle Worldwide Customer Support can be contacted as follows:

For further information on how to contact Oracle Worldwide Customer Support, 
please refer to the included Customer Support Information Booklet.

Before You Call for Assistance
If after reading this appendix, you still cannot resolve your problems, call Oracle 
Worldwide Customer Support to report the error. Please have the following 
information at hand:

■ The hardware and operating system release number on which your 
application(s) is running.

■ The release numbers (up to five digits in release) of all Oracle networking 
products involved in the current problem. 

■ The third-party vendor and version you are using.

■ The kind of links that are between the client and server.

■ A description of what does work.

■ The exact error message.

■ A SQL*Net trace if possible. If not, the log file is sufficient.

Location Contact

United States of America Telephone (1) (650) 506-1500

Europe Telephone (1) (44) (1344) 860-160

Outside the United States and 
Europe

Your Oracle sales representative

Worldwide Visit: http://www.oracle.com/support/ 
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Glossary

Note the following special terms when using this Guide:

client

A client is a system that runs an Oracle-supported application and connects to the 
shared database(s) on an Oracle7 Server.

community

A community is the protocol the clients and servers share.

See TNS community.

connect descriptor

A connect descriptor is a specially formatted description of the destination for a 
network connection. Connect descriptors are constructed using a set of keywords 
and values mapped to service names. For example, an Oracle Tool would use a 
service name representing a connect descriptor to initiate a TNS connection with an 
Oracle7 Server. Each connect descriptor is assigned a service name in the network 
definition and stored in the TNSNAMES.ORA network configuration file, in an 
Oracle Names database, or in a native naming service.

database alias

A database alias is a single word to identify the service to which to connect. A 
database alias is also called a service name.

DNS

Domain Name Server is a machine used to translate the host name specified in the 
TNSNAMES.ORA file into the host internet address (IP). 
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listener

A listener enables an Oracle7 Server to accept connections from client machines 
over SQL*Net. 

loopback

A loopback uses SQL*Net to go from the server right back to itself. Performing a 
successful loopback verifies that SQL*Net works on the server.

network definition

A network definition is a term used when configuring a network description for 
the Oracle Network Manager.

Oracle Names

Oracle Names is transparent naming software for central storage of network names 
and addresses in the Names servers database. Oracle Names enables network 
components to connect easily without regard to specific physical locations or 
configurations on the network. A complete description of Oracle Names and its 
configuration file appears in the Oracle Names Administrator’s Guide.

Oracle Network Manager

Oracle Network Manager is a tool that creates configuration files for use by server 
and client machines. It also permits more complex configurations that the SQL*Net 
Easy Configuration tool does not support. A complete description of Oracle 
Network Manager appears in the Oracle Network Manager Administrator’s Guide.

Oracle Protocol Adapter

Oracle Protocol Adapters are the software components of the Oracle Transparent 
Network Substrate (TNS) architecture that translate TNS function calls into 
requests to the underlying network protocol.

Oracle7 database

The Oracle7 database is the software used to create and maintain the database 
system, as well as the actual data stored in the database.

Oracle7 RDBMS

The Oracle Relational Database Management System. Oracle7 Server for Windows 
NT is an Oracle RDBMS.

Oracle7 Server

See server.
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server

A server is a host system that runs a multi-user Oracle7 Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) and maintains at least one database that can be 
shared by remote clients. Server refers to the DBMS that is using SQL*Net and is 
capable of serving any Oracle client.

service name

A service name is a short, convenient name mapped to a network address 
contained in a TNS connect descriptor. Users need only know the appropriate 
service name to make a TNS connection.

SID

A SID is the system identifier.

SQL

SQL is Structured Query Language—the internationally accepted standard for 
defining and manipulating relational databases.

SQL*Net

SQL*Net is the Oracle client/server communication software that offers 
transparent operation to Oracle tools or databases over any type of network 
protocol and operating system.

TNS

Transparent Network Substrate (TNS) is the Oracle networking technology that 
provides a single application interface to all industry-standard networking 
protocols. 

TNS-based application

A TNS-based application uses the common functions of the TNS interface to 
transmit data across one or more networks. SQL*Net is a TNS-based application. 

TNS community

A community is a group of TNS-based applications that communicate with one 
another using a single network protocol. TNS communities are commonly named 
according to the protocol in use. For example, “TCP/IP community” refers to a 
discrete network running the TCP/IP protocol.
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TNS connection

A TNS connection is an application-level connection between two TNS-based 
applications. 
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client connections
establishing, 5-2

client parameters, E-25
Client Status Monitor

supported platforms, 2-2
client, defined, G-1
communication protocols

peer-to-peer, 2-11
COMMUNITY parameter, E-9
community, defined, G-1
CONFIG.SYS file, B-2

editing to use NetBIOS, B-20
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POOL_SIZE, E-29
PORTS, E-10
PRESPAWN_MAX, E-29
PROGRAM, E-9
PROTOCOL, E-9, E-29
REMOTE, 5-16, D-2
SERVER, E-10
SERVICE, E-10
setting for Windows, C-3
SID, E-9
SQLNET.AUTHENTICATIONS_SERVICE, 5-

13, 5-15
SQLNET.CRYPTO_SEED, G-21
SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME, E-22
STARTUP_WAITTIME, E-30
syntax for Windows, C-2
TIMEOUT, E-29
TNS_ADMIN, D-3, G-4
TNSPING.TRACE_DIRECTORY, E-24
TNSPING.TRACE_LEVEL, E-24
TP_NAME, E-11
TPN, E-11
TRACE_DIRECTORY, E-30
TRACE_DIRECTORY_CLIENT, E-23
TRACE_FILE, E-30
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TRACE_FILE_CLIENT, E-23
TRACE_LEVEL, E-30
TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT, E-23, G-12
TRACE_UNIQUE_CLIENT, E-24
USE_PLUG_AND_PLAY, 4-20, 4-21, E-31

configuring
complex networks, 4-3
DDO, 4-20
listener addresses, E-9
network files for Oracle Protocol Adapters, E-9
Oracle Names, 4-2, 4-16
Oracle Version 6, B-25
overview, 4-2
simple networks, 4-3
the network, 4-1–4-35
tools, 2-13
with Oracle Names, 4-2
with Oracle Network Manager, 4-12
with SQL*Net Easy Configuration, 4-5
without Oracle Names, 4-2

connect descriptor
definition of, 4-25
identified by service names, E-8
specifying, E-6
use of, E-6

connect descriptor, defined, G-1
CONNECT_DATA

definition of, E-7
example of, E-7
keyword, E-6
syntax, E-7
use of, E-7

CONNECT_DATA parameter, E-7
connecting

to multiple databases, E-27
with NDS Native Naming Adapter, 5-10

connecting to a database, 5-1–5-17
Control Panel

adding a variable, D-5
Conventions

typographical, xxi
Ctrl+C

Windows, B-18
CyberSAFE Authentication Adapter, 6-5

supported platforms, 2-3

supported vendors, 2-6
Windows, 6-5
Windows NT and Windows 95, 6-5

D
database alias

deleting, 4-11
modifying, 4-9

database alias, defined, G-1
database connections, 5-1–5-17

multiple, E-27
Oracle service connections, 4-33
specifying the destination address for TCP/

IP, 4-29
using PING, 4-32

DCE, 2-22
DCE CDS Naming Adapter

description, 2-22
DCE Communication/Security Adapter

description, 2-21
DCE Integration

description, 2-21
supported platforms, 2-3
supported vendors, 2-6

DDO, 4-2, 4-16, E-31
configuring, 4-20
SQL*Net V2.2 Clients, 4-22

dead connection detection, E-22
characteristics, E-22

DECnet Protocol Adapter
address specification, E-15
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-5

DEMO directory, A-2
destination address for TCP/IP specification, 4-29
Digital Certificates

description, 2-19
Digital PATHWORKS for DOS transport, B-9, B-

11, B-13, B-14, B-17
Digital Signatures

description, 2-18
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directory
ADMIN, A-2
CFG, A-2
DEMO, A-2
ERROR, A-2
INCLUDE, A-2
LIB, A-2
LOG, A-2
NAMES, A-2
NETWORK, A-2
RESOURCE, A-2
TRACE, A-2

directory structure, A-1–A-9
for Windows 3.1x, A-2
for Windows 95, A-2
for Windows NT, A-2

Distinct TCP/IP transport, B-9, B-13
DNS, 4-29
DNS, defined, 4-29, G-1
Domain Name Service

described, 4-29
using, B-16

drivers for LU6.2, B-21
Dynamic Discovery Option, 4-2, 4-16, E-31

E
editing

the AUTOEXEC.BAT file for LU6.2, B-21
the AUTOEXEC.BAT file for SPX, B-19
the AUTOEXEC.BAT file for TCP/IP, B-3
the CONFIG.SYS file for NetBIOS, B-20
Windows NT registry, D-3

encryption
description, 2-17

environment setup
installation verification, A-9
verifying, A-9

ERROR directory, A-2
error messages

resolving, G-1–G-22
Esker Tun TCP transport, B-9, B-13
external authentication, 2-21

F
file

AUTOEXEC.BAT, B-2
CONFIG.SYS, B-2
HOSTS, 4-29
NSD.INI, B-21
SYSTEM.INI, B-21

file parameters, B-2
AUTOEXEC.BAT, B-2
CONFIG.SYS, B-2
verifying, B-2

Firefox transport, B-11, B-14
Forwardability

Windows 3.1x Kerberos Utility, using, 6-7
Frontier Technologies Super-TCP transport, B-9, B-

13
FTP PC/TCP OnNet VxD transport, B-9, B-13
FTP PC/TCP transport, B-4, B-9, B-11, B-13, B-15, 

B-17

G
GLOBAL_DBNAME parameter, 4-20, 4-21, E-31

H
HOSTS file, 4-29
HOSTS file, location of, 4-19, B-16
HOSTS parameter, E-10
HP ARPA Services transport, B-5, B-11, B-15, B-17
Hummingbird transport, B-9

I
IBM TCP/IP transport, B-9, B-13, B-17
IBM transport, B-9, B-13
INCLUDE directory, A-2
install, modifications for Oracle in

AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-2
installation

ANO issues, 3-5
overview, 3-1–3-5
results, 3-2
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installation verification
environment setup, A-9
Oracle Names, A-6
Oracle Network Manager, A-7
Oracle Protocol Adapters, A-6
overview, A-3
SQL*Net, A-3

installed files, A-1–A-9
IP address

determining, 4-29
specifying, E-6

IP defined, 2-8
IPC addresses, use of, E-28
IPX, defined, 2-9

J
JSB

virtual socket library (VSL), B-9
JSB executable installation, B-13
JSB VSL support, B-9

K
Kerberos Authentication Adapter

supported platforms, 2-3
supported vendors, 2-7
Windows 3.1x, 6-6
Windows NT and Windows 95, 6-4

Kerberos Authentication Adapter, Win 3.1x
using, 6-6

Kerberos Utility, 6-6
keywords

specifying for Oracle Protocol Adapters, E-9

L
LIB directory, A-2
Lifetime

Windows 3.1x Kerberos utility, using, 6-7
listener

ADDRESS, E-6
default alias, E-27
describing databases, E-29
OracleTNSListener service, 4-18, 4-24, 4-35, 5-4, 

5-8, F-2
OracleTNSListenerLSNR service, 4-18, 4-24, 4-

35, 5-4, 5-8, F-2
starting from Control Panel, 4-18
starting from the command line, 4-24, 5-4, G-

13, G-16
starting from the Control Panel, 4-24, 4-35, 5-8
stopping from the command line, 4-35, 5-8

listener address, E-28
Bequeath Protocol Adapter address, E-20
DECnet Protocol Adapter address, E-15
LU6.2 Protocol Adapter address, E-17
Named Pipes Protocol Adapter address, E-14
SPX Protocol Adapter address, E-13
TCP/IP Protocol Adapter address, E-12

listener address configuration, E-9
listener, defined, G-2
LISTENER.LOG file, G-8
LISTENER.ORA file, 4-2, E-2

listener address, E-28
listener name definition, E-27
overview of, E-26

LISTENER.TRC file, G-9
LLU parameter, E-10
LLU_NAME parameter, E-11
loading TSR transports for TCP/IP, B-3, B-5
local area network, LU6.2, B-21
LOCAL parameter, 5-16, C-4, D-2
LOCAL_LU parameter, E-10
LOCAL_LU_NAME parameter, E-11
LOG directory, A-2
log file

LISENER.LOG, G-8
SQLNET.LOG, E-23, G-8

log files, G-8
LOG_DIRECTORY parameter, E-30
LOG_DIRECTORY_CLIENT parameter, E-23
LOG_FILE parameter, E-30
LOG_FILE_CLIENT parameter, E-23
logging

listener, G-8
SQL*Net, E-23, G-8
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loopback test, 4-22
AUTOMATIC_IPC, 4-25
described, 4-25
performing, 4-25
using Server Manager, 4-26
using SQL*Plus, 4-27

loopback, defined, G-2
lpswitch transport, B-10, B-13
LSNRCTL, G-13
LSNRCTL utility

listener
LSNRCTL, 4-24, 4-35, 5-4, 5-8

starting from the Control Panel, 4-24, 5-4
LU_NAME parameter, E-10
LU6.2

Connection type/drivers table, B-21
LU6.2 drivers, B-21
LU6.2 protocol

supporting networks, 2-12
supporting topologies, 2-12

LU6.2 Protocol Adapter, B-21
address specification, E-17
asynchronous, B-21
AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-21
connecting from Windows, E-17
description, 2-11
local area network, B-21
NSD.INI file, B-21
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-6
synchronous, B-21
twinaxial, B-21

M
MDN parameter, E-11
Microsoft LAN Manager TCP/IP, B-4
Microsoft LAN Manager transport, B-4, B-11, B-15, 

B-17
Microsoft Windows for Workgroups transport, B-

10, B-11, B-14, B-17
Microsoft Windows NT Windows transport, B-10, 

B-14
MODE parameter, E-11
MSOCKLIB.DLL driver

using multiple versions, B-12
MSOCKLIB.DLL installation, B-12
multiple configuration files, E-3
multiple database connections, creating, E-27

N
Named Pipes Protocol Adapter

16-bit support, 2-7
address specification, E-14
description, 2-10
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-5

NAMES directory, A-2
NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN parameter, E-24, G-

12
NAMES.DEFAULT_ZONE parameter, G-12
NAMES.ORA file, E-2, F-3
NAMES.PREFERRED_SERVERS parameter, 4-22
NAMES.PREFERRED_SERVICES parameter, E-25
NAMESCTL utility

Oracle Names
NAMESCTL, 4-21, 4-23, 4-34, 5-3, 5-7

NDS Authentication Adapter
establishing connections with, 5-15
overview, 2-16
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-6

NDS Native Naming Adapter
description, 2-15
establishing connections with, 5-10
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-6

Net8, 2-4
NetBIOS Protocol Adapter, B-20

CONFIG.SYS file, B-20
description, 2-11
editing the AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-20
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-5

NetManage Chameleon transport, B-10, B-14
NetManage transport, B-17
network

topologies supporting LU6.2 protocol, 2-12
network definition, defined, G-2
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NETWORK directory, A-2
network protocols

described, 1-4
Network Security and Single Sign-On

description, 2-17
supported platforms, 2-3
Windows 3.1x, 6-5
Windows 95, 6-2
Windows NT, 6-2

networking, server side process, 1-4
NLS_LANG parameter, C-4, C-5
NODE parameter, E-10
Novell LAN WorkPlace transport, B-6, B-11, B-15, 

B-17
NS/WIN for LU6.2, B-21
NSD.INI file, B-21
NTBNAME parameter, E-10

O
OBJECT parameter, E-10
Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model, 2-11
ORA_CONFIG, C-2
ORA-00508, G-14
ORA-03121, 2-3
ORA-12154, G-11, G-16
ORA-12203, 4-32, G-13, G-14, G-16
ORA-12535, 4-32
ORA-12538, G-14
ORA-12541, 4-32
ORA-12545, 4-29
ORA-12634, 2-3
ORA-3121, G-17
Oracle Enterprise Manager

GRANT USER command, 5-14
Oracle home, B-2

defined, xxii
Oracle LU6.2 Protocol Adapter

AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-21
Oracle Named Pipes Protocol Adapter

addresses for, E-14
security, 5-17

Oracle Names, E-25
configuring, 4-16
description, 2-14

Dynamic Discovery Option, E-31
installation verification, A-6
OracleNamesService service, 4-21, 4-23, 4-34, 5-

3, 5-7, F-2
starting from the command line, 4-21, 4-23, 5-3
starting from the Control Panel, 4-23, 5-3
stopping from the command line, 4-34, 5-7
stopping from the Control Panel, 4-34, 5-7
supported platforms, 2-2
trace files, G-9
usage, 4-16

Oracle Names, defined, G-2
Oracle Network Manager

definition of, 4-3
installation verification, A-7
overview, 4-3
prerequisites for using, 4-3
supported platforms, 2-2
usage, 4-12

Oracle Network Manager, defined, G-2
Oracle Network Products

ANO, 2-3
Bequeath Protocol Adapter, 2-2, 2-7
Biometic (Identix) Authentication Adapter, 2-3, 

2-7
Client Status Monitor and SQLNET.ORA 

Editor, 2-2
CyberSAFE Authentication Adapter, 2-3, 2-6
DCE Integration, 2-3, 2-6
DECnet Protocol Adapter, 2-5
DEcnet Protocol Adapter, 2-2
described, 2-1–2-22
directory structure, A-2
introducing, 1-1–1-4
Kerberos Authentication Adapter, 2-3, 2-7
LU6.2 Protocol Adapter, 2-2, 2-6
Named Pipes Protocol Adapter, 2-2, 2-5, 2-7
NDS Authentication Adapter, 2-2, 2-6
NDS Native Naming Adapter, 2-2, 2-6
NetBIOS Protocol Adapter, 2-2, 2-5
Network Security and Single Sign-On, 2-3
Oracle Names, 2-2
Oracle Network Manager, 2-2
Oracle Protocol Adapters, 2-5
overview, 1-1–1-4
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port numbers, F-1–F-3
SecurID Authentication Adapter, 2-3, 2-6
service names, F-1–F-3
SPX Protocol Adapter, 2-2, 2-5, 2-7
SQL*Net, 2-2
SQL*Net Easy Configuration, 2-2
TCP/IP Protocol Adapter, 2-2, 2-5, 2-7
Windows NT Authentication Adapter, 2-2, 2-6

Oracle Protocol Adapters
described, 1-3
installation verification, A-6
overview, 1-3
overview of each, 2-5
supported, 1-3

Oracle Protocol Adapters, defined, G-2
Oracle service connections

verifying, 4-33
Oracle SID, E-7

use of, E-6
Oracle trace, G-10
Oracle Version 6 tools

configuring, B-25
ORACLE.INI file, C-2

setting parameters, C-4
TCP_VENDOR parameter, B-7
verifying, B-7

ORACLE_DBS parameter, C-2
use of, C-2

Oracle7 database, defined, G-2
Oracle7 RDBMS, defined, G-2
Oracle7 Server, defined, G-2
OracleNamesService service, 4-21, 4-23, 4-34, 5-3, 

5-7, F-2
OracleTNSListener service, 4-18, 4-24, 4-35, 5-4, 5-

8, F-2
OracleTNSListenerLSNR service, 4-18, 4-24, 4-35, 

5-4, 5-8, F-2
ORAWIN, B-2
overview

of LISTENER.ORA file, E-26
of TNSNAMES.ORA file, E-4

P
PARTNER_LU_LOCAL_ALIAS parameter, E-11
PARTNER_LU_NAME parameter, E-11
PASSWORD parameter, E-30
PATH command, A-9

use of, A-9
peer-to-peer communication

protocols, 2-11
Persoft SmarTCP transport, B-10, B-14
PING

testing TCP/IP, 4-32
PIPE parameter, E-10
PLU parameter, E-11
PLU_LA parameter, E-11
POOL_SIZE parameter, E-29
port numbers

listener, F-3
Oracle Names, F-3

PORTS parameter, E-10
PRESPAWN_MAX parameter, E-29
procedures

for using the NDS Authentication Adapter for 
Windows Clients, 5-15

PROGRAM parameter, E-9
protocol adapters

overview, 2-5
PROTOCOL parameter, E-9, E-29
Public Key Cryptography

description, 2-18

R
registry, D-3

adding parameters, D-1–D-5
editing for Windows NT, D-3
REGEDIT, D-4
REGEDT32, D-3

REMOTE parameter, 5-16, D-2
RESOURCE directory, A-2
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S
SecurID Authentication Adapter

supported platforms, 2-3
supported vendors, 2-6
Windows 3.1x, 6-7
Windows NT and Windows 95, 6-4

Server Manager, using in a loopback test, 4-26
SERVER parameter, E-10
server, defined, G-3
server, functioning as a client, E-27
SERVERthread_id.TRC file, E-23, G-9
service name

deleting, 4-11
modifying, 4-9
more than one for an SID, E-8
relation to global database name, E-8
requirements, E-8
selecting, E-8
SQL*Net V1, 4-10

service name, defined, G-3
SERVICE parameter, E-10
SID, E-6, E-7

as part of CONNECT_DATA, E-7
defined, E-6
definition of, E-29

SID parameter, E-9
SID, defined, G-3
SID_DESC keyword

use of, 4-20, E-29, E-31
single log on, accessing servers and databases, 5-12
Single Sign-On

description, 2-20
SNA, 2-11
Special terms, G-1
SPX defined, 2-9
SPX Protocol Adapter, B-19

16-bit support, 2-7
address specification, E-13
addresses for, E-13
AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-19
description, 2-9
editing the AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-19
IPX defined, 2-9
multiple sessions on Windows 95, 2-7

setup, B-19
SPX defined, 2-9
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-5

SQL (Structured Query Language), defined, G-3
SQL*Net

client diagnostics, G-5
supported platforms, 2-2

SQL*Net configuration tools
Oracle Network Manager, 4-3
overview, 2-13
SQL*Net Easy Configuration, 4-3

SQL*Net Easy Configuration, 4-3
delete a database alias, 4-11
delete a service name, 4-11
modify a database alias, 4-9
modify a service name, 4-9
overview, 4-3
prerequisites for using, 4-3
supported platforms, 2-2
usage, 4-5
view configuration information, 4-11

SQL*Net files
verifying installation of, A-3, A-6, A-7
verifying installation of server executables, A-5

SQL*Net installation verification, A-3
SQL*Net V1, 4-10
SQL*Net, defined, G-3
SQL*Plus, using in a loopback test, 4-27
SQLNET.AUTHENTICATION_SERVICES 

parameter, G-21
SQLNET.AUTHENTICATIONS_SERVICE 

parameter, 5-13, 5-15
SQLNET.CRYPTO_SEED parameter, G-21
SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME parameter, E-22, G-21
SQLNET.LOG file, E-23, G-8
SQLNET.ORA file, E-2

authentication, E-25
AUTOMATIC_IPC, 4-25
checksumming, E-25
client parameters, E-25
contents of, E-21
dead connection detection, E-22
encryption, E-25
multiple copies, E-3
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SQLNET.TRC file, E-24, G-8
SQLNETthread_id.TRC file, E-24, G-8
STARTUP_WAITTIME parameter, E-30
Sun PC-NFS Pro transport, B-10, B-14
Sun PC-NFS transport, B-6, B-10, B-11, B-14, B-15, 

B-17
SVRMGR utility, 4-26
synchronous connection, LU6.2, B-21
System Network Architecture (SNA), 2-11
SYSTEM.INI file, B-21

T
TCP defined, 2-8
TCP/IP protocol

Domain Name Service, B-16
TCP/IP Protocol Adapter

16-bit support, 2-7
address specification, E-12
addresses for, E-12
AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-3
description, 2-8, 2-9
editing the AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-3
IP defined, 2-8
loading software, B-15
loading TSR transports, B-3, B-5
ORACLE.INI file, B-7
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-5
TCP defined, 2-8
verifying installation, B-9
verifying JSB executable installation, B-13
verifying JSB VSL support, B-9
verifying MSOCKLIB.DLL installation, B-12
Windows sockets, B-8

TCP/IP software
identifying destination address, B-16
installation, B-15
locating the HOSTS file, B-16
using the Domain Name Service, B-16

TCP/IP transport, 4-29
TCP/IP transports

3Com 3+Open TCP, B-3, B-5, B-9, B-11, B-13, B-
14, B-17

Beame & Whiteside, B-4, B-11, B-14, B-17

Digital PATHWORKS for DOS, B-9, B-11, B-13, 
B-14, B-17

Distinct TCP/IP, B-9, B-13
Esker Tun TCP, B-9, B-13
Firefox, B-11, B-14
Frontier Technologies Super-TCP for 

Windows, B-9, B-13
FTP PC/TCP, B-4, B-9, B-11, B-13, B-15, B-17
FTP PC/TCP OnNet VxD, B-9, B-13
HP ARPA Services, B-5, B-11, B-15, B-17
Hummingbird, B-9
IBM, B-9, B-13
IBM TCP/IP, B-9, B-13, B-17
lpswitch, B-10, B-13
Microsoft LAN Manager, B-4, B-11, B-15, B-17
Microsoft Window NT, B-10, B-14
Microsoft Windows for Workgroups, B-10, B-

11, B-14, B-17
NetManage, B-17
NetManage Chameleon, B-10, B-14
Novell LAN WorkPlace, B-11, B-15, B-17
Novell LAN WorkPlace for DOS, B-6
Persoft SmarTCP, B-10, B-14
Sun PC-NFS, B-6, B-10, B-11, B-14, B-15, B-17
Sun PC-NFS Pro, B-10, B-14
Ungermann-Bass Net/One, B-11, B-15
Walker Richer & Quinn Reflection Network 

Series, B-7, B-10, B-14
Wollongong Pathway Access for DOS, B-7
Wollongong PathWay Access Runtime, B-10, B-

11, B-14, B-15, B-18
TCP/IP TSR transports

loading, B-3
loading kernel code, B-5

TCP/IP vendor file installation
JSB executable, B-13
JSB VSL support, B-9
MSOCKLIB.DLL, B-12
verifying, B-9

TCP_VENDOR parameter
ORACLE.INI, B-7

Terminate and Stay Resident, B-3
Terminology, G-1
testing the configuration on the client, 4-29
testing the configuration on the server, 4-22
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TIMEOUT parameter, E-29
TNS community, defined, G-3
TNS connection, defined, G-4
TNS, defined, G-3
TNS_ADMIN parameter, D-3, G-4
TNS-based application, defined, G-3
TNSNAMES.ORA file, 4-2, E-2, E-3

connect descriptors, E-6
CONNECT_DATA SID keyword, E-7, E-8
descriptor syntax, E-7
listener address, E-6
listener address configuration, E-9
overview, E-4
purpose of, E-4, E-21
using service names, E-8

TNSNAV.ORA file, E-2
TNSPING

using, 4-33
TNSPING.TRACE_DIRECTORY parameter, E-24
TNSPING.TRACE_LEVEL parameter, E-24
TP_NAME parameter, E-11
TPN parameter, E-11
TRACE directory, A-2
trace file, E-23

LISTENER.TRC, G-9
SERVERthread_id.TRC, E-23, G-9
SQLNET.TRC, E-24, G-8
SQLNETthread_id.TRC, E-24, G-8
tracing on server

SQL*Net, G-9
trace files, G-8
TRACE_DIRECTORY parameter, E-30
TRACE_DIRECTORY_CLIENT parameter, E-23
TRACE_FILE parameter, E-30
TRACE_FILE_CLIENT parameter, E-23
TRACE_LEVEL parameter, E-30
TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT, G-12
TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT parameter, E-23, G-12
TRACE_UNIQUE_CLIENT parameter, E-24
tracing

Oracle Names, G-9
tracing on client

SQL*Net, E-24, G-8
tracing on server

listener, G-9

SQL*Net, E-23
Transparent Network Substrate

described, 1-3
transports

TSR transports for TCP/IP, B-3
troubleshooting, G-1–G-22
TSR

verifying transports for TCP/IP, B-3
twinaxial, LU6.2, B-21
Typographical conventions, xxi

U
Ungermann-Bass Net/One transport, B-11, B-15
USE_PLUG_AND_PLAY parameter, 4-20, 4-21, E-

31

V
verifying

AUTOEXEC.BAT file, B-2
CONFIG.SYS file, B-2
file parameters, B-2
installation of SQL*Net client executable 

files, A-5
installation of SQL*Net server executable 

files, A-5
JSB executable installation, B-13
JSB VSL TCP/IP support, B-9
LU6.2 Protocol Adapter setup, B-21
MSOCKLIB.DLL installation, B-12
Oracle NetBIOS Protocol Adapter setup, B-20
Oracle SPX Protocol Adapter setup, B-19
ORACLE.INI file, B-7
TCP/IP vendor file installation, B-9
WIN.INI file, B-2

verifying for Windows
parameters, B-1–B-25
system files, B-1–B-25
vendor configuration, B-1–B-25

VSL
JSB virtual socket library, B-9

VSL.INI file
verifying, B-13
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transport, B-7, B-10, B-14
WIN.INI file, B-2

verifying, B-2
Window NT

IPC addressing, E-28
Windows

AUTOEXEC.BAT, editing, B-3, B-19, B-21
AUTOEXEC.BAT, verifying, B-2
CONFIG.SYS file, verifying, B-2
CONFIG.SYS, editing, B-20
configuration files, C-1–C-8
configuration parameters, C-1–C-8
connection issues, 5-16
directory structure, A-2
file parameters verification, B-2
LU6.2 Protocol Adapter setup, verifying, B-21
NetBIOS Protocol Adapter setup, verifying, B-

20
Oracle home directory, including, B-2
ORACLE.INI, verifying, B-7
parameters, verifying, B-1–B-25
sockets, B-8
sockets vendor, B-8
SPX Protocol Adapter setup, B-19
system files, verifying, B-1–B-25
vendor configuration, B-1–B-25
WIN.INI, verifying, B-2

Windows 95
directory structure, A-2
registry, D-3
verifying installation of SQL*Net files, A-3, A-

6, A-7
Windows NT

directory structure, A-2
registry

adding a parameter, D-3
verifying installation of SQL*Net files, A-3, A-

6, A-7
verifying installation of SQL*Net server 

executables, A-5
Windows NT Authentication Adapter

description, 2-16
establishing connections with, 5-12
supported platforms, 2-2
supported vendors, 2-6

WINSOCK.DLL, B-8
Wollongong Pathway Access for DOS transport, B-

7
Wollongong PathWay Access Runtime 

transport, B-10, B-11, B-14, B-15, B-18
WOW, 5-9


